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2
JAPANESE MODERN
EDUCATORS
Shin’ichi Suzuki

Introductory outline of modern Japanese education: 1850–2000
For a long time, Japan remained in the culture of Hanji script. Trans-geopolitical communication with China and Korea from the 5th century (at the latest) onwards nurtured Japanese
literacy in Hanji script. In the 7th century, Chinese astronomy and calendars, geography, papermaking, ink, and water-clocks were brought to Japan. It is said (but not yet confirmed as historical records) that in 687, the 44 volumes of new scripts (derived from Chinese letters) were
edited. The physical basis of ancient Japanese literacy was thus prepared in the 7th century. Since
then, Japan has advanced its own literacy system and various learning schemes. After accepting
Confucian leaning and the Buddhist faith in the 6th century, Japan nurtured and completed its
culture.
Between the last decade of the 16th century and the early 17th century, there emerged a
short period of contacts with Spanish and Portuguese Christian missions, but Japan kept its
doors closed to the outer world (except Holland) for more than 200 years (1639–1858). AngloAmerican expansion reached Japan a little before the mid-19th century, and it brought with
it stimulating knowledge, culture, and civilization together with threats of political combat.
The then-central political organ, Tokugawa-Bakufu, made haste to cope with the issues. As
to the solutions, the hottest disputes arose between the bakufu and the imperial court. The
then-literati debated with one another. The disputes grew to Two Parties of Sabaku (佐幕:
standing for the bakufu) and Kinnou (勤皇: standing for the imperial court), both of whom
became antagonistic towards each other. Betwixt and between uncompromising standpoints,
there emerged divergent opinions among those who had been, if only partially, acquainted with
western knowledge and the imperial colonialism of the day spreading over China and Southeast
Asia. The Meiji Revolution occurred in 1868, and the new government introduced modern
schemes for the national state, one of which was the radical nationalization of popular education. The gakusei (学制), introduced in 1872, was such a symbolic system that could pave the
way for modern development of educational schemes, from preschooling to tertiary, and educational culture. The timeline of education shows a phase of marked expansion. The quantitative
and qualitative development of compulsory schooling, from 6 to 14, reached 92.4% by 1917 for
both genders. The Japanese imperialistic and militant political regimes from the 1890s to the
mid-1940s resulted in the death of many citizens and in bringing tremendous disasters to many
94
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East and Southeast Asian peoples. Internally, Japanese education was crushed and destroyed in
its systems and contents, especially by the war-oriented mobilization policies from 1938/1939
to the end of the Pacific War.
In 1946, the New Japanese Constitution made education a fundamental right of the Japanese
people. In the following year, 1947, the Fundamental Law of Education and the School Education Act were brought into force. Compulsory education was made 9 years, from ages 6 to 15
upon the basis of co-education. School articulation was placed on the 6 + 3+3 scheme: 6 years
primary school, 3 years junior secondary school, and a non-compulsory 3-year high school
(senior secondary school). The post-secondary education system was wholly reorganized into a
linear scheme, consisting of junior college (2-year course) and university (4-year course). The
former imperial universities became state universities, and the former colleges and advanced
colleges were reorganized or amalgamated regionally (from local authority to authority) into a
new scheme of state or public universities.
The school population increased year after year, and by 1950, nearly all the age cohorts were
in compulsory attendance. Nominal equal opportunity for all schoolchildren and youth was
completed by 2000. Japanese school education, nowadays, has diverse educational issues, which
could be discussed elsewhere. One thing that cannot be left untouched is the demographic
decrease of the number of children. Before and after 2000, there have been recurrent reports
of school-phobia, bullying, and child abuse. Highly centralized demographic distributions have
also brought up the rather serious problem of urban alienation from the nature of the younger
generations and the disruption of local communities.
We may historically observe some characteristics of modern Japanese education. Militarism in
compulsory education was one of these. Dr. Mori Arinori, the first minister of education, introduced militaristic physical education to the elementary school curriculum, and the doctrine was
reinforced during the wartime period of the 1930s. The second was the human resources policy
which was maintained and developed through the whole era from 1868 to 2000. The third is the
moral war, as it were, about Japanese national identity. This can be read in the disputes on MeijiTenno’s Rescript on Education (教育勅語: kyoiku-chokugo) issued in 1890 and in the Fundamental Law of Education enacted in 1946 and revised in 2006. The fourth is state intervention
in national education. For example, before 1945, several imperial state university professors were
expelled because of their academic works that publicly criticized the then-government policies,
and the indigenous school teacher movement toward scientific, rational, and creative teaching
was oppressed by the then-government. After 1945, governmental intervention survived in the
domain of school curricula. The fifth was the voluntarism of private persons and sectors who
devoted themselves to developing educational services in many fields, from practice to theory,
from liberal to vocational, nursery to higher education, and various forms of mass learning.
Against such common courses of educational history, several particularities of Japanese education from an historical perspective can be seen.
1

Locally, many people devoted themselves to developing and enhancing school and social/
community education. A historiographic survey may illustrate enthusiasm shared by leaders and followers. The topics they touched on represented diverse “localities” in Japan
and were wide enough to embrace almost all human activities. They may suggest even
today how different the ideas of “locality” can be. This may highlight that educational
processes historically developed may defy a simplified framework of general educational
policy choices and their statistical expression. Such dynamic diversities are worthy of careful attention and reappraisal.
95
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2

3

4

5

6

Some industrialists were positive agents for developing a modern educational system. There
have been three types: (a) those who devoted themselves to enlightening conventional
merchants in adopting Euro-American management ideas and systems into the market or
those who established learning institutes for merchants, (b) those who provided schools to
disseminate a new spirit and ethos toward the evolving industry-trade complex, and (c)
figures who participated as representatives of the industrial circle in politics so that national
economic policies might deal fully with the tasks of modern industrialization of Japanese
society. Shibusawa Eiichi belonged to all three types.
Educational administration in modern Japan grew and came to bureaucratic maturity as
one of the key centres of modern Japan as a nation-state. Before institutionalizing the
cabinet system in 1885, several steps were taken from 1867 to 1884: (a) setting up a bureaucratic mechanism in the centre; (b) introducing the gakusei, which implemented an educational system with its administration; and (c) bringing up new bureaucrats by sending
them abroad for studies. After 1885, the Ministry of Education had able ministers who
enthusiastically guided the centralized administration in line with the national policy of
a “wealthy and strong nation”. Along this line, more mature, learned, and professionally
trained administrators implemented the national policies. Through the decades, Japanese
modern educational administration became highly centralized. Despite the decentralization drives from 1946 to 1950 and the upsurge of deregulation reforms in the mid-1980s,
educational administration remains centralized.
Before 1868, women were strictly asked to accept “three-obeisance”: obey parents,
obey husbands, and obey children. These were the Confucian doctrines of the household. These notorious doctrines were criticized bitterly after the Meiji Restoration,
but they persisted. The New era of Meiji was a significant time for girls’ education.
The leaders accepted offering opportunities for girls to learn. The beginning was the
influence given by Christian missions. Some enlightened politicians like Ito Hirobumi
also argued for the positive consequences of educating girls. Female leaders could be
classified into two groups: (a) those close to the imperial court or the newly institutionalized nobles, or those inclined to enlighten more girls in the liberal tradition of EuroAmerican culture, and (b) those who thought highly of traditional visions and wisdom
of womanhood. Mr. Naruse Jinzo was a distinguished explorer amongst innovators of
girls’ education. Girls’ education was more often initiated by women (Tsuda, Yoshioka,
for example).
Along with authorized advancement of modern school education, a tide of new education surged during the Taisho era. Against dominant Herbartian instruction, the idea of
spontaneous learning as self-activity was advocated by Higuchi Kanjiro. The 20th century
brought Japan democratic and individualized doctrines of education. At the same time,
some Japanese social philosophers addressed self-determining democracy. Ellen Kay was
introduced. The new education movement was represented in three ways: (a) Sawayanagi
opened his school Seijo-Shogakko (Seijo Elementary School), and Noguchi opened Jido-noMura Shogakko (Children’s Village School) under the influence of foreign movements
like the Dalton Plan; (b) relatively personal and indigenous educational thoughts were
represented in Eight Leading Pedagogues; and (c) experimental lessons were made in some
of the Affiliated Schools of the Normal Schools. On principle, Japanese new education
vindicated child- or learner-centred approaches to school education.
Defining social education as spontaneous learning activities, Japanese social education may
look ambiguous. From 1867 to 1937, the central government kept the initiative in controlling popular culture and public opinion. In the earlier days of the 1870s, the government
96
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was willing to activate popular learning. However, by wartime during the 1930s, all popular groups of diverse origins were totally reorganized into the Central League of Mobilizing National Spirit initiated in 1937. In 1929, the government introduced the nationwide
Campaign for Mobilizing Instructions of the People. This turned all activities into social
education state-based indoctrination of state policies and their political ideals. Popular
conscience was politically mobilized, leaving no space for freedom of thought. Theatres,
museums, cinemas, journals, and magazines were mobilized toward governmental policy
implementation. Protests surged but were suppressed politically.
7 In the darkest militant totalitarian days of the 1930s, and the days of economic depression
in the 1920s which attacked poor farmers and labourers, Japanese public schoolteachers
fought against monolithic state doctrines of schooling, saved poor children from famine,
and created alternative new education. There were two movements to be included.
(a) 生活綴方運動 (seikatsu-tsudurikata undo; movement of children’s essay writing) was
not unanimous at the first stage but was gradually organized after 1929 when the journal
綴方生活 (tsudurikata seikatsu: Life in Essay-Writing) was published. The editors asserted
the importance of life for children. The movement spread nationally. There were several
leading journals, each of which had many schoolteachers as subscribers. 北方教育 (hoppo
kyoiku, Northern Education) was famous for its keen attention to educational welfare for
children from poor farming families. (b) In 1930, when worldwide economic depression
affected people, many schoolchildren were forced to live stringent lives. Schoolteachers
organized the Japanese Union of Educational Labourers in 1930 and established in the
same year an Institute for Education based on social scientific and historical criticism of
Japanese liberal capitalism. The Institute had 12 subresearch committees where academic
professors, teachers, and university students met together to talk about building proletarian educational systems in Japan. Both movements were fiercely suppressed by the Home
Office Police, and many teachers were arrested and jailed in 1934. Although suppressed
politically, the movement was the first union organized by teachers to tackle the grave
issues of racial inequality and imperialism in Japan.
8 Concurrently with, if not opposing, teachers’ unionism, there emerged a series of 郷土
教育 (kyodo-kyoiku: local community studies) under the influence of Heimatkunde and
Arbeitschule in Germany. The strand could be traced back to the Meiji era, but it spread
over the local communities in the early Showa era (the beginning of the 1930s). The
Ministry of Education took initiatives to disseminate the ideas of local studies into normal
schools’ curricula from 1930 on. The policy affected not only local normal schools but
elementary and secondary schools. The documents entitled Home Country Observed, or
Collected Resources of Home Country, mimeographed by schoolteachers, became the symbols of the movement. The aims of such a new curriculum were dual in the sense that
they intended to cultivate both sympathetic psychology, if not artistic and poetic imaginations, to traditional emotional patterns and moral attitudes and values enshrined in 修身
(shushin: moral and ethical study) approved by the minister of education. Pedagogically,
Kyodo-Kyoiku was a type of Gesamtuntericht consisting of history, geography, and the 3
Rs. However, the movement was finally absorbed into the mobilizing policy over social
education in the 1930s.
9 Corresponding to the changing Zeitgeist of each era (Meiji, Taisho, Showa), several types
of juvenile magazines were published appealing to the interests of the child and the youth.
Historically, such magazines or journals can be traced back to 1875, when 新聞小学
(shinbun-shogaku: News for Elementary Children) was first launched. Such magazines following the first were merely collections of notes written by schoolchildren. In 1888, a new
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journal, 少年園 (shonen-en: Garden for Young Boys), was published to inform children of
more cultural lessons. Since then, juvenile journals became increasingly dense in content
and diverse in styles. Diversity in juvenile journalism suggests that by 1900, children’s literacy had advanced and matured enough to require juvenile literature and to form a market
for the journals. State education had produced a literate young generation. In 1917, 赤い鳥
(akai-tori: Birds in Red) appeared. This was prepared and published by Suzuki Mielichi.
This journal was path-breaking in attuning to the new education movement and democratic tide and wave of the days. New journals were edited following Akai-Tori, and they
supplied children with essays and tales written by the eminent authors of the day. In the
early Showa era, juvenile magazines became nationalistic. According to research analysis
of the contents of 少年倶楽部 (shonen-kurabu: Boys’ Club), issued from 1914 to 1945
by Kodan-Sha (a publisher in Tokyo), 20% of the content was stories, 15% cultural (intellectual) notes, 11% military stories, 10% foreign news, 8% juvenile tales, 6% adventure,
5% great men’s stories, 4% tales for children, 2% on sports, and the rest other. After 1945,
most juvenile journals tried to concentrate on pastimes and manga, which may suggest an
alternating mode of literacy among succeeding generations of younger people.
10 One feature of Japanese modern education was theoretical borrowing from the Western
culture. Many professors of modern disciplines, including education and higher ranks of
civil and military servants studied abroad either in Europe or in America. They brought
back knowledge, skills, and technology to Japan. It was in the earliest period of the Meiji
era when many foreign scholars were often employed at schools, colleges, universities, and
governmental agencies. Gradually, Japanese scholars grew in number in the field of education, and after the 1930s, scholars and practitioners began to develop their own theories
and frameworks of teaching and guiding pupils. From 1945, Japanese university teachers
have developed theoretical enquiries in line with Dewey’s pragmatism and Marxism on the
one hand and positivist philosophy on the other. Main schools of European philosophies
reached educational theory circles in Japan. Historical studies in education were kept alive.
Indigenous trials had also been made, referring to accumulated knowledge and research
frameworks which had been developed by Japanese cultural anthropologists and ethnologists. Progressivism in pre-war Japanese educational circles also revived.
11 Japan owed much to foreign advisers. They were invited by the Japanese government.
They taught at schools, colleges, and universities; supported civic and military servants;
and encouraged private enterprises. The total number of foreign advisers who visited Japan
between 1868 and 1889 reached 2299 (English, 928; American, 374; French, 259; Qing
Chinese, 253; German, 175; Dutch, 87; Austrian, 21; Danish, 21; Italian, 18; Russian,
16; Swedish, 9; Portuguese, 6; and others). As for academic scholars who visited Japan
during the Meiji era (1868–1912) and taught either at state universities or at state higher
colleges and private educational institutions, the total number was about 170 (German, 63;
English, 38; American, 34; French, 23), 142 of whom stayed in the first half of the Meiji
era. (Ogata, H, 1952, 1961; Umetani, 2007). Of those who contributed to Japanese modernization, Guid Hermn Fridolin Verbeck (1830–98) is important. He taught Okuma
Shigenobu at Nagasaki and submitted his Brief Plan to Okuma while teaching at KaiseiGakko at Tokyo. Okuma translated it into Japanese and sent it to Iwakura Tomomi. The
Plan realized the Iwakura Embassy (1871–73) to the United States of America and Europe
(Tanaka Fujimaro and Kume Kunitake). Their reports instructed learned bureaucrats and
illustrated to the reading public what western civilization was. Japanese modern academism
was opened to a new horizon by the foreign academic advisers. In the field of education,
foreign influences were wide and profound. To mention a few of the names of persons in
98
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history, Pestalozzi, Spencer, Dilthey, Dewey, Natorp, Herbart, Kershcensteiner,
Rousseau, Krupskaya, Makarenko, and Neill are illustrative examples. What kind of
academic acquisitions Japanese scholars had is another critical topic for investigation.
Summing up, the history of Japanese education reflects dilemmas of national modernization.
When modernization meant Europeanization, Americanization, or westernization, the notion
of nation or “being Japanese” might easily conflict with any such notion. In order to protect
Japanese polity against European powers, which were not always collaborative with Japanese
political authorities – bakufu and the imperial court, Japan made haste in resetting indigenous
educational systems so that they might adapt to the urgent needs of industrialization, internationalization and political cum administrative resetting of internal politics. Japanese education
reached maturity through its institutional diversity and in classical pedagogy. Although the
traditional school curriculum was based on Japanese and Chinese classics, on Buddhist stories,
on merchants’ ethics, and on the rudimentary 3 Rs, Japanese literacy was not low. Against such
a cultural background, educational resetting was successful to an extent in technological and
industrial adaptation. However, it remains a historically interesting question how far Japanese
educational adjustment could have been pragmatically flexible enough to adapt to the required
individuation of people’s attitudes to the new world from their own perspectives. Japan has left
untouched the issues of internalized ethnic and political minorities. A historically structured
question remains unsolved; that is, the artificial idiosyncrasy of “Japaneseness” enshrined politically with State Shintoism in the Meiji era has been haunting educational policy choices for far
more than a century.

Timeline of Education in Japan (1850 to 2000)
Closing era of Edo from 1850 to 1868
1850
1851

1852

1853
1854
1855

1856
1857
1859

16 years before the Meiji Restoration: big fire at Edo; translation of foreign books was
strictly limited by Edo Bakufu; British vessels visited northern islands.
Manjiro Nakahama, a fisherman, was sent back home by an American ship.
His knowledge and experiences of Europe and America became enlightening to
some of the learned samurai and chonin (dwellers in towns). Bakufu established 洋学所
(yogakusho; library of western books).
Director of the Dutch Trade Office informed Tokugawa Bakufu of a possible American
officer visit to Edo the next year; a Russian vessel visited Shimoda, bringing back Japanese afloat.
Captain Perrly, American Fleet, required Tokugawa (Edo) Bakufu to sign a peace and
trade treaty with the United States.
The bakufu signed the treaty, which caused political unrest with Komei Tenno; big fires at
Kyoto and Fukui; big earthquake and tsunami on the east coast of Honshu (main island).
The bakufu signed peace and trade treaties with Britain, France, and Russia; YogakuSho (洋学所; library of western books) was built. Fukuzawa entered Tekijuku (適塾,
see Ogata Ko’an).
Yogakusho was renamed Bansho-shirabesho (蕃書調所); Yoshida Shoin opened his
juku.
Bansho-shirabesho opened its lecture courses; Nishi Amane helped with the courses;
仏蘭西詞林 (furansu-sirin; French-Japanese words) was completed.
Yoshida Shoin was sentenced to death.
99
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1861
1862
1863

1864
1865
1866
1867

Japanese delegation to the United States sets sail and Fukuzawa accompanied.
Bansho-shirabesho was reorganized as Yosho-shirabesho (洋書調所; library of books
overseas), which had a publishing division.
Ito Hirobumi and a few others were sent to London to study jurisprudence: Yoshoshirabesho grew to Kaisei-jo (開成所; school for English, French, Dutch, German, and
Russian languages, the office of learning).
Niijma Joe got illegally out of Japan to America.
Mori Arinori and 13 other youths were sent by Satsuma-han to Britain.
Kikuchi Dairoku and Toyama Masakazu were sent by bakufu to Britain.
Japan participated in the Paris International Exhibition.

Meiji era: 1868 to 1912 (Meiji Tenno’s reign)
1868

1869

1870

1871

1872

1873

1874

Meiji Revolution/Restoration: Sovereignty was restored to Tenno Meiji; the imperial
court was at Kyoto; at Tokyo, 医学所 (iagakusho, school of western medicine) and
開成所 (kaiseijo, foreign language institute) were recovered; at Osaka, a chemical institute was placed; at Kyoto, 漢学所 (kangakusho; Chinese Study centre) was created.
The government encouraged all local authorities to establish their 小学校 (shou gakko,
equivalent to elementary school); 大学校 (daigakkou; highest college) was established,
amalgamating 昌平黌 (shoheiko), 医学校 (igakko; medical college), and 開成学校
(kaiseigakko); 大学校 was re-institutionalized as 大学 (daigaku), 開成学校 as 大学
南校 (daigaku-nankou; south branch of Daigaku), and 医学校 as 大学東校 (daigakutoukou: east branch of Daigaku), but soon, this amalgam was dissolved into 大学
(daigaku, centred at Shoheiko), 大学南校 (daigaku-nanko, centred at Kaiseigakko), and
大学東校 (daigaku-toko, centred at Igakko).
Codes of 大学, 中学 (chugaku, equivalent to middle school) and 小学 were made public; it was announced that six 小学 and one 中学 would be built in Tokyo; the Naval
Academy opened at Tokyo and the Military Academy at Osaka; the Mainichi Press
issued its paper at Yokohama; Kikuchi Dairoku revisited Cambridge University; Mori
Arinori worked in Washington D.C.
The Ministry of Education (MoE) settled a survey unit consisting of 11 members over
schooling systems abroad; the Iwakura Embassy set sail to America and Europe: Tsuda
Umeko and four girls accompanied the group.
被仰出書 (oose-idasareshino-sho; orders prescribed in the name of Meiji Tenno on
national education), normally known as gakusei (学制: state school system, following
the French administration model) was promulgated. A new national modern school system from elementary to university was first ordered by the Meiji government; Normal
School was opened at Tokyo; Motoda Nagazane was invited to the imperial household
and served Meiji Tenno as his tutor; the Iwakura Embassy came back home.
Elementary textbooks in six subjects were published by Normal School; the elementary school attached to Normal School started teaching; a technology school was built
in Technology College affiliated with the Technology Department (government); a
portrait of Meiji Tenno was granted to Nara-Ken. Portraits were granted to all Kens
thereafter.
Meirokusha (明六社; Meiji 6 Club), the first academic club, was established by Mori
Arnori, Nishimura Shigeki, and others; Nakae Chomin opened the French Studies
Institute; the Yomiuri Press started; Girls’ Normal School came into being at Tokyo;
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1875

1876

1877

1878

1879

1880

1881

1882

1883

Fukuzawa established 慶應義塾 (keio-gijyuku; a complex of academic college and
educational schools); Izawa Shuji was appointed the Principal of Aichi Normal School;
Taisodenshujo (体操伝習所; Institute of Physical Exercise), a training school for teachers of physical exercise, was established at Tokyo.
Schooling age was defined from 6 to 14; Deaf and Dumb School opened at Kyoto;
local mayors were afforded the legal power to approve local elementary schools; Tsuda
Sen established Gakuno-sha (学農社: college of agriculture); Doshisha-English School
opened by Niijima Joe; Izawa was sent to America; Mori established the Institute of
Commerce and Trade.
The Mitsubishi Bank opened; the Home Office held its Industrial Unit; Sapporo Gakko
(Sapporo School, later Sapporo College of Agriculture) opened; a kindergarten was
affiliated with Tokyo Girls’ Normal School; Ueno Park opened.
Tokyo University, combining Kaisei Gakkou and medical school, embarked on teaching; Gakushuin (学習院: school for the court nobles established at Kyoto in 1848)
moved and reopened at Tokyo; Kikuchi was appointed professor of mathematics at the
Imperial University of Tokyo.
State Normal Schools at Osaka, Nagasaki, and Miyagi were abolished; University of
Technology opened; MoE submitted 日本教育令 (nihon-kyoiku-rei: Ordinance of
Japanese Education), which was revised by Prime Minister Ito Hirobumi; local mayors
were legally afforded approving power for elementary school provisions; Tokyo Komaba
Agricultural School (later Department of Agriculture, Imperial University of Tokyo)
was established; Kume published the Report of Iwakura Embassy.
Meiji Tenno granted his 教学聖旨 (kyo-gaku seishi: My Views on National Education);
Prime Minister Ito Hirobumi submitted 教育議 (kyoiku-gi: Doctrines of National
Education) to Meiji Tenno; MoE organized a survey unit over music education, 学制
(gakusei, school district system; see 1872) was replaced by 教育令 (kyoiku rei, Ordinance of Education), which reorganized school matriculations (see Tanaka).
MoE established a unit for pedagogy improvement; the Japanese version of the New Testament was published; Nishimura Shigeki edited 小学修身訓 (shogaku shuhin kun: elementary instructions on moral education), and MoE published it; MoE prohibited 27 elementary
school textbooks; Tokyo Law School (later Hosei University) opened; Senshu-Gakko (now
Senshu University) opened; Meiji Law School (now Meiji University) opened.
MoE defined Principles of Elementary School Education; Standard Code of Practice for
Elementary School Teachers came into force; Sansei-Do Publishing Co. started; Tokyo
Mechanics Institute was institutionalized; Tokyo Institute of Physics (now Tokyo University of Natural Sciences) opened. Requirements of teaching certificates were issued;
school facilities became off limits to non-official activities.
Tokyo Senmon Gakko (東京専門学校; now Waseda University) opened (see Okuma),
Meiji Tenno granted 幼学綱要 (yogaku-kouyou: on rudimental education) to all local
mayors; Jingu-Kogaku-Kan (神宮皇学館: Institute for Imperial Shinto-Theology)
opened; all branches of Shinto schools were approved by the government; Kano Jigoro
founded Kodo-Kan at Tokyo.
Codes of Agricultural School came into force; Dai-Nippon Kyoiku Kai (大日本教育会:
Japanese Association of Education) was organized; Tokyo Eiwa Gakko (東京英和学校:
Tokyo School of English and Japanese, now Aoyama-Gakuin University) opened; official approval system of textbooks for elementary, secondary, and normal schools was
institutionalized.
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1884

1885

1886

1887

1888
1889

1890

1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898

1899

Several school codes on middle and commerce schools were enacted; encouraging settling kindergartens, MoE prohibited admitting pre-school-age infants to elementary
schools; 桜井女学校 (sakurai jogakkou, Sakurai Girls’ School) opened a nursery course
(the first trial).
School of English Law (now Chuo University) opened; Mori was appointed the first
minister of education; an association for Romanization of Japanese scripts was created;
Ordinance of Education was revised: schooling years (from 6 to 14) were fixed.
Kyoritu Women’s Vocational School started; government ratified the Metre Treaty;
Tokyo Normal School became Tokyo Higher Normal School; the 1st and 3rd Higher
Secondary Schools (高等中学校; koto-chugakko) were placed at Tokyo and Osaka;
Kansai Law School (now Kansai University) was opened; Yajima Kajiko established
the Women’s Reforming Association; Hani Motoko joined the Hochi Shinbun (Press)
at Tokyo; Code of School Textbook Censorship was published. The Code of Imperial
University, codes of primary and secondary schools, and teachers’ certification system
were introduced.
German scholar Haus Knecht arrived at Tokyo University; the 2nd and 4th Higher Secondary Schools were placed at Sendai and Kanazawa; the 5th Higher Secondary School
was placed at Kumamoto; the Junior Military Academy opened: Inoue Enryo opened
Institute of Philosophy (哲学館: tetsugaku-kan, now Toyo University); ordinance on
academic degrees was published; Governmental Units for Fine Arts and Music were
elevated to Fine Arts College and Music College; portraits of Meiji Tenno and Kogo
(empress) were granted to Okinawa Normal School.
The Asahi Press was established at Tokyo; the first “degree of doctor” was granted to 25
persons, including Kato Hiroyuki; Tokyo Astronomical Observatory was established.
The Constitution of Imperial Japan was made public; a 6-month probation system was
introduced to Normal School graduates; schoolteachers and students were prohibited to
debate politics in public.
教育勅語(kyoiku-chokgo; Meiji Tenno’s Rescript on Education) was granted, and official copies were circulated to all schools; Keio University started; Girls’ Higher Normal
School was established; Japanese School of Law (now Nihon University) opened; Ishikawa Kuraji completed Japanese Braille.
Rich local authorities (Mura, Machi, Shi) were obliged to provide free elementary education; MoE codified school songs for ceremony on national holidays.
A state grant support system for vocational schools was enacted; High School Code was
enacted, replacing Higher Secondary Schools (prep to university).
Girls’ Secondary School Code was announced; a standard of girls’ secondary school
textbooks censorship was introduced.
A state system of schools maintained by the Taiwan government-general was announced
(beginning of Japanese colonial education).
Imperial University of Kyoto was re-established: MoE institutionalized the doctrine of
non-coeducation.
Abe Isoo, Kotoku Shusui, et al. organized the Socialism Studies Institute; Okakura
Tenshin built 日本美術院 (nihon bijyutsu in: Institute of Japanese Fine Arts); Kikuchi
assumed the presidency of Imperial University of Tokyo; MoE decided to invite medical
doctors to public schools; a revised code of degrees was enacted.
Revised Codes of Secondary Schools and Code of Vocational Schools were enacted;
Code of Girls’ Secondary School and Code of Private Schools were enacted.
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1900

1901
1902
1903
1906
1907

1908
1909
1910
1911

Bill of Local Elementary School Provisional Finance was enacted; Tsuda Umeko opened
Girls’ College of English Studies (now Tsuda-Juku University); Yoshioka Yayoi opened
Tokyo Girls’ Medical School (private college).
日本女子大学 (nihon joshi daigaku: Japan Women’s University) opened.
Higher Normal School was placed at Hiroshima; Kobe Higher Commerce School
opened. Tokyo Senmon Gakko changed its title to Waseda University.
Makiguchi Tunesaburo published the book on geography for human life; Code on College Education (professional) was enacted.
The Imperial Library (national) opened at Ueno.
Tohoku Imperial University opened at Sendai; Revised Code on Elementary School
was enacted (compulsory schooling years were changed to 6); MoE advised elementary
schools attached to normal schools to set classes for disabled children.
Nara Girls’ Higher Normal School was established; MoE introduced school inspectorate
systems; Tokyo Public Library opened at Hibiya.
MoE established Tokyo School for the Blind; Kyoto local government established
Higher College of Fine Arts.
Kyushu Imperial University was established at Fukuoka; Katagami Noboru visited Russian universities in Petrograd.
Hiratsuka Raicho published the journal Seito (Blue Stockings).

Taisho era 1912–1926 (Taisho Tenno’s reign)
1912
1914
1915
1917
1918

1919

1920

1921

Meiji Tenno passed away; Taisho Tenno was crowned.
Irisawa Soju was appointed associate professor at Imperial University of Tokyo; Kohno
Kiyomaru published an introductory book to Montessori.
Haruyama returned home from abroad.
The Imperial Association of Education held first conference of Women Teachers (onethird of teachers were women).
Sapporo Agricultural College grew to Hokkaido Imperial University; Tokyo Women’s
University opened; New Code of University introduced departmental systems into all
imperial universities; Revised Code of High School was enacted.
Abe Shigetaka and Haruyama Sakuki moved as teaching staff to the Imperial University of Tokyo; Higuchi Choichi was appointed as a professor at Tokyo Higher Normal
School; Kinoshita Takeji became principal of Nara Girls’ Higher Normal School.
Keio University and Waseda University were formally approved as private universities;
Tokyo Higher College of Commerce became University of Commerce and Trade; The
Capital by Marx was published in a Japanese version; 東京労働講習所 (Tokyo rodo
koshu sho: Institute of Technology and Skill for Labourors) was established as a school;
Akita Ujaku started privately tutoring his daughters; Hiratsuka Raicho organized New
Women’s Association.
自由学園 ( jiyu gakuen: Liberal College) opened by Hani Motoko; 信濃自由大学 (shinano jiyu daigaku: Shinano College for Farmers’ Liberal Studies) started; Japan Workers
School was organized by Suzuki Bunji and others; Japan Communist Party Organizing
Committee came into being. 日本青年館 (nihon seinen kan: Japanese Youth Institute)
was established. Ashida went to Korea; eight educationists gave lectures at the Hall
of Tokyo Higher Normal School, where Chiba, Higuchi, Inage, Katagami, Kohno,
Obara, Oikawa, and Tezuka were invited.
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1922

1923

1924

1925

全国水平社 (zenkoku suihei-sha: People’s Institute of Levelers) was established;
National Union of Students was organized; Japan Farmers Union was organized; Einstein visited Japan.
Japanese Union of Communist Students was organized; League of Normal School
Reformists came into being; Japan Social Scientist Union of Students was united;
National Students’ Union developed anti-military training movements; Akai invited
Helen Parkhurst to Japan. Inage Kinshichi went to Germany to study abroad.
The National Women Teachers’ Union was organized; the Japanese Fabian Society was
built; Students’ Association of Social Sciences formed; Girl-Students Unions came to
function at Waseda and Keio; Akai opened 明星学園 (Myojo gakuen); Jodai Tano visited Cambridge University; Parkhurst visited Nara College; Mineji Mitsushige joined
Ikebukuro Children’s Village.
治安維持法 (chian-iki-hou; Maintenance of the Public Oder Act: MPOA) was
enacted; 陸軍現役将校学校配属令 (rikugun-gen’ekishoko-gakkou-haizoku-rei: the
Code of Military Officers Attached to Schools) came into effect; JOAK ( Japan Broadcasting Corporation’ s Tokyo Studio) started broadcasting.

First Showa era 1926–1945 (Showa Tenno’s reign)
1926

1927

1928

1929

1930

1931

1932

Taisho-Tenno passed away and Showa-Tenno was crowned; Elementary School Code
(School Subject) was revised to change Japanese History to Nation’s History; under the
agrarian disputes for 4 years from 1922 at Kizaki-Mura, Niigata-Ken, schoolchildren
avoided attending school and tenant-farmers built the Poor Man’s School; Minister of
Education Okada Ryohei ordered disbanding all social science studies at higher education institutions; university students at Imperial University of Tokyo, Waseda University,
and others created the Union for Freedom of Thought.
Girl-Students Union for Advancing Social Science Studies began. Inage came back
from Germany to Waseda as a professor; Kato Kanji was appointed principal of Japan
National High School; Kilpatrick visited Nara College.
MoE laid an order to settle students’ moral or social scientific attitudes in line with
national principles and to enhance national spirit; MoE held its first Meeting on Students’ Ideological Strands; MoE built the Unit on Students’ Unrest. Kanto Federation of
Students for Freedom of Thought held its first meeting against MoE policy.
MoE upgraded Unit on Students’ Unrest to the Department of Students’ Affairs and
expanded to include Office of Social Education to control popular movements on
freedom and liberty; Jumonji Kotoko attended the 3rd World Education Conference at
Geneva; Washburn visited Nara College.
Taniguchi Masharu founded and started teaching on 生長の家 (seicho-no-ie; literally,
house of faith and growth, a religio-moral commune for living a genuine life on new
principles and anti-radicalism); 新興教育研究所 (shinko-kyoiku-kenkyusho: Institute
of Education Renewal) was established by Yamashita Tokuji; Japanese Union of Educational Workers was founded.
The Schedules of Secondary School Act was revised to make 剣道 (ken-do: Japanese
swordsmanship) and 柔道 ( Judo) compulsory for all students; MoE created Enquiry
Commission of Students’ Affairs (= Ideologies).
MoE announced the number of village children in strict famine (200,000); Harold
Rugg visited Nara College.
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1933

MoE circulated to all schools a pamphlet entitled “Emergency Time and Nation’s Preparedness”; Prevention of Child Cruelty Act came into force. School teachers’ Red
Purge in Nagano-Ken (138 teachers from 65 schools were arrested). MoE circulated a
pamphlet entitled “People Prepared for Emergency”.
1934 MoE assembled 35,000 elementary school teachers in front of the tenno’s palace and
required them to rethink the importance of the decree of the pamphlet circulated the
previous year; owing to colder weather, covenant farmers in northern Honshu (the
main island) fell into such extreme poverty that they committed human trafficking of
their children.
1935 New Law of Youth’s School was enacted to combine youth vocational and skill training
institutions with courses for the elementary school leavers.
1936 The 2–26 Coup d’état occurred and militarism surged to suppress civil rights and
public administration; scholars sympathetic to Marxism and communisim and liberal
cum radical intellectuals were all arrested; Makiguchi and his colleagues established
Soka-Gakkai.
1937 The Center of National Mobilization of Japanese Spirit was formed; 文教審議会 (bunkyo shingi-kai: Commission of Education) was organized; MoE edited and circulated
to all schools an issue entitled 国体の本義 (kokutai-no-hongi: The Essence of Japanese
Tenno-Polity); Helen Keller visited Nara College.
1938 National Mobilization Act came into effect; 満蒙開拓青少年義勇軍 (manmokaitaku-seishonen-giyuugun: Youth Force for Plantation Development in Manchuria
and Mongolia) was announced (see Kato Kanji).
1939 昭和研究会 (showa-kenkyu-kai: Forum for Showa era) published 新日本の思想原理
(shin-nippon-no-shiso-genri: Philosophical Principles of New Japan); developing new
ideologies on Japan as polity was aggressively pursued; schooling to 青年学校 (seinengakko: Youth’s School) was made compulsory for young persons aged 14–19; martial
arts were made compulsory for the upper graders of elementary schools; MoE abolished
written papers of secondary entrance examinations.
1940 大政翼賛会 (taisei-yokusan-kai: the Imperial Rule Assistance Association) was formed;
300 or more schoolteachers were arrested who advocated 生活綴方 (seikatsu-tsuzurikata: pupils’ writing on their everyday lives); all political parties were dissolved; national
provisions for primary school techers’ salary scale was enacted (50–50 principle between
central government and local governments on School Teachers Payment Fund).
1941 The government decided new policies (New Order in greater Asia) and advanced an
armed polity; 国民学校令 (kokumin-gakko-rei: Oder of National Schools) was enacted;
higher education institutions, including universities, shortened heir course terms from 4
to 3 years; 国民勤労協力令 (kokuin-kinro-kyoryoku-rei: Order of National Coaction
Enforcement) required all males 14–40 and females 14–25 to join the national work
force; Japan initiated the Pacific War on 8 December.
1942 School students’ enrolment in munitions industries started.
1943 Secondary schools and high schools (prep for university) shortened 1 year of each course
term; girls below 25 formed voluntary corps for munitions industry; MoE announced
school pupils’ evacuation from urbanized zones.
1944 Emergency Plans of Students’ Volunteer Corp for Munition Industry were accepted to
enact the Orders of Students’ Corp for Munition Service; military training at universities and colleges was accelerated; MoE started lunch service to schoolchildren in big
cities owing to keen shortage of food in wartime.
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Second Showa era 1945–1989 (Showa Tenno was symbol
of national unity)
1945
A:

B:

1946

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951
1952

1954
1956

1957

Japan surrendered to Allied Forces, and Showa Tenno declared Japan’s defeat;
Before surrender: Emergency Policy of School Education stopped schooling at nation’s
schools except elementary division; many secondary school girls, serving as emergency
nurses, committed suicide in the hardest combat at Okinawa; Education Code for War
Time introduced student corps at schools and working fields, firms, and so forth.
After surrender: General Headquarters (GHQ) required to democratize Japanese politics
and administration (separation between Shinto and politics, freedom of thought and
expression, liberation of women, encouragement of trade unionism, democratization of
school education, liberalization of legal systems).
Toda Seijo restarted Soka-Gakkai; Waseda University approved the right of self-government of student union; New Japanese Constitution was publicly announced. Harada
Minoru came to Waseda University as a professor of education; Miki Yasumasa entered
MoE as school inspector.
Fundamental Law of Education and Law of School Education with its Schedules were
officially announced in March; new school system 6–3–3 (primary schooling for 6 years,
junior secondary 3 years, and senior secondary school 3 years) started in April; Child
Welfare Act was issued; MoE announced 学習指導要領 (gakushu sido yoryo: Guidelines of School Curriculum Development) as a guide book; Kaigo Tokiomi became
professor of education, University of Tokyo.
Law of Local Education Committees was issued; New High School (senior secondary
school) came into force and former middle schools were reformed to high schools on the
principle of co-education and comprehensive course development; the Japanese Academy
Act was issued; a five-grade assessment framework was introduced to primary schools;
Kurahashi Sozo established Japan Society for Early Childhood Care and Education.
Law of Private Schools and Law of Social Education were issued. Textbooks approved
by MoE were adopted by schools; Miki established Federation of Special Education
Research; Miyahara came to Tokyo University as professor.
The cabinet of the government decided to introduce “Red Purge”; Japanese Academy,
and Association of University Professors announced their statements against Red Purge;
Minister of Education Amano Teiyu suggested revival of moral education in the name of
修身 (shu-shin: literally, enlightenment of mind and body: moral instruction); Ishiyama
Shuhei, as dean, came to Tokyo University of Education.
Japan joined UNESCO and ILO; Japanese Teachers’ Union adopted Don’t Send Children to Battlefield Campaign; Miki moved to Tokyo University.
Japan joined the World Bank and International Monetary Fund: Central Advisory
Council on Education was institutionalized; education committees were set at each city,
town, and village; Japanese industrial circle required to strengthen vocational education.
Government introduced a bill of political neutrality of school education.
Japan was approved to join the United Nations; Education Committee in Ehime-Ken
decided to introduce assessment of schoolteachers; Jodai Tano assumed the presidency
of Nihon Joshi Daigaku ( Japan Women’s University).
MoE explained the importance and relevance of assessment of schoolteachers; Japanese Teachers Union criticized MoE’s efficiency rating scheme over schoolteachers and
school management.
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1958

MoE revised the School Curriculum Development Guides; Japanese Council of Trade
Unions criticized MoE’s policy choice toward assessing schoolteachers; Japanese University Students Union built a Communist Unit.
1962 Inatomi and others established Japanese Society of Educational Philosophy.
1965 The Central Advisory Council on Education published its Report on Ideal Types of
Humans; Ienaga Saburo instituted a suit against the MoE’s censor over the school
textbook which he edited.
1966 Students’ strike against raising tuition fees at Chuo University.
1967 University campus unrest surged nationwide.
1968 Students of Medical School of Tokyo University went on strike for an indefinite period;
university students, national and private, committed to organizing “in the campus-based
student union” against university-student relationship control and against the Vietnam
War; Tokyo University and Tokyo University of Education cancelled the 1969 entrance
examinations owing to campus unrest. Waseda University was occupied by students.
1969 University unrest at Tokyo University came to a solution and riot police removed students who occupied Yasuda Hall of the university; other universities followed the same
line to solve campus unrest by way of riot police involvement; the entrance examinations
of national universities were carried out under the riot police’s safeguard; the Central
Advisory Council issued an interim report on the students and university management;
the Temporary Act of University Management was enacted, and it ceased more university unrest against the fact that a national league of nonsectarian radical students groups
was organized.
1971 The Central Advisory Council issued its final report on future school matriculation
with proposals such as reorganizing the primary and secondary school matriculation to a
“4–4–6” system (4 years primary, 4 years middle, and 6 years high school) together with
diversification of tertiary/higher education into six categories.
1972 Association of National Universities proposed altering the university entrance
examinations.
1973 Tsukuba University came into effect on the new management doctrines, of which
President Kato Ichiro of Tokyo University, the chair of the Association of National
Universities, was critical.
1974 Teaching Personal Development Law was enacted.
1975 Tokyo High Court decided partially that it will be illegal for MoE to censor schoolbooks.
1977 MoE issued the Revised Courses of Studies for Primary and Junior Secondary Schools.
1979 The first Preliminary Standard of College & University Entrance Examination was
brought into effect.
1981 The Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department discussed school violence and vandalism
for the first time; the On-Air University Act was enacted.
1983 Prime Minister Nakasone informally invited a Consultative Committee on Education
and Culture, and committee members discussed deregulation of school administration
and parental choice for educational opportunity.
1984 Prime Minister Nakasone formally invited an Ad Hoc Council on Educational Reform.
1985 Ad Hoc Council on Educational Reform issued its first report and urged Individualization of Education; Association of National Universities suggested diversifying entrance
examinations.
1986 Shikaga Takeshi, a schoolboy at Fujimi Junior High School, committed suicide because
of hard bullying.
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1987

Advisory Council on Curriculum proposed to minster of education to divide social
studies into history and geography in the frame of senior high schools’ course of studies;
Ad Hoc Council on Educational Reform published its final report, in which it stressed
individuation of school education and life-long learning systems for the future.

Heisei era 1989–2000 (Heisei Tenno was symbol of national unity)
1989
1991

1992
1993
1994
1995
1997
1998
1999

2000

Showa-Tenno passed away, and Heisei-Tenno came to the throne.
日の丸 (hinomaru: national flag) and 君が代 (kimiga-yo: national anthem) became hot
topics around school curricula; improvement of senior high school entrance examinations and selection was laid on the discussion table.
Newly approved junior secondary school textbooks on social studies featured stressing
Japanese self-defence policies.
Under-secretary of MoE required local education authorities to get rid of all tests provided by private organs, companies, and institutions.
Japan ratified the Convention on the Rights of the Child.
Japanese Union of Teachers changed its policy against the governmental course of studies and accepted it (a big change); an earthquake hit Kobe and the Kansai area.
The Supreme Court accepted it was legally allowable for the MoE to pre-examine
school textbook manuscripts.
Advisory Council on School Curriculum asserted hinomaru (national flag) and kimigayo (national anthem) should rightly be in the course of studies.
MoE announced to the Association of National Universities a new policy of changing
all national universities to quasi-independent administrative agencies; Law of National
Flag (Hinomaru) and Anthem (Kimigayo) was enacted.
教育改革国民会議 (kyoiku-kaikaku kokumin-kaigi: National Council for Educational Reforms) published its final report, which argued for practical services for social
welfare for primary pupils and secondary students. (S. Suzuki)

Modern Japanese educators – alphabetical order
Notes for readers:
1
2

Names in bold capital letters and italicized in the statements are those of persons included
in this encyclopedia.
Abbreviations
f: female; m: male
MoE: Ministry of Education (文部省, monbu-sho)
MEXT: Ministry of Education, Culture, Science, Sport and Technology (文科省,
monkasho)
Han (藩): local authority governed by Daimyo whose family name or local name is affixed
as Saga (local name)-Han and Shimazu (family name)-Han

3

Modern local authorities:
To (都): the largest urban local authority; Tokyo-To
Do (道): the local authority unit, applied to the island of Hokkai-Do
Fu (府): the largest urban local authority next to To and Do
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Ken (県): the local authority, translatable as prefecture
Shi (市): the urban local authority, translatable as city
Cho/Machi (町): the middle-sized local authority, translatable as town
Son/Mura (村): the smallest local authority, translatable as village
4

Terminology
Daigakko (大学校): university or university college
Gakusei (学制): a statement offered by the Meiji government in 1872, which declared a
systemic establishment of learning in the nation-wide; eight university districts. One
university district has 32 secondary schools; one secondary school district has 210
elementary schools. The system was repealed in 1879 by Education Order.
Han (藩): clan, the local government unit, which was prevalent through the Japanese
archipelago through the Edo Period (1603–1868). The total number of clans was 271,
it said, when the clans were replaced by new local government unit Ken (prefecture)
in 1869.
Shouheikou (昌平黌): an advanced school of Chinese classics and Confucian Studies.
Originally established by Hayashi Razan (1583–1657), a famous Confucianist, at
Ueno but since 1690 it was controlled by Sogun Tokugawa Tsunayoshi (1661–1709).
It was an official school for boys from the staff and member families of the Tokugawa
Shogunate. 昌平 is the name of place where Confucius was born.

1

Akai, Yonekichi, 赤井米吉, 1887–1974, m. Christian schoolteacher, the founder of
Myojo Gakuen. Born the third son of Yamamoto Taemon and Hatsu at Nomura in Ishikawa-Gun, Ishikawa-Ken (now Kanazawa-Shi in Ishika-Ken). Education: 1893–1912, village elementary school, the higher-grade class of Ishikawa Normal School’s elementary
school, Kanazawa Middle School No. 2, Sunday school at a Methodist church, Ishikawa
Normal School, Hiroshima Higher Normal School, and English College at Tokyo (cf.
H. Saito). Religion: Baptized in 1901. Career: Assistant pupil teacher at a village school;
1912–21, teacher at Ehime Normal School, at secondary school in Fukui-Ken, principal
teacher at Akita Normal School’s elementary school; 1922–24, chief-secretary at Seijo
Shogakko (Seijo elementary school, private) at Tokyo; 1924, established and was principal
of Myojo Gakuen (明星学園); 1946, established Kanazawa Joshi Senmon Gakko (Kanazawa Women’s Vocational College, now Kanazawa Gakuin University) but resigned because
he was purged from public services owing to his contributions to war-time social activities;
1950, after being released from purge, served again as principal and president of MyojoGakuen. Contributions: Translating The Laboratory Plan by Helen Parkhurst (1887–1973);
introduced the Dalton Plan; 1923, invited Parkhurst to Japan (she gave inspiring lectures
to many); 1924, established Myozyo Gakuen (明星学園: Myozyo School) with the intention of educating intelligent, capable, and noble individuals on the basis of humanism. The
practical programmes featured (1) individual creativity, (2) rational mentality, (3) enriching
sensibility, (4) healthy body, (5) mutual respect and partnership between both sexes, (6)
actual life and vocation, and (7) trust in democracy and a self-controlled life. The primary
class size was 30 pupils, and learning activities were highly individualized. After 1945, he
translated C. W. Washburn’s books into Japanese: Living Philosophy of Education, Progressive
Education, and The World’s Good Education for World-Mindedness. Akai was a pioneer of the
Japanese new education movement. Akai long cherished an idea of social reconstruction,
which was his basic drive toward educational innovation. In later times, he became critical
of the Dalton Plan because of its insufficiency in advocating for and being devoted to social
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2

reconstruction through education. Works: Akai, Yonekichi, edited by Akai Tsuru, 1975,
赤井米吉遺稿集 (Akai Yonekichi Iko-shu: Akai’s Posthumous Works); Akai Yonekichi, ed.,
1964, Collected Works ( Japanese), Tokyo: Heibon-sha. References: Nihon Jinmei Daijiten
(Grand Dictionary of Japanese Names) (http://kotobamnk.jp/word/); Dainihon Gakujyutsu
Kyokai (Academic Association of Imperial Japan), ed., 1927, Nihon Gendai Kyouikugaku
Taikei (Collections of Modern Japan’s Discourses on Education), Vol. 5, Tokyo: Monas (http://
dl.ndl.go.jp/info:ndljp/pid/1448598); Nakano, Akira, 1976, Spiritual Successor to Sawayanagi: Akai Yonekichi ( Japanese), Tokyo: Kokudo-Sha; Lee, Shun-shi, 2013, “Akai Yonekichi’s
Thought on Education against the 1920s” ( Japanese), Annual Bulletin of the Graduate School
of Education, No. 39, Tokyo, University of Tokyo, pp. 127–136. (S. Suzuki)
Akita, Ujaku, 秋田雨雀, 1882–1962, m. Poet, dramatist, author of juvenile stories, editor, and socialist. Born first son of Gen’an, a medical doctor, and Matsu at Ishiguro-Cho
(now Ishiguro-Shi) of Minami Tsugaru-Gun in Aomori-Ken. Education: Ishiguro Elementary School, No. 1 Middle School maintained by Akita-Ken; 1900–07, read English literature at Waseda University. Career: 1904, published 黎明 (reimei: Bright dawn), collected
poems; 1908, contributed his novels to 早稲田文学 (wasedabungaku; Waseda Literature, a
journal), served as secretary at the Study Unit on Henrik Ibsen; 1909, joined the Theatre
Group Liberty organized by Kaoru Osanai; 1913, joined the Theatre Group Geijutsu-Za
held by Hogetsu Shimamura; 1914, established his own Theatre Group Fine Arts; 1915,
met Vaslii Eroshen’ko (1890–1952, Russian poet) and learnt Esperanto under his guidance; 1921, while publishing Introductory Book to Esperanto, participated in the Japanese
Socialists Federation; 1924, established the Fabian Society of Japan; 1927–28, invitee as state
guest to the 10th anniversary of the Russian Revolution at Moscow; 1928, established and
was principal of the Institute of International Cultures; 1929, the Institute became the Institute of Proletarian Sciences; 1934, secretary-general, the New Association of Theatre Groups;
1940, jailed because of his left-wing activities; 1947, socialist candidate from the Aomori
constituate for the Upper House at the general election but failed; 1949, member, Japanese Communist Party; 1960, honorary citizen of Kuroishi-Shi. Contributions: Meeting at
Waseda 幸徳秋水 (koutoku shusui), 阿部磯雄 (abe iso’o), and 堺利彦 (sakai toshihiko),
with active socialists or communists, Akita became acquainted with left-wing thoughts
and cultures and committed to socialism from 1919 on. Taking children’s stories for belles
lettres, he wrote stories that could enlighten children on scientific views of society. He
thought it worthwhile for every child to know scientific ways of knowing and understanding nature and society so that they might live as men and women at once individually,
socially, and internationally in the world. Being critical of the Japanese schooling system of
the time and more of moral instruction at school, in 1920, he started homeschooling his
daughters: geography and mathematics taught by Ms. Asako Tanaka and biology, sociology,
English, and Esperanto by himself. His trial lasted for 5 years. That left illuminating ideas
and tasks for those who wished to renew parent-school relations claiming the parental
right to choose education for their offspring. The problems Akita raised succeeded to
the Japanese socialist movements and New Education Fellowship. Works: Akita, U., 1953,
雨雀自伝 (Ujaku-jiden: Ujaku’s Autobiography), Tokyo: Shin-Hyoron, reprinted in 1987,
Tokyo: Nihon-Tosho Center; Akita, U., 1965–67, 秋田雨雀日記 (Akita Ujaku Nikki:
Akita Ujaku’s Diary), Volume 1–5, Tokyo: Mirai-Sha; Akita, U., 1975, 秋田雨雀戯曲集
(Akita Ujaku Gikyokushu; Collected Drama Works), Hirosaki: Hirosaki-Ujaku-Kai; Akita,
U., Osanai, Tokio, Fujita, Tatsuo, & Tsugaru Shobo, eds., 1965, 秋田雨雀詩集 (akita
ujaku shishu; Collected Poems of Akita). References: Fujita, Tatsuo, 1972, Akita Ujaku; a study
( Japanese), Hirosaki, Tsugaru Shobo. (S. Suzuki)
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Abe, Shigetaka, 阿部重孝, 1890–1939, m. Professor of education, Imperial University of Tokyo, the first positivist researcher of educational systems. Born first son of Abe
Mamoru and Gen in Niigata-Ken. Education: 1907–10, graduated from Nagaoka Middle
School, entered No. 1 High School at Tokyo; 1910–1913, Faculty of Letters, Imperial
University of Tokyo (IUT); 1913–15, graduate school of IUT; 1923–24. Study abroad:
Joined the World Education Conference held in America, stayed and collected foreign
educational information and learned statistic research methods. On his way back, visiting
France and Germany, he acquired positivistic and scientific educational research methodology. Career: 1914–15, junior assistant at the Faculty of Letters, IUT; 1916–18, member of
the Enquiry Committee of Contemporary Education, MoE; 1918–19, chief, First Division, General Department, MoE; 1919–24, assistant professor, Faculty of Letters, IUT;
1924–28, secretary-general and teaching staff, Faculty of Letters, IUT; 1929–33, officer
of social education, MoE; 1934–39, professor, IUT. Contributions: Working as teaching
staff at IUT and officer of social education, he joined several enquiring committees hosted
by MoE such as the Enquiring Committee on Secondary Education for Girls (1929) and
Cultural Affairs Council of Ministry of Foreign Affairs (1931); he also served as visiting
teacher at vocational and teaching certification courses held at Reformatory and Care
Office (Ministry of Home Affairs, 1919), at Faculty of Agriculture, IUT (1922), and at
Tokyo Institute of Technology (1929); Education Department of Faculty of Letters, University of Tokyo, 1934, full professor; the first chair of Social Education and Educational
Administration in Japan. His students’ recollections were that his numeric lectures based on
statistical references were boring, but his discussions in seminar were active and attractive.
As an editor, published a series of 教育科学 (kyoiuku-kagaku: educational sciences) from
Iwanami-Shoten, Tokyo. As an organizer, established Educational Research Group in 1931
and here drafted educational reforms. In two treatises in 1936, he argued for new secondary
school reform from the viewpoint of school matriculation, namely 3 years each of junior
and senior secondary schools. It was 10 years before the 6–3–3 schooling system was introduced in 1947 after World War II. His proposals were partially implemented in the 国民学
校令 (kokumin gakko rei; Order of Nation’s Schools) enacted in 1941. In his time, German studies in education were fashionable. His scientific approach to educational research
was positivistic and practical. His methodological standpoints and policy planning are now
being re-evaluated. Works: Collected Works of Abe Shigetaka ( Japanese), 8 volumes, 1983,
Tokyo: Nihon Tosho Center. References: Kaigo Tokiomi, 1971, Educational Studies in the
Past 50 Years ( Japanese), Tokyo: Hyoron-Sha; Izeki Yuji, 1980, A Study on Abe Sigetaka’s
Views on School Matriculation ( Japanese) (iss.ndl.go.jp/books/R000000004_12234950_00).
(Hiroko Hirose)
Ashida, Enosuke, 芦田恵之助, 1873–1951, m. Reformer of pupils’ Tsuzuri-Kata
(writing in Japanese). Born second and last son of two boys and two daughters of Gihei
Ogasawara and Kana, a dyer at Takeda-Mura, Hikami-Gun, Hyogo-Ken. Education: Rudimentary education at a quasi-village school; 1898, private studies under Higuchi Kanjiro at
Tokyo; 1901, graduated from a Specified Course at Kokugakuin (now Kokugakuin University). Career: 1889–90, teacher at the quasi-village school; 1891–92, temporary teacher
at a school in Kyoto; 1892, Elementary School; 1898, temporary teacher at the Elementary School affiliated with the Tokyo Higher Normal School; 1989–1901, full staff of the
Elementary School; 1902–25, assistant teacher at the Himeji Middle School in HyogoKen. Concurrently in 1917–20, temporary schoolbook editor at MoE; 1921–1925, editor of schoolbooks at the Government-General in Korea and in the South Sea Islands
under Japanese mandate; 1925, retired. Contributions: Teaching pupils writing in Japanese,
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so-called 綴り方 (tsuzuri-kata; how to write); he preferred the method he named 随意選題
(zuii sendai: writing on topics chosen freely by children themselves) to 課題主義 (kadai
shugi: writing on topics offered by teachers). In his understanding, school education of the
day was strictly controlled by the orders or regulations issued by the central government.
Japanese composition was not an exception. The Kadaishugi method would never liberate
pupils’ imaginations but result in reframing descriptions of memorized facts and indoctrinating representations thereof. Ashida dared to say that writing on free topics would help
school pupils put forward a genuine realization of their “Self ”. The basic idea of composition was, to Ashida, to bring pupils’ everyday life into lively discourses that might represent
pupils’ whole activities. As far as composition was concerned, he rejected the idea of “imitation first, creation second”. His ideas and practices were expressed in the series of academic transactions, Education Research, published by the Elementary School affiliated with
the Tokyo Higher Normal School. His own approach to pupils’ composition led him to
criticism of more schoolteachers of the day who taught formally or in line with the official
directions that the central administrative authority laid down. When young, several famous
scholars, like Tetsuro Watsuji (1889–1960), were taught by Ashida. They said that meeting
Ashida was of great consequence to their later professional writing. Ashida’s standpoints
and practical outcomes were illuminating to the later “writing movements” promoted by
new education practitioners. Works: Furuta Hiroshi et al., eds., 1987, 芦田恵之介国語教
育全集 (Ashida Keinosuke Kokugo-kyoiku Zenshu: Collected Works of Ashida Enosuke on
Teaching Japanese), Tokyo: Meiji-Tosho Press; Noji Junya, 1983, 芦田恵之助研究 (Ashida
Keinosuke Kenkyu: Studies on Ashida Keinosuke), Vols 1–3, Tokyo: Meiji-Tosho Press; cf.
Kuwabara Tetsuro in 国語科教育 (kokugo-ka kyoiku: Japanese Teaching), journal, No. 41
(1994), No. 47 (2000), & No. 50 (2001), Japanese Teaching Society of Japan. (H. Ohsaki)
Chiba, Meikichi, 千葉命吉, 1887–1959, m. Teacher, born in 1887 at Yuzawa in AkitaKen. Education: 1906, graduated Akita Normal School; 1922–1927, studying abroad at
University of Berlin on human creativity, visiting European countries and America. Career:
1906–1920, teacher at Akita, Sapporo, Aichi, Nara, and Hiroshima; 1920–1922, principal
of the elementary school attached to the Hiroshima Normal School; 1927, temporary
lecturer, Risho University. Educational Activities: 1921, disclosing his view of importance of
fully realizing human innate potentiality, he criticized in his article the established understanding of two discourses on “Kusunoki Masatsura” (royalist Samurai) and “OsomeHisaMatsu” (love story); because it sharply conflicted with the official views of schoolbooks,
his article raised such furious antipathy with him that he was forced to resign his post.
One year before his retirement, he was invited to the Assembly of Eight Leading Lectures
on new education, held at the Assembly Hall of the Tokyo Higher Normal School. On 6
August, the hall was full of an audience of about 3000, who listened to Mr. Chiba’s theory:
一切衝動皆満足論 (issai-shodo-kai-manzoku-ron: On full realization of all human innate
potentialities). His views were accepted as creative and generative. The ideal fulfilment
of the multi-sided interests of a child was the core of his discourses. Coming back home
from abroad, he established the Japan Academic Society of Creativity (日本独創学会:
nihon-dokuso-gakkai). In his later years, he spent his days as a writer and Shinto priest.
Works: Chiba, Meikichi, 1922, 独創主義教育価値論 (Value Theory of Creative Education),
Tokyo: Dobunkan; 1926, 独創学概論 (Introduction to Creative Education), Tokyo: Kodokan;
1928, 教育学習の新展開 (New Dimensions of Education and Learning); Tokyo: Heibonsha; 1931, 独創教育学 (On Creative Education), Tokyo: Dokuso-Gakkai; 1954–1959,
独創教育パンフレット、その１～９ (Creative Education: Pamphlet no. 1–no. 9), Tokyo:
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Dokuso-Gakkai; 1964, 愛と理性の教育 (Education Based on Love and Reason), Tokyo:
Heibon-sha. (S. Suzuki)
Ega, Torazo, 江賀寅三, 1894–1968, m. Educator, Christian priest of the Ainu. Born
third son of Kira Toahachi, Ainu, at Oshamannbe in Hokkaido. He lost his mother at
the age of 3. Education: 1902–1909, basic learning at Oshamanbe Elementary School;
1910–11, Abuta School of Business and Trade (school was closed in 1911); 1912–1913,
private study under supervision by Yoshida Iwao, who was in charge of clerical services
at Abuta School; 1914, associate, College of Teacher Training at Hidaka; 1924, member,
Kashiwagi Bible Institute. Career: 1913–1914, assistant teacher at Shin Hiraga Elementary
School; 1916 onward, teacher at Hiraga Elementary School; 1918–1921, principal, Sizunai
Tohbutsu Elementary School; 1922, curator at Hiratori Church (Anglican Church); 1928,
preacher of Holy Evangelical at Asahikawa; 1929, member of Holiness Church; 1931,
preacher at Hidaka; 1940, local staff of Oshamanbe Town Hall; 1962, ecumenical evangelical. Contributions: While principal of Sizunai Tohbutsu Elementary School, he closed
his school because he was inclined to be a Christian and was critical of 土人学校 (dojingakko), which was planned and scheduled for the Ainu. Dojin meant Ainu as aboriginal
people. After 1867, the Japanese people, majority inhabitants of different origins, migrated
to Hokkaido, resulting in two populaces: Japanese migrants and Ainu. Schooling for Ainu
children was controlled by the central government at Tokyo and was shorter in schooling
years, lower in quality, and facilitated less than that for children of Japanese origins. Ega
was critical of it and argued to abolish Dojin Gakkou by way of comprehensive schooling
for both Ainu and migrants from Honshu-Island (main island). Ega worked together with
John Batchelor (1854–1944), an English ecumenical priest, on editing the Dictionary of
Ainu. It was John Batchelor who baptized Ega and his wife in 1917. References: 梅木孝昭編,
1986, 「アイヌ伝道者の生涯」北海道出版企画センター (Umeki Takaaki, ed., 1986,
Biographies of Ainu Missionaries), Sapporo: Hokkaido Publishing Center; 森山諭, 1964, 「戦
うコタンの勇者 アイヌ教育者・牧師 江賀寅三伝」日本イエスキリスト教団
(Moriyama Satoshi, 1964, A Biography of Ega Torazo: A Brave Fighter from Ainu Kotan (village), Ainu Educator and Preacher, Tokyo: Jesus Christ Church of Japan); 日本学術会議,
2011, アイヌ政策の在り方と国民的理解 (Science Council of Japan, 2011, Report on
Required Policies for Ainu and National Understanding, Tokyo: Science Council of Japan). (S.
Suzuki)
Fukuda (Kageyama), Hideko, 福田(影山)英子, 1865–1927, f. Pioneer in women’s
liberation. Born second daughter of Kageyama Takashi and Umeko at Nodaya-Cho in
Okayama-Ken. Her family was of a lower rank of samurai. However, Takashi and Ume ran
a private juku where they taught children. Education: 1876–79, Kenchi Elementary School
provided by Okayama-Ken. Career: 1879, assistant teacher at Kenchi Elementary School and
helped her parents in teaching children at their juku; 1883–84, established a school (蒸紅
学舎, jokoh gakusha) where she taught girls and women from the lower and poor classes,
but the school was banned because of her public address; “Girls and women should concern themselves with matters relating to the Government”. 1885, joined the Jiyu-To (Liberal Party) and participated into the Reform Movement in Korea, which caused her to be
sent to prison; 1889, was granted an amnesty on the issue of the Constitution, established
an industry school for girls; 1900–02, established and managed the Tsunohazu Industry
School for widows so that they might be economically independent; 1904, published a
biographical book of her own, 妾の半生涯 (warawa no hanshogai; My half life); 1907–09,
started and managed publishing the journal 世界婦人 (sekai fujin; World Women) in which
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she delivered various progress for women’s liberation in foreign countries. Contributions:
She worked vigorously to promote and protect the political freedom of women to better the position of workers and farmers. Works: Fukuda Hideko, 1909, わらはの思い出
(warawa no omoide, My Memories), Tokyo: Fukuda Hide; Fukuda, H., 1983, 妾の半生涯
(warawa no han-shogai, My Half Life), Tokyo: Iwanami-Shoten. References: Iwao, Seiichi, 1978, Biographical Dictionary of Japanese History, translated by Burton Watson, Tokyo:
Kodansha International, pp. 328–29; Horimoto, Fumiko, 1999, Pioneers of the Women’s
Movements in Japan: Hiratuska Raicho and Fukuda Hideko Seen through Their Journals; Seito
and Sekai Fujin, Theses (M.A.), University of Toronto. (S. Suzuki)
Fukuzawa, Yukichi, 福沢諭吉, 1834–1901, m. Founder of Keio-Gijuku, enlightened
leading author in the Meiji era, journalist, educator. Born second son of Fukuzawa Momosuke and Zjun at Osaka. 1n 1835, he went to Nakatsu (now Nakatsu-Shi, Ohita-Ken)
owing to his father’s death. Education: 1848, learning Chinese classics at Nakatsu Han
(Ohita Prefecture); 1854, learning Dutch and European medical science at Nagasaki; 1855,
at 適塾 (Teki-Juku; medical college) at Osaka, studied medicine, physiology, physics, and
chemistry in Dutch; 1858, studying at Nakatsu-Han’s Juku for Dutch Studies at Edo;
1859, visiting Yokohama, he started learning English; 1860, Studying Abroad: 1860, visited
America; 1861–62, visited America and European countries to learn about social institutions (hospital, post office, bank) and parliamentary democracy. Career: 1858, teaching
Dutch at Nakatsu-Han’s juku; 1860, attendant to Kimura Settsu Yoshitake (Kaishu)
(1830–1908), chair of the Japanese Mission to America; 1862, interpreter, Japanese delegates to Europe; 1863, translator of documents on foreign contracts, Office of Matsudaira
Yasuhide (1768–1808), director of foreign affairs at Edo Bakufu; 1867, attendant, Japanese
Mission to America for warship trade; 1868, resigned from political and administrative
fields. He established his personal juku named Keio-Gijuku (慶應義塾); 1871, established
Medical College at Mita in Tokyo; 1874, established an elementary school (private); 1879,
established a kindergarten and a hospital (which became Kitazato University later); 1890,
established University College (finance, law, and belles letters); 1898, developed politics
division in University College and institutionalized 慶応義塾 (Keio-Gijuku) as educational compounds. Author and journalist： 1866–70, published a series of books entitled 西
洋事情 (seiyo jijyo: Western Ways of Life and Culture) in 10 volumes; 1872–76, 学問ノス
スメ (gakumon-no-susume: Invitation to Learning), 1st to 17th eds.; 1875, 文明論之概略
(bunnmeiron no gairyaku: Outlines of Civilization); 1882, published a paper titled 時事新
報 ( jiji-shinpou: Current News) whose circulation was enormously wide and high. Contributions: Fukuzawa was active in enlightening people about Western civilization. He used
journalism as an effective measure for advancing mass education and social development.
One of the influential leaders of Meiji Japan (1868–1912). Works: Fukuzawa, Yukichi,
1971, Collected Works, 21 volumes, Tokyo: Iwanami; 2003, Collected Letters, 9 volumes,
Tokyo: Iwanami. References: Macfarlane, Alan, 2002, The Making of the Modern World: The
Views from the West and the East, New York: Palgrave (S. Suzuki)
Hani, Motoko, 羽仁もと子, 1873–1957, f. Founder of 自由学園 ( jiyu-gakuen; College of Liberal Education), editor and publisher of the monthly magazine 家庭之友
(katei-no-tomo: Partners for housewives), Christian. Born in Hachinohe, Aomori Ken. Education: 1889, left elementary school at Hachinohe, Meiji-Jogakko (Meiji Women’s Christian School), where she took the job of editor of 女学雑誌 ( Jogaku Zasshi; Magazine
for Women) in exchange for boarding and tuition fees. She was baptized. Career: 1892,
schoolteacher at an elementary school in Hachinohe and at Shirayuri Gakuen, a Catholic
girls’ school in Morioka; 1896, journalist at the Hochi Shinbun (報知新聞, newspaper);
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1897, editor (later a reporter) of the press (first female journalist in Japan); 1901, married
Mr. Hani Yoshikazu, a fellow staff member, left the Hochi; 1903, launched a monthly
magazine, Katei-no-Tomo (家庭乃友; Family’s Companion) for housewives; 1908, renamed the magazine Fujin no Tomo (婦人乃友; Women’s Friend) in 1908. She advocated
household rationalization in this magazine and authored Japan’s first household account
books (kakeibo). Educational Activities: 1921, founded 自由学園 ( jiyu gakuen; School for
Freedom), a private school for girls but later coeducational; the name of the school, jiyu
(freedom), comes from the Bible, “And you will know the truth, and the truth will set you
free” ( John 8:32). Following Hani’s spirit of “acting on one’s own initiative”, students in
Jiyu Gakuen were educated to think for themselves and create their own daily living. Her
motto “Thinking, Living, and Praying” has been fundamental both in Fujin-no-Tomo and
Jiyu Gakuen to date. Works: Hani Motoko, 1967–83, Collected Works ( Japanese version),
vol. 1–vol. 21, Tokyo: Fujin-no-Tomo-Sha. References: Mulhern, Chieko Irie, ed., 1991,
“Hani Motoko: The Journalist Educator,” in Heroic with Grace: Legendary Women of Japan.
Armonk, NY: M. E. Sharpe. (Kazuko Takano)
10 Harada, Minoru, 原田 実, 1890–1971, m. Poet, professor of education, School of Letters, Waseda University (Tokyo). Born first son of Harada Takashi, at Maru-Mura in AssiGun, Chiba-Ken. Education: 1909, from Awa Middle School established by Chiba Local
Authority, moved to prep course of Waseda University; 1913, graduated from English and
English literature course, Higher Normal School, Waseda University; 1935–36, studying
abroad, visited John Dewey in America and Oxford University. Career: 1913–15, Harada
worked as poet; 1915–44, editor, the journal 教育時論 (kyoiku-jiron; Education Today) at
the Kaitaku-Sha (see Nakajima), Tokyo; 1945–61, lecturer, professor of education, faculty
of letters and graduate school of letters, Waseda University. Contributions: While editor-inchief, he published several Japanese versions of Ellen Kay (1849–1926)’s work like The
Century of the Child (1909), and Love and Marriage (1911). He had published various books
on women’s education and international education before he came to Waseda University.
He was one of the founding members of the Japanese Society for Educational Philosophy
(see Inatomi Eijiro) and a senior member of the World Fellowship in Education (New
Education Society). While travelling abroad in 1935–36, he visited Oxford University and
met John Dewey in America. He was also the translator of Dewey’s work: Experience and
Education. He served as the head of Waseda Higher School. He supported women’s liberation and its movement in Japan. Moralist-educator, enthusiastic advocate of new education,
and a close friend of Kalorina Sophia Ellen Key (1849–1926). Works: ヨーロッパ近
世教育思想 (yoroppa kinsei kyoiku-shiso; Educational Philosophy in Modern Europe) 1962,
Tokyo: Maki-Shobo, Tokyo; 「教育原理」 (kyoiku-genri; Principles of Education); 1927,
日本現代教育学体系6巻 (nihon gendai kyouikugaku taikei, Collected Works of Modern
Educational Theories), vol. 6, Monas, reprint edition, 1989, Tokyo: Nihon Tosho Center.
(S. Suzuki)
11 Haruyama, Sakuki 春山作樹, 1876–1935, m. Professor of education at the Imperial Tokyo University. Born second son of Haruyama Otohiko, a famous Japanese classic
scholar who taught at the Normal School in Osaka. Education: Himeji Middle School, Fifth
Higher School at Kumamoto, where Mr. Natsume Soseki taught English; 1898, Philosophy Faculty, Imperial Tokyo University, where he read education as his academic major;
1911–15, studying abroad in Britain, Germany, and America. Career: 1904, professor at
the Higher Normal College of Hiroshima; 1919, professor of educational history, Imperial Tokyo University. Educational Activities: His lectures on educational histories covered
Europe, Asia, and Japan; 1933, published 教育学講義 (Kyoiku-Gaku Kogi: On Educational
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Studies) in which he classified educational discourses of the day into two: (1) philosophical
German discourses and (2) practically oriented American discussions. He declined both
either as rooted up from soil or as fragmented clusters of sheer observations. His point was
how to synthesize these trends into a harmonious whole. His historical insight into the
socialization processes of mankind suggested that education should not be limited within
schooling systems but should be conceptually enlarged to cover all the processes of social
activities of people and their cultural enhancement; he criticized Professor Yoshida Kumaji’s school-focused approach to educational history; hindsight might show that Haruyama
was influenced by Dilthey, Paulsen, and Barth or German Geisteswisseschaft. See: 2014,
春山作樹教育学論集１～５ (haruyama-sakuki kyoiku-gaku ronnshu 1–5, Collected Works
of Haruyama Sakuki, Vols. 1–5), Tokyo; 1984, Gakujutsu-Tosho Shuppan-Kai; 「女子教育
論集」 ( Joshi-Kyouiku Ronshu, On Girls’ Education), Tokyo: Nihon Tosho Center; 1934,
「教育学講義」(kyoiku-gaku kogi, Lectures on Educational Studies), Tokyo: Toyo-Tosho;
1979, 「日本教育史論」 (nihon-kyoiku-shiron, On History of Japanese Education), Tokyo:
Kokudo-Sha. (S. Suzuki)
12 Higuchi, Choichi, 樋口長市, 1871–1945, m. One of Eight Leading Pedagogues, the
originator of 自学主義 ( jigaku-shugi; doctrine of spontaneity in learning), pioneer of special education. Born at Maruta in Azumino, Nagano-Ken. Education: 1894, Nagano Normal School; 1895, Higher Normal School at Tokyo; 1919–1921, study abroad, visiting the
United States, England, and France to observe special education. Professional career: 1894,
schoolteacher; 1903; teacher of Osaka Normal School; 1906, teacher of Tokyo Normal
School; 1911, professor of Tokyo Higher Normal School; 1925, principal of Tokyo School
for the Deaf. Educational Activities: 1908, introduced a special class to the affiliated elementary school of Tokyo Normal School; 1919, published a book titled 自学主義の教育方法
( Jigaku-shugi no Kyoiku-hou, Pedagogy of Spontaneous Learning); 1921, an invited speaker
to the Assembly of Eight Leading Pedagogues, which gathered a big assembly at the Hall
of Tokyo Normal School on 1–8 August; 1924, Higuchi, an influential figure in the field
of special education, published two books, Educational Care for the Handicapped Children and
Special Education Abroad; 1935, published 生活教育学 (seikatsu-kyoiku-gaku, Pedagogy for
Life); 1939, 特殊教育学 (tokushu-kyoikugaku, Special Education). He wrote many articles
which touched on special education and his pedagogical doctrines. On the whole, his discourses were based on three principles – 自学主義 jigaku-shugi (spontaneous learning),
主意主義 shui-shugi (volitionalism), and 生命主義 seimei-shugi (on life within). Higuchi worked for development of deaf and mute education. See: 1927, 日本現代教育学体
系、巻６(nihon-kyoikugku-taikei, Collected Works of Modern Educational Scholars), Vol. 6,
Tokyo: Monas, reprinted edition, 1989. (Yumi Nagai)
13 Higuchi, Kanjiro, 樋口勘次郎, 1871–1917, m. Pioneer of new education movement
in the Meiji era. Born at Fujimi-Mura, Suwa-Gun, in Nagano-Ken. Education: graduated
from Nagano Normal School; 1892–95, Tokyo Higher Normal School; 1900–1903, studying abroad in France and Germany; meeting E. Durkheim, learned educational sociology; studied Esperanto. Career: Teacher, local elementary school; 1895–1903, teacher,
school affiliated to Tokyo Higher Normal School; 1903 on, lecturer at Waseda University,
board member of 帝国教育界 (teikoku kyoiku-kai, Educational Association of Imperial
Japan). Contributions: 1889, published 統合主義新教授法 (togou-shugi shin kyouju-hou;
New Pedagogy on Principles of Integration). It was this book that had a critical effect upon
Herbartian methods that were widely prevalent in schools those days. He seemed to be
influenced by Francis Wayland Parker (1837–1902), and Higuchi asserted in the book
new doctrines of teaching based on children’s self-activities and self-creative potentials.
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Higuchi was a mentor to Asida Enosuke. However, his self-representation was not similar
to Ashida’s viewpoints but nearer to Tanimoto Tomeri, who pointed out the consequence
of self-representation though applying Rein’s presuppositions on integrated curriculum.
Reading Higuchi’s series 修身童話 (shushin dowa; Fairly Tales for Children on Moral Education), the first book, 桃太郎 (momotarou; Stories of a boy born from peach), published
in 1898, a critical reader may identify how close his position was to Wilhelm Rein’s
(1847–1929). The book was edited not only by Higuchi but by Ueda Manen, Tanimoto
Tomeri, and Yumoto Takehiro. The series covered nine volumes under the same editorship. Higuchi wrote on Momotarou and other old Japanese fairy tales. He selected some
from Aesop and Grimm. He compared Japanese fairy tales to and juxtaposed them with
stories chosen by Rein. Rein chose materials from Grimm’s Kinder und Hausmaerchen.
So far as 修身童話 was concerned, Higuchi transplanted Rein’s ideas and methods into
his teaching plans. Developing his teaching materials on the concentration principle, he
reviewed pupils’ or children’s vocabularies they might be capable of using in their “selfrepresentation”. This was borrowed from Rein and his followers in Germany. However,
he used comparative methods in analyzing children’s vocabularies in his class at Tokyo and
in other classes in local settings. Contrasting or juxtaposing two sets of vocabularies, which
differed from each other, he took it as important to assess pupils’ conceptual backgrounds.
Understanding Herbartian concept formation, he searched for the possibility of theorizing
concentration by way of setting pupils’ vocabularies (pro-conceptions) into his framework
of practice-theory unity. In this sense, Higuchi was not a mere follower of the Herbartians
who set absolute standards in their concentrated contents of learning. Higuchi stood midway between Herbart and Dewey on child-centred activity principles of learning. Despite
this fact, Higuchi’s influence was immense on story-telling or self-representing children’s
activity movements, which, following concentrationism, emerged from the 1890s to the
1920s. Higuchi was one of the early leaders who translated Grimm’s Maerchen into Japanese. After visiting France and Germany, Higuchi published in 1904 a book entitled 国家
社会主義新教育学 (kokka shakaishugi shin-kyouiku; State-Socialism and New Education)
by which he introduced socialism in education. He advanced story-telling in Hiragana
for juvenile books. See: Higuchi, 1899, 統合主義新教授法 (togoshugi shin-kyojuhou:
New Pedagogy on Concentration), Tokyo: Dobun-Kan, Tokyo, reprinted in 1982, Tokyo:
Nihon Tosho-Center; 国家社会主義教育学 (kokka-shakaishugi kyouikugaku, Education on State-Socialism), Tokyo: Dobun-Kan. References: 松橋俊輔, 2013, 綴り方教授に
おける「自己」への道―樋
勘次郎の自己活動から芦田恵之助の自発的態度へ
(Matsuhashi, Shunsuke, “Self ” in Teaching Composition; Transition from Higuchi Kanjiro’s
“Self-Activity” to Ashida Enosuke’s “Spontaneous Attitude”, Research Bulletin, Foundation
Studies, Graduate School of University of Tokyo, pp. 97–107. (S. Suzuki)
14 Hiratuska, Raicho, 平塚らいてう, 1886–1971, f. Pioneer of Women’s liberation movements, editor of the journal 青鞜(Seito; Blue Stocking). Born the third daughter named
Haru (明) of Teijiro Hiratsuka and Tsuya at Koujimachi-Ku (now Chiyoda-Ku) in Tokyo.
Teijiro was the vice-president of the Board of Audit. Education: 1892, Fujimi Elementary
School, 1894, Seishi Elementary School, 1898, Ochanomizu Girls’ High School affiliated
to Tokyo Girls’ Higher Normal School; 1903, Home economics courses, Nihon Women’s
University; 1906, Joshi Eigaku-Juku (女子英学塾: Girls’ College for English Studies, now
Tsuda-Juku University); 1907, Seibi Joshi Eigo-Gakko (成美女子英語学校: Seibi Girls’
College of English Studies). Activities: 1907, first novel, The last day of love; 1911, editor of
the journal Seito (青鞜, Blue Stocking); 1918, commitment to debates on protection of
motherhood; 1919, establishing 新婦人協会 (shin-fujin-kyokai: New Women’s Society)
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with Ichikawa Fusae (1893–1981) and Oku Mumeo (1895–1997), the first nationwide
organization for women’s suffrage; 1929, established Our Home, a consumers’ corporation at Seijo in Tokyo; in the 1930s, commitment to the journal 婦人戦線 (fujin-sensen:
Women’s Front, an anarchist’s journal); 1950, organized Anti-War Women’s Committee;
1958, chairperson of International Women’s League of Democracy; 1962, organized
新日本婦人の会 (shin-nihon fujin no kai: New Japanese Women’s Council); 1970, campaigned establishing the Center of Care for Mothers and Children in Vietnam. When
young, Raicho stirred society with love affair issues with her tutor and marriage to a
younger partner. She bore two children out of wedlock. Such conflicting encounters with
communities’ and society’s reactions to her personal affairs made her awake to the matters
of womanhood, motherhood, and equality of women. Her radicalism attacked paternalism and conservatism in Japanese sociopolitical and sociocultural settings. She supported
pacifism and democracy nationally and internationally. The phrase she coined in the first
issue of Seito, “In the beginning, woman was the sun”, represented the first proclamation
on behalf of women’s rights in Japan and was thereafter adopted as the slogan for those
engaged in improving women’s positions in home, community, and society. Her “Japanese
Women’s Appeal” in 1954 was a call for all women in the world to help ban the H-bomb.
It led to the holding of the World Mothers’ Convention. Works, Hiratuska Raicho, 1983,
平塚らいてう著作集 (Hiratsuka raicho-shu, Collected Works of Hiratsuka Raicho), 7 volumes and 1 supplementary volume, Tokyo: Otsuki-Shoten; Raicho Hiratsuka, 2006, In the
Beginning, Woman Was the Sun – The Autobiography of a Japanese Feminist, translated with an
introduction and notes by Teruko Craig, Weatherhead Books on Asia, Columbia University Press; Iwao, Shuichi, editor-in-chief, 1978, “Hiratsuka Raicho”, Biographical Dictionary
of Japanese History, Tokyo: Kodansha International Ltd, pp. 342–43; National Diet Library,
Japan, Hiratsuka, Raicho, Portraits of Modern Japanese Historical Figures (www.ndl.go.jp/
Portrait/e/datas/380.html). (Akiko Kamogawa)
15 Hitotsuyanagi, Makiko, 一柳満喜子, 1884–1969, f. Christian educationalist who
introduced a playground where she accommodated non-schoolchildren. Born first daughter of Hitotsuyanagi Minori at Ono-Machi (now Ono-Shi) in Hyogo-Ken. Education:
1889, missionary kindergarten at Sakurai Girls School in Tokyo; 1891–95, primary school
affiliated to Tokyo Girls Higher Normal School; 1895–1901, girls secondary school affiliated to Tokyo Girls Higher Normal School; 1906–08, course for piano at Music Faculty,
Kobe Jogakuin (Kobe College for Girls); 1909–1917, studying abroad, Bryn Mawr College, USA; 1929, survey of infant education in America. Career: 1908, assistant, Nihon
Girls’ University; 1920, started Play Ground Movement; 1921, opened a house for nursery
service; 1922, principal of 清友幼稚園 (seiyu youchien; Seiyu Kindergarten); 1929, built
湖畔国民高等学校 (kohan kokumin kotou gakko: National College Lakeside) where she
taught home economy; 1932, built 近江勤労女学校 (ohmi kinnrou jogakkou: Ohmi
Work-Study School for Girls), 近江農村青年学校 (Ohui nouson seinen gakko: Ohmi
County College for Farming Youth), 向上学園 (koujou gakuen; Evening Learning Institute for the Working Youth); 1934, built 近江兄弟社 (ohmi kyodai sha: Ohmi Brothers
Company); 1939, opened Institute of Education at Ohmi Brothers’ Company, which provided a class on infant education; 1942, Conglomerate of Seiyu Kindergarten, Department
of Infant Education and Girls’ Schools into 近江兄弟社学園 (ohmi kyoudai-sha gakuen:
Ohmi Brothers Education Group); 1946–48, member of education committee, ShigaLocal Authority; 1951, established the School Corporation of Ohmi Brothers Schools;
1966, president of the corporation. Contributions: Her Ohmi Brothers’ Education Group
was renamed Vories School Corporation in 2015. Her whole life was devoted to education
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from infant to young men and women. Works:1959, 教育随想 (Kyouiku zuisou: Some
Considerations on Education), 近江兄弟社 ohmi kyoudai-sha. References: Fletcher, G. N.,
1967, The Bridge of Love, E. P. Dutton & Co.; 松岡隆円, 2010, メレル・ヴォーリス
と一柳満喜子 (Matsuoka Ryuen, 2010, Mereru vorisu to hitotsuyanagi-makiko: Merrell
Vories and Hitotsuyanagi Makiko), Tokyo: Suiyo-Sha. (Yoko Yamato)
16 Hoshina, Koichi, 保科孝一, 1872–1955, m. Scholar of Kokugo-Gaku (国語学; Japanese as state language studies). Born at Tamoki-Gun (now Yonewzwa-Shi, Yamagata-Ken).
Education: 1891–93, High School No. 1 at Tokyo; 1893–96, Faculty of Letters, Imperial University of Tokyo, read Japanese language and literature. Career: 1896–97, research
library assistant, Japanese language, Faculty of Letters, IUT; 1898–1899, academic assistant,
Faculty of Letters, IUT, concurrently a part-timer at Japanese Research Unit, MoE; 1900–
02, lecturer, Faculty of Letters, IUT; 1902–1911, professor at Higher Normal College;
associate professor, Faculty of Letters, IUT; and member of the Research Committee of
Japanese Language, MoE; 1911–13, research abroad, visiting Britain, France, and Germany; 1914–16, secretary-general, Enquiry Commission on Education, MoE; 1916–19,
chair, Enquiry Commission on Japanese, MoE; 1919, associate professor, Faculty of Letters, IUT; 1921, member and secretary, Cabinet’s ad hoc Research Committee on Japanese
Language; 1927, professor, Faculty of Letters, IUT; 1930, professor, Tokyo University of
Humanities and Natural Sciences, concurrently professor, Tokyo Higher Normal School
and member, Cabinet’s ad hoc Research Committee on Romanization of Japanese; 1934,
member and secretary, Cabinet’s Research Council on Japanese Language: 1940, resigned
from Tokyo University of Humanities and Natural Sciences and from Tokyo Higher Normal School while chief, Enquiry Commission of Japanese Language, MoE; concurrently
secretary, Cabinet’s Research Committee on Japanese Language; 1941, secretary-general,
Cabinet’s research Commission of Japanese Language; 1948, examiner, Division of Schoolbooks, MoE; 1949, under-secretary, Ministry of Education; 1952–55, member, Council of
Japanese Language. Contributions: Hoshina’s career shows his particular scholarship on Japanese language. While teaching at several higher institutions, he worked in the government
sector such as the Ministry of Education and the Cabinet Office. In addition, he served
the government after 1945. Owing to his career as scholar and as high officer or staff in
the central government administration, his contributions have been assessed in two ways:
one appreciated his contributions to modernizing Japanese by way of liberating literacy
from Hanji-centred conservative learning; another criticized his standpoint, saying that
Hoshina advanced “Japanese ideology of Japanese language” through the era of Japanese
imperialistic expansion to East and Southeast Asia. Hoshina was active in innovating teaching Japanese: he advised people in Canada to edit a series of reading books for children
and published some books on a method of teaching Japanese for schoolteachers. Succeeding Ueda Kazutoshi (Mannen)’s scholarship (Hoshina was a disciple of Ueda), Hoshina
advanced the standardization of Japanese as unified forms of narratives and writing. Works:
Hoshina, 1901, 国語教育法指針 (kokugo kyoikuho shishin; directory: method for teaching Japanese), Tokyo Hoeikan-Shoten; Hoshina, 1942, 大東亜共栄圏と国語改革 (Daitowa kyoeiken to kokugo kaikaku; The Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere and Innovation
of Japanese), Tokyo: Tosei-Sha; Hoshina, 1949, 国語問題五十年 (Kokugo mondai gojuunen, 50 Years of Japanese Language Issues), Tokyo: Sanyo-Sha. Reference; Lee, Yeounsuk,
2010, The Ideology of Kokugo, translated by Maki Hirano Hubbard, Honolulu: University of
Hawaii Press. (S. Suzuki)
17 Ichikawa Fusae, 市川房江, 1893–1981, f. Teacher, politician, leader of women’s liberation and suffrage. Born third daughter of Ichikawa Toemon and Tatsu at Akechi Mura,
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Nakajima-Gun, Aichi-Ken (now Ichinomiya Shi, AichiKen). Education: 1913, graduated
from Aichi Girls’ Normal School. Career: 1913–1917, teacher at elementary school in
Aichi-Ken but retired owing to ill health; 1917–1919, journalist at the Nagoya Press; 1919,
established with Hiratsuka Raicho the 新婦人協会 (shin-fujin-kyokai; the New Women’s
Association); 1921–24, staying in the United States, talked with Alice Pauk, the leader of
the American Suffrage Movement; 1924–27, staff at the Tokyo Branch of the ILO; 1930,
held the first National Assembly of Women’s Suffrage League of Japan (WSLJ), which was
established in 1924; 1940, director-general, Women’s Study Group on Current Affairs;
1945, established with Akamatsu Tsuneko (1897–1965) and others the Women’s Council
for Post-War Japan and Women’s League for New Japan (WLNJ); 1946, establishment of
Women’s Suffrage Center; 1947–50, purged form public jobs owing to her collaboration
with the then-National Spiritual and Mental Mobilization Policy (enacted during 1939 to
1945); 1950–53, chairperson, WLNJ was renamed the Japanese League of Women Voters;
1953–71, 1974–81, elected to House of Councillors. Contributions: The first general election
was executed in 1890 when women had no rights. Not a few women and men demanded
universal suffrage, but women were rejected from political participation until 1945–46
when women’s suffrage was fully realized nationally and locally. Ichikawa’s contribution
to women’s suffrage and political liberation of men and women from stubborn conservative conventionalism was remarkable. Internationally, she took it as important for Japanese
women to participate in international organs and in 1968 encouraged Associate Professor
Ogata Sadako (1927–2019), International Christian University (Tokyo), to take the part
of Japanese Delegation to the UN (Ogata later took various parts in the UN organs and
became well known internationally as UNHCR (United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees) from 1991 to 2000). Ichikawa coordinated various Japanese organs into collaboration and solidarity in the international fields. Works: Many books in Japanese: Ichikawa,
1944, Collected Works ( Japanese version), Tokyo: Nihon Tosho Center. References: Molony,
Kathleen Susan, 1980, One Woman Who Dared; Ichikawa Fusae and the Japanese Women’s
Suffrage Movement (http://gateway/proquest.com/opemurl?urlver=739.88_2004$rft_val_
fmt=info:ofi/fmt:kev~mxt:dissertation$res_dat=rxi;pqm$$rft_dat=xri:pqdiss:8017323);
Endo Kumiko, 2018, Ichikawa Fusae, a Militant Feminist Politician, Tokyo: Iwanami-shoten ( Japanese version); Kodama Katsuko, 1981, Women’s Suffrage Movement, Short Stories,
Tokyo: Domes Publishing; Golemba, Beverly E., ed., 1992, Lesser Known Women, London:
Lynne Rienner Publisher, p. 258. (S. Suzuki)
18 Ishikawa, Kuraji, 石川倉治, 1858–1945, m. Japanese father of Braille, born first son of
Ichikawa Senichi and Eshi (Taki Matsuda) at Hamamatsu (now Hamamasu-Shi, SizuokaKen). Education: 1862–1871, home education; 1871–72, rudiments and Chinese classics
at Katsumei-Kan (克明館, Tsurumai clan’s juku); 1873–75, Tsurumai elementary school;
1878–79, Chiba Normal School. Career: 1876–77, teacher, Mizunuma elementary school;
1879–80, teacher, Sunotani elementary school; 1880–85, teacher, Hamada elementary
school; 1885–86, teacher, Mobara elementary school; 1886–87, teacher, Kun-Moua-In
(訓盲唖院, blind and mute school); 1887–1925, teacher, Tokyo Blind and Dumb School;
1899–1925, teacher, Tokyo Higher Normal School. Contributions: After meeting with
Principal Konishi Sinpachi in 1883, Ishikawa was destined to move to Tokyo Blind and
Dumb School. Konishi was highly interested in and motivated to improve letters for the
blind and mute as Braille points. Konishi himself visited Tejima Seiichi at the Museum of
Education (Tokyo) to ask if Tejima knew of western education for the blind and mute.
Tejima introduced Konishi to Thomas Rhodes Armitage (1824–1890) and his book
The Education and Employment of the Blind (1886). Tejima offered Konishi a Braille plate
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made in England. Konishi used the plate in his teaching and found it to be useful for teaching blind students. Konishi invited Ichikawa in 1887 to improve the Braille plate so that
the plate might be more fitted to Japanese katakana. According to Ichikawa’s diary, he got
the first satisfactory scheme of new raised letters based on eight convex points in 1889. His
students and his colleagues, Mr. Okumaura Sansaku and Mr. Toyama Kunitaro, worked
together in improving the invented Ishikawa Table. Mr. Okumura contributed to advancing
research collaboration. Intending to improve more upon Okumura’s programme, which
was based upon eight convex points, Ishikawa tried to utilize Mr. Braille’s six convex points
and through communication with his staff achieved the final scheme in 1890. In the same
year, the Fourth Assembly of Raised Letters formally recognized the Ishikawa Scheme of
Raised Letters as authorized (“Japan Raised Letters”. The Ministry of Education awarded
him grants of 25 Yen nowadays, 500 thousand yen). It is also important to record that
Ishikawa creatively developed a new type of Braille plate and printing machine of convex
points which fitted the Japan Raised Letters. He observed an American printing machine
with Mr. Taki Ryokushou, a craftsman of drawing pins, at Yokohama Blind Dumb School,
ordered the Tsukiji Printing House to build the machine, and advised how to make it
better fit Japanese convex points. Along with education for the blind and mute, Ishikawa
devoted himself to the improvement of Japanese letters, and he intended to use and refine
kana (仮名) as standard letters of Japanese. He worked in this field with Inoue Tetsujiro
and Otsuki Fumihiko. He accepted Taiwanese students at Tokyo Higher Normal School.
Izawa Shuju asked him to spend a year in Taiwan in order to improve teaching Japanese
to Taiwanese. Instead of staying in Taiwan, he proposed Isawa invite Taiwanese students to
Japan. Works: Ishikawa, 1901, Hanashikotoba no Kisoku (Rules of Spoken Japanese), Tokyo:
Kinkou-Do Publishing; 1930, Ro-A Ji no Kokugo Osiejun (How to Teach Japanese to Blind
and Dumb Children), Tokyo: Ro-Wa Printing. References: Suzuki Rikiji, 1961, Nihon Tenji
no Chichi – Iahikawa Kuraji Sensei-Den (Father of Japanese Braille – Autobiography of Master
Ishikawa Kuraji), Tokyo: Ozora-Sha, reprinted 1987; Yamaguchi Yoshio, 1982, Nihon Tenjihyo Gaisetu (Introduction to Japanese Braille), Tokyo: Just Publishing; Nakano Yoshitatsu,
2006, Ro-a-sha Kyoiku; Fukushi no Senkakusha tachi (Education for the Blind and Dumb –
Forerunners of Welfare), Kashiwa: Reitaku University Press; Lin Hung-jen, 2004, “Izawa
Shuji and Ishikawa Kuraji – Read from Ishikawa’s Diary”, Bulletin of Taiwanese Literature in
Japanese, Vol. 19, pp. 443–466, Taiwan: Association of Taiwanese Literature in Japanese. (S.
Suzuki)
19 Inage, Kinshichi, 稲毛金七, 1887–1946, m. Professor of Education at Waseda University, theorist on creative activities in education. One of the Eight Leading Pedagogues.
Born at Urushiyama-Mura, Higashi-Okitama-Gun, in Yamagata-Ken. Education: 1906,
after graduating local higher elementary school, entered Waseda University where he read
philosophy; 1912, graduated from Waseda University; 1924–26, studying abroad, visited
Germany. Career: Before 1912, elementary school teacher in his home country; 1915,
journalist, Chuo-Koron (中央公論、monthly magazine), 1913, launched Sozo (創造:
Journal Creation) in which he introduced and discussed creative education; 1921, lecturer on
creative education at the Assembly of Eight Leading Pedagogues; 1927, university teacher
at Waseda; 1931–1946, professor of education, Waseda University. Educational Activities:
From the notion of Sozo (creation), he developed a theory called Sozo Kyoiku Ron (創造教
育論: Creative Education). It is said that his “Sozo Kyoiku Ron” was based on the philosophy of Rudolf Eucken (1846–1926) and Henri Bergson (1858–1941). It related broadly
to Neo-Kantianism. Literally, “Sozo” means creativity in English. Many people took it as
a scientific conception to be creative, or “Sozo” as a gift particular to scientists, but Inage
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explained “Sozo” as a fundamental propensity of all human beings. His theory was attractive to many. Works: Inage, K., 1912, 創造教育論 (Sozo-kyoikuron; On Creative Education)
Tokyo: NaigaiShuppan; Inage, K., 1913, Philosophy of Eucken & Bergson ( Japanese version).
Tokyo: Daidokan-shoten (http://webcatplus.nii.ac.jp/webcatplus/details/creator/249630.
html). References: 天野正輝、大正期における創造教育論 (Amano, M. on the Traits of
Creative Education Theory in Taisho Era), Shiga: Shiga University Repository (http://lci.nii.
ac.jp/naida/110004663644) (Abe Kotaro)
20 Inatomi, Eijiro 稲富栄次郎, 1898–1975, m. Professor of educational philosophy,
founder of the Japanese Society of Educational Philosophy (see Harada). Born at UkihaGun (now Ukiha-Shi), Fukuoka-Ken. Education: 1924, Hiroshima Higher Normal School;
1929, Faculty of Law and Humanities (major: philosophy). Imperial University of Tohoku
(Sendai). Professional Career: 1924–1926, teacher, Yamaguchi Normal School; 1929–1931,
schoolteacher, Kobe Middle School No. 1; 1931–1941, teacher, Hiroshima Higher Normal
School, and professor, Hiroshima University of Natural and Human Sciences; 1951–1954,
professor, Sophia University Tokyo; 1954–1957, professor, Kobe University School of
Education; 1957–1971, professor, Sophia University Tokyo; 1971–1975, professor, Kokushikan University (Tokyo). Activities: Inatomi served as professor of education the whole
of his life. He established the Japanese Association of Educational Philosophy and contributed as academic adviser to various consultative committees to the minister of education.
His scholarship was based on ancient Greek philosophy and on J. H. Pestalozzi and
J. F. Herbart. He defined educational love, paying attention to Greek eros and Christian
agape. Practically, both loves could be complementary to each other. He thought the aims
of education should be conceptualized as “Zenjin Kyoiku”(全人教育; education for the
whole man). Ethical and axiological norms (truth, virtue, and beauty) should be personally
realized in every growth of human wholeness. His discourses made before 1945, however,
could not escape criticism of his hidden conformity to the totalitarian ideological Zeitgeist
of the 1920s and the 1930s. Works: 1977–1980, Collected Works of Inatomi Eijiro (稲富栄次
郎著作集), 10 volumes, Tokyo: Gakuen-Sha. (Satoshi Tanaka)
21 Inoue, Enryo, 井上円了, 1858–1919, m. Founder of 哲学堂 (tesugaku-do: Institute
of Philosophy), Buddhist, philosopher, and social educator. Born a son of Buddhist priest
of Jikoji (慈光寺) at Koshiji-Cho in Niigata-Ken. Education: 1867, Ishiguro-Juku to learn
Chinese classics; 1871, Rakugun-Sha ( juku) to learn English; 1874, Niigata School No. 1
(Nagaoka School for European Studies) to advance English studies; 1876, school of
東本願寺 (higshi-hongan-ji: Shinshu-East Sect Temple) at Kyoto to study Buddhism;
1881, prep course, Imperial University of Tokyo; 1885, graduated from the university
with B.A. degree; 1886, obtained D.LL. degree on Indian thought. He was the first Buddhist graduate who obtained a B.A. and D.LL. from Tokyo University. Study abroad: 1889,
Europe and America; 1902, Europe and India; 1911, Australia, North and South America,
Southern Pacific Islands. Activities: (1) educationist: 1897, built 哲学館 (tetsugaku-kan;
Institute of Philosophy), which provided courses for academic learning and teaching certificates and later became a university; 1899, established Keihoku Middle School; 1904,
founded a kindergarten. (2) social educator; 1891, built 妖怪学研究会 (yokai-gaku kenkyukai: Research Association of Ghosts and Goblins) to explode popular superstitions;
1890–1917, made trips for 5400 public lectures which over 1,400,000 people attended;
1904, built 哲学堂 (tetsugaku-do; Temple of Philosophy) to inform people of academic
figures cross-nationally. (3) Authorship of more than 130 works; 19 relate to religion, 17
to philosophy, 14 to ethics, 25 to psychology, 6 to national education, 6 to poetics, and 40
to other topics; 1886, 哲学一夕話 (Tetsugaku-isseki-banahsi: Fragments on Philosophy for
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Pastime) which was widely read, offering rudiments of European philosophy; 1887, 仏教
活論 (Bukkyo-katu-ron; Active Buddhism), which proved Buddhism’s academic worth. See:
www.toyo.ac.jp/site/english-about/52664.html. References: Takagi Hiroo, 2005, 井上円了
の世界 (Inoue Enryo no Sekai, Inoue’s Academic Constellation), Tokyo: Toyo University
Inoue Enryo Memorial Academic Center, Toyo University (www.toyo.ac.jp/125thanniv/
founder/). (Chiaki Ishida)
22 Irisawa, Soju, 入沢宗寿, 1885–1945, m. Professor of education, Imperial University of
Tokyo. Born second son of a family whose father was the chief of the village in TottoriKen. Education: village school; elementary education; 1900, middle school at Yonago-Shi
in Tottori-ken, 1911, Imperial University of Tokyo (Tokyo University), after Daiichi Koto
Gakko (prep high school for university, no. 1 at Tokyo; 1926–27, study abroad in Germany
and Europe at large; 1929, Ph.D. dissertation, Tokyo University, On Philanthropic School of
Education ( Japanese). Career: 1911, professor, 神宮皇学館 ( jingu-kogaku-kan; College
of Shinto Studies); 1919, associate professor, Tokyo University; 1932–1945, full professor of
education, Tokyo University. Educational Activities: author of books on pedagogy, 新教授
法原論 (Shin kyojuho genron: Foundation of New Pedagogy, in 1921), which attracted many
practitioners. Of those, Yamazaki Hiroshi approached him, and their encounter brought
pedagogical experiments, “Tajima Taiken Gakko” (Experiments at Tajima School), into
effect at Kawasaki-Shi in Kanagawa-Ken; 1926, participation in World New Education
Fellowship at Helsinki; this brought Japanese educationalists the Japanese Chapter of the
International New Education Movement in 1932. Under the influence of Lebensphilosophie (Wilhelm Dilthey) and Kulturwissenschaft (Edward Spranger), he theorized his
doctrine 体験教育 (taiken kyoiku: education based on the wholeness of personal life).
Irisawa also published books on the Japanese history of educational ideas: 国民教育の思潮
(Kokuimn-kyoiku no shicho: Currents in National Education Philosophy, in 1923). He was an
author who published 36 books, 13 on Japanese and western educational thought, 13 on
theoretical educational studies, 5 on pedagogy, and the other 6 on logical studies. A famous
leader of New Education in Japan. Works: Lecture on Education, delivered at Tokyo University in 1940 (collected resources) Tokyo: Waseda University Library. (S. Suzuki)
23 Ishii, Fudeko, 石井筆子, 1861–1944, f. Educator. Born first daughter of Watanabe
Kiyoshi and Gen at Omura, Nagasaki. Education: 1873–76 entered Tokyo Jogakko (Tokyo
Girls’ School); 1877–80, entered Tokyo Girls’ Higher Normal School, concurrently, studied English at William Cogswell Whitney (1825–1882)’s private class; 1880–82, sent
to France, Holland, and Belgium by the order of Empress Teimei (Fudeko’s student at
Tokyo Jogakko). Career: 1885–92, taught French at Kazoku Jogakko (Peeress School, exTokyo Jogakko); 1893–98, schoolmistress, Seishuu Jogakko (Seishuu Girls’ School); 1894,
headmistress, Kindergarten affiliated to the Peer Girls’ School; 1902, after closing Seishuu
Girls’ School, handed it over to Tsuda Umeko when Tsuda established Tsuda College of
English; 1937–44, after Ishii Ryouichi’s passing away, Fudeko (who married Ryouichi in
1903) succeeded headship of Takinogawa Gakuen (Takinogawa Education Garden). Contributions: As a schoolteacher, Fudeko taught English and French under Christian creeds
at the Seishuu Girls’ School. However, she was affected by and interested in education
for disabled children, which Ishii Ryoichi offered to her eldest daughter, who had mental
disabilities. After marrying Ryoichi in 1903, she committed to education for the disabled
children at the Takinogawa Gakuen; In 1888, she established the Japanese Association for
Girls’ Education in which she opened vocational training courses for girls, which was called
Jokou-Jogakko (女紅女学校). The school was opened as free training course for poor families. In 1898, she attended an international conference of women’s clubs in America and
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had the opportunity to observe the welfare education for the handicapped in the United
States. Taking into consideration her own disabled children, she paid attention to disabled
children. Meeting Ishii Ryouichi was personally and formally influential to her; Fudeko
was an international figure in the liberation and independence of women. When young,
she was one of the leaders of the women’s movement in early Meiji Japan. Her fluency
in French and English attracted many foreigners, one of whom was Johanne Muenter
(1844–1921) from Denmark. She came to Japan in 1895 and met Fudeko. It is said that
encountering Fudeko, Johanne was encouraged in her own advancement of women’s liberation in Denmark. Fudeko contributed to the international advancement of women’s
freedom and liberty. Works: Ishii, F., 1920, Hokage (A Light, Japanese version) (https://
ci.nii.ac.jp/ncid/BA36334817/); Ishii, F., 1924, Natural World and Fairy Stories ( Japanese
version), Tokyo: Tokyo-do Shoten. References: Nagashima Yoichi, 2003, De dansk japanske
kulturelle forbindelser 1873–1903, Copenhagen: Museum Tusculanum; Munter, Johanne,
1905, Minder fra Japan, Copenhagen: Gyldendal; Nagashima, Yoichi, 2014, Ishii Fudeko,
an International Figure in Meiji Japan ( Japanese version), Tokyo: Shinhyoron; Tsumagari Yuji,
2016, Ishii Fudeko; a Reader ( Japanese version), Tokyo: Oozora-sha. (S. Suzuki)
24 Ishii Ryoichi, 石井亮一, 1867–1937, m. Pioneering Christian educator of disabled children, founder of Takinogawa Gakuen (Education Institute). Born third son (of six sons)
of Ishii Tadayasu and Kaoruko at Mizugae, Saga-Shi, Saga-Ken. Father was the highest
rank of samurai. Education: 1871, started reading basics of Confucian texts at home; 1874,
entered Kankou Elementary School, just established by Saga-Han; 1879–83, Saga Middle School, where he chose an English course; 1883, granted the Nabeshima Scholarship,
applied to Kobu-Daigakko (College of Technology, later Faculty of Engineering, Tokyo
University) but failed because of physical health problems; 1884–90, Rikkyo University,
where he read mental and moral philosophy; 1890, applied to the chemical course in
an American university but failed owing to his physical weakness; 1896, first visit to the
United States to study education for mentally handicapped children; 1898, second visit to
the United States to survey general education and welfare services for disabled children.
Career: 1890–92, teacher of English, deputy head, Rikkyo Girls’ School; concurrently
head teacher, Asakusa Kenka Girls’ School; 1891–97, founder and teacher, Kojo-gakuen
(School for Female Orphans); 1897–1937, school changed its title to Takinogawa-Gakuen
(Takinogawa Institute for Handicapped Children); 1917, councillor, Elementary School
affiliated to Rikkyo University; 1921, director, Tokyo Institute of Education for the Handicapped; 1927, member, International Association of Education for the Mentally Disabled
Children; 1934, founder and first president, Japanese Association for Protection of Mentally Feeble Minded Children: 1935, examiner, Tokyo Referral Unit for Mentally Disabled
Children. Contributions: Ishii was the first Japanese who began and established a special
institute for mentally handicapped children. While working at Rikkyo Girls’ School, he
observed Tokyo Kyoiku In (Tokyo Institute of Education), which was a section of Rikkyo
Girls’ School. Orphans were accepted in the Institute. Being keenly interested in welfare
for abandoned children, he accommodated two children at a rented house. In 1891, there
was a big earthquake at Gifu and Aichi Ken, and many children were orphaned after their
parents’ deaths. Protecting girls from traffic to prostitution, Ishii accepted 20 female infants
to his school named Kojyo-gakuin (female orphans’ school). After that, Ishii accepted
a mentally handicapped girl from Tokyo Kyoiku In. From then, Ishii made his school
an institute or an education garden for mentally disabled children. Visiting the United
States twice, he observed and learned about education and training for mentally disabled
children. He met Mrs E. Seguin (1812–1880). He also met Granville Stanley Hall
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(1846–1924) and became acquainted with the new movement of child studies in America.
He established his garden as a cluster of schools, care-houses, farms, and vocational training
institutes. It was a hospital. He married Ishii Fudeko (Watanabe Fumiko or Ishii Fudeko)
in 1903. Ryoichi and Fudeko worked together in the fields of disabled education and
welfare for the handicapped. Shibusawa Eiichi supported the institute as the chair of the
Takinogawa Gakuen Foundation. Works: Kido Mantaro et al., eds., 1940, Collected Works
of Ishii Ryoichi, Tokyo, Unit for Publishing Ishii’s Collected Works, References: Tsumagari
Yuuji, 2008, Ishii Ryoichi: A Life Devoted to Welfare for Disabled Children ( Japanese version),
Tokyo: Oozora-Sha. (S. Suzuki)
25 Ishikawa, Ken, 石川 謙, 1891–1969, m. Educational historian. Born fourth son of
Nakagawa Sentaro; when he died in 1895, he was sent back to her mother’s family and was
adopted by Ishikawa Matukichi. Education: 1897, Kameshiro Elementary School; 1908,
teaching certificate approved by local office at Omi-Gun (Omi District); 1916–20, Tokyo
Higher Normal School; Study Abroad; 1921–1924, Stanford University to meet Professor Cubberley; visited Leipzig University; 1941, D.LL. offered by Tokyo University on
Studies on Sekimon Shin-Gaku (石門心学; popular ethics and moral lessons) built by
Ishida Baigan (1685–1744). Career: 1901, assistant, elementary school at Kameshiro;
1908–1912, assistant teacher, Hamamachi Elementary School; 1912–1916, schoolteacher
at Tokyo; 1924, lecturer at Hosei University; 1929, lecturer at Wayo Dress-Making College, 1937–1962, assistant and full professor at Tokyo Girls’ Higher Normal School (now
Ochanomizu Women’s University); 1963–1969, visiting professor at Graduate School of
Education, Waseda University. Academic Activities: 1941, established Japanese Association
of History of Education; as its president, established positivistic historiography; published
many books on Japanese and western history of education. Works: 1946, 女子往来物分
類目録 ( Joshi oraimono bunrui mokuroku: Classified Catalogue of Texts for Girls), Tokyo:
Kodansha; 1960, 寺子屋：庶民教育機関 (Terakoya-shomin-kyoiku-kikan; TerakoYa: Institutes for Popular Education), Tokyo: Shibun-Do; 1950, 往来物についての研究
(Ouraimono ni tuite no kenkyuu: Studies on Popular Textbooks), Tokyo: Kaneko-Shobo;
1929, 日本庶民教育史 (Nihon shomin kyoiku-shi; Japanese History of Popular Education),
1929, Tokyo: Tokou-Shoin; 1938, 石門心学の研究 (Sekimon shingaku no kenkyu;
A Study of Shin-Gaku Composed by Ishida Baigan) 1938, Tokyo: Iwanami-Shoten; 1966, 近世教
育史 (Kinsei kyoikushi; Modern History of Education), Tokyo: Kodansha. (S. Suzuki)
26 Ishiyama, Shuuhei, 石山脩平, 1899–1960, m. Professor of education, Tokyo University
of Education (formerly Tokyo Higher Normal College). Born at Kurimoto-Mura in Shizuoka-Ken. Education: 1915, Hamamatsu Normal School; 1924, Humanities Department
of Tokyo Higher Normal College; 1927, Faculty of Belles Letters, Imperial University of
Kyoto, read Greek philosophy. Career: 1926, associate professor, Tokyo Higher Normal
School; 1932, full professor, Tokyo Higher Normal School; 1946–49, chief coordinator,
school subjects and textbooks division, Ministry of Education; 1949–1960, Dean, Department of Education, Tokyo University of Education (formerly Tokyo Higher Normal
School). Activities: Professor and author; his academic background was Greek philosophy
and a German philosophical approach to synthetic understanding of education. A metaholistic approach to human life was, as it were, the foundation upon which comprehensive
unifying knowledge of education should be constituted. German hermeneutics helped him
in forming discourses over the wider range of educational phenomena. Two books on the
Western history of education, published after 1945, were widely read. A devotee of public
roles like committee member, joint researcher, commissioner, and an elected member of
the Japan Academy. An enthusiastic educator of university students. Works: 1934, 西洋教
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育史第一巻、v臘編 (Seiyo kyouiku-shi, dai ikkan, girisha-hen: History of Education, vol. 1,
Greece), Nihon-Tosho Center; 1935, 教育的解釈学 (Youiku-teki kaishaku-gaku: Educational Hermeneutics) Tokyo: Kenbun-Kan; 1936, 郷土教育 (Kyodo kyoiku; Heimatkunde
or Home Country Studies); 1950, 西洋古代中世教育史 (Seiyo kodai chuusei kyoiku-shi:
Western History of Ancient and Medieval Education), Tokyo: Yuhi-Kaku; 1953, 西洋近代教
育史 (Seiyo kindai kyoiku-shi: Western History of Modern Education), Tokyo: Yuhi-Kaku.
(S. Suzuki)
27 Izawa, Shuji, 伊沢修二, 1851–1917, m. Born at Takato (Nagano Prefecture) in 1851,
the first son of Izawa Katsusaburo and Chiyo, daughter of Tonoga Morishige. Education:
home education on 3Rs by his maternal grandfather, Uchida Bunemon; 1866, a local college, where he acquired advanced knowledge of Chinese classics and read some Japanese
versions of Dutch studies on science, literature, mathematics, military strategy, and law;
1869, 大学南校 (daigaku nankou; the older school of Tokyo University), where he studied
European learning; 1875, studying abroad, visited Bridgewater Normal School, Massachusetts, where he met Luther Whitely Mason (1818–1896) and studied music education.
At Harvard University, while studying physics and chemistry, he met Alexander Graham
Bell (1847–1922), who taught him how to teach lip-reading and about stammering. Career:
1872, served at Departments of Education, of Trade, Industry and Technology; 1874, principal of Aichi Normal School; 1876, teacher at Tokyo Normal School; 1890–96, director
of Tokyo Blind and Deaf-Mute School, councillor to Education Department; 1896–1899,
director, Education Bureau of Formosa Governor-General; 1899, director, Tokyo Higher
Normal School while being appointed Member of the House of Peers by Imperial nomination. Contributions: 1875, co-authored, with Arano Fumio, 「教授真法」(Kyoju shinpou: New Principles of Pedagogy), an extended Japanese version of a book by D. P. Page.
The book was accepted as the first textbook for normal school students. As a pioneer in
school music, he wrote poems for children to sing to foreign melodies. As a civil servant,
he expanded elementary schooling, reorganized the normal school system, and innovated
school administration. As the chair of the School Books Editorial Committee, nominated
by Mori Arinori, he made the Ministry of Education the official school textbooks publishing organ so that it might provide cheap school books with high quality while admitting
private publishers; 1890, establishing 国家教育社 (kokka-kyoiku-sha: National Education Assembly), he stressed Japanese identity on the doctrines that were depicted in 教育
勅語 (kyoiku-chokugo: Emperor Meiji’s Rescript on Education, 1890). As a pioneer in
remedial education of dysphemia, he established in 1903 楽石社 (Rakuseki-Sha), an Institute for Curing Stammering. Works: Izawa Shuji, 1958, Collected Works ( Japanese), Nagano:
Shinano-Kyoiku Kai; References: Morishita Masao, 2009, Izawa Shuji – Asset of Meiji Culture ( Japanese version), Nagano: Education Committee; Uzuhashi Tokuyoshi, 1991, Izawa
Shuji – A Pioneer of Japan-China Cultural Communication ( Japanese version), Nagano: GinzaShobo; Iwao, Seiichi, 1978, Biographical Dictionary of Japanese History, translated by Burton
Watson, Tokyo: Kodansha International, pp. 367–368. (S. Suzuki)
28 Itou, Hirobumi, 伊藤博文, 1841–1909, m. Major political leader in the Meiji era, first
prime minister of the Meiji government, promoter of girls’ education. Born first son of
Hayashi Juzo and Kotoko, a farming family at a village (now Hikari-Shi) in YamaguchiKen and adopted into the Ito family. Education: 1849, Kubo-Juku, elementary learning;
1857, Shokasonjuku (松下村塾), run by Yoshida Shoin, learned both Confucian classics
and basic Dutch learning; 1858–59, at Nagasaki, studied European knowledge and learned
the Western methods of military drills; 1863–64, studying abroad in England where, staying
with Alexander William Williamson (1824–1904), a chemist at University of London
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College, acquired basic information and manners. Career: An active young anti-internationalist, he became an enlightened internationalist after visiting London. The Meiji Restoration (1868) brought him to Tokyo, a political pivot of building the nation-state; 1878,
he held leadership in the centre; 1884, started drafting personal manuscripts of Japanese
Constitution; 1885, nominated as prime minister when the new cabinet system was introduced; 1887, organized a governmental unit for the Constitution; 1889, Imperial Constitution of Japan was enacted. Educational Activities: 1869, proposal for national universal
education and two national universities at Tokyo and Kyoto (国是綱目 Kokuze-komoku;
Guidelines of National Education Policy); 1879, 教育議 (Kyoiku-gi: Basic Doctrines of
National Education), which criticized 教学要旨 (Kyogaku-yoshi: Essential Doctrines of
National Education) prepared by Motoda Nagazane; established Committee for Advancing Girls’ Education and collaborated with Tsuda Umeko on girls’ education in establishing
東京女学館 (Tokyo Jogakkan; Tokyo Girls’ School); 1897, established Imperial University of Tokyo; 1890, supported dissemination of 教育勅語 (Kyoiku-chokugo: Emperor’s
Rescript on Education) to popular schools; 1897, opposed to revising 教育勅語. He was
assassinated by an aggressive nationalist Korean youth at Harbin in 1909. Works: 伊藤博
文関係文書１ (Itou-Hirobumi kankei bunnsho 1; Archive of Itou Hirobui, no. 1, http//
mavi.ndl.go.jp/kensei/entry/itouhirobumi1.php); 伊藤博文関係文書２ (Ito Hirobumi
kankei bunnsho 2; Archive of Itou Hirobumi, no. 2, http//mavi.ndl.go.jp/kensei/entry/
itouhirobumi2.php); 伊藤博文関係文書３ (Itou-Hirobui kankei bunnsho, 3; Archive of
Itou Hirobumi, no. 3, http://mavi.ndl.go.jp/kensei/entry/Itouhirobumi3.php). References:
Washington, Hall Joseph, 1929, Eminent Asians – Six Great Personalities of the Near East;
Takii, Kazihito, 2014, Ito Hirobumi; Japan’s First Minister and Father of the Meiji Constitution,
edited by Patricia Murrey, Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge. (S. Suzuki)
29 Jodai, Tano, 上代たの, 1986–1982, f. Literary critic of American literature, sixth president of Nihon Joshi Daigaku ( Japan Women’s University), leader of international peace
movement, born first daughter of Jodai Toyosaburo, a squire, at Harue-Mura in ShimaneKen, and brought up in strict discipline. Education: 1893–1900, village elementary school;
1900–1903, girls’ secondary school at Matsue; 1904–1910, Japanese Women’s’ University,
where she met Nitobe Inazo; 1913–17, studying abroad, Wells College at New York State,
obtained M.A. degree in literature; 1924–1927, second study abroad, visiting Michigan
State University, Harvard University, and Cambridge University, Newnham College;
1949, third study abroad in administration, at Columbia University. Academic Career: 1910,
lecturer; 1927, professor; 1928, chair of English Department; 1956, president, Japanese
Women’s University. Professional Activities: 1926, Japanese Representative to International
Conference of the World Women’s Committee for Peace and Freedom at Dublin; 1947,
founding member of the Japanese United Nation’s Association; 1951, president of Japanese
Women’s Association for Peace; 1954, board member, Union for World Federation of
States. Works: Jodai Tano, 1936, Leigh Hunt, Tokyo: Kenkyu-sha; Jodai Tano, 1933, Fifty
American Poets, Tokyo: Kairyudo. References: Shimada, M., Nakajima, K. & Suzgimori, N.,
2010, Tano Jodai, the Pioneer in Women’s Higher Education and Peace Movement, Tokyo: Domes
Publishing Inc.; Nakagomi, Sayaka et al., 2019, “Study abroad and Transnational Experience of Japanese Women 1860s–1920s”, Education in Asia, Special Issue No. 2, Espacio,
Tiempo y Education (ejournal), Madrid Fahrenhouse. (Masako Kamijo)
30 Jumonnji, Koto, 十文字こと, 1870–1955, f. Educator and the founder of Jumonji
Gakuen, a private school for women. Born the eldest daughter of Takahata Kiyjiro in
Umeda-Mura, Kyoto. Education: 1877–1880, village school (short period owing to her
mother’s illness); 1884–1886, Kyoto Jokouba (女紅場: a girls’ sewing school); 1886–1889,
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Kyoto Normal School Girls’ Department; 1889–1893, Tokyo Girls’ Higher Normal
School; 1929–1930, visiting Europe and America. Career: 1893–1897, assistant teacher at
Kagoshima Normal School; 1897–1899, teacher at Kyoto Normal School; 1922–1937,
teacher and principal at 文華高等女学校 (bunnka koto jogakko: Bunka Girls’ High
School); 1937–1955, principal and founder of 十文字学園 ( jumonnji gakuen: Jumonnji
School Complex). Educational Activities: (1) 1929 attendance at the Third World Conference held in Geneva, Switzerland; (2) through whole her career, she stressed the importance of stout body and mind by which all men and women could be healthy and more
productive. Her doctrines consisted of training and harmony of four faculties: (1) masculinity, (2) the frame, (3) the internals, and (4) blood circulation. She named her doctrines
自彊術体操 ( jikyo-jutsu-taiso: self-training gymnastics). She thought that people living
in the highly urbanized places knew little of natural innate orders and that it was urgent
for people to recover their innate rhythms by self-training of faculties. References: Editorial
Committee, 1961, 十文字こと先生伝 ( Jumonni Koto Sensei Den: Biographical Notes on
Mistress Jumonnji Koto), History of Jumonji School: www.jumonji-u.ac.jp/gakuen/history/
index.html. (Yoko Yamato)
31 Kaigo, Tokiomi, 海後宗臣, 1901–1987, m. Professor of education, University of Tokyo,
historian. Leader in post-war educational studies, president of the Japan Society of Educational Research. Born first son of Kaigo family in Mito City, Ibaraki-Ken. Education: Mito
Middle School; 1920–1923, High School No. 5, 1923–1925; Department of Education,
Faculty of Letters, Imperial University of Tokyo; 1928, finished the course of graduate
school, IUT. Career: 1925; assistant at Tokyo University; 1932, research fellow at the Institute of National Moral Science and Culture; 1934–1947, associate professor at Faculty of
Letters, Tokyo University; 1947–62, full professor at Tokyo University. Professional & Academic Activities: In 1946, he established 中央教育研究所 (Chuou kyouiku kennkyusho;
Central Research Institute of Education) as an independent organ with several colleagues,
which is now Chuou Kyouiku Kenkyusho, Ltd. that provides schoolbooks as an alternative to the state curriculum. His activities covered wider fields: (1) Historical research
into the development of primary schooling and education since 1872, paying attention
to philosophical backgrounds of policy choices and their implementations. His methodological frame of reference was Dilthey’s historiography. (2) Historical and sociological
analyses of the post-war GHQ educational policies and their development, paying special
analytical attention to the emergence of new education and curriculum implications of
social studies introduced after 1945. (3) Elected member of Japan Academy and president of Japanese Association of Education Research. (4) Academic consultant to the Japan
Teachers Union. When young, he joined a study-group supervised by Professor Yoshino
Sakuzo (1878–1933) at Tokyo University. Meeting with Yoshino, Christian author of
民本主義 (Min-pon-shugi: Democracy), led him to historical studies of Japanese modernity.
He authored more than 50 books; those on 教育勅語 (Meiji Tenno’s Rescript on Education) are important. He left generative scholars in education. Works, Kaigo, T. 1980–81,
Collected Works ( Japanese), 10 volumes, Tokyo Shoseki; Kaigo, T. ed., 1970, Documents
on Motoda Nagazane ( Japanese), Motoda Bunsho Kenkyukai, Tokyo. References: Sato, H.,
1988, “Brief Curriculum Vitae of Kaigo Tokiomi and His Achievements in Educational
Research” ( Japanese), Japanese Journal of Educational Research, Vol. 58, No. 1, pp. 106–109;
Terasaki, Masao et al., 2015, Those Who Built the Central Research Institute of Education; Part
One, Kaigo Tokiomi ( Japanese version), Tokyo: Chuo (http://www.jera.jp/), retrieved 27
November 2019. (S. Suzuki)
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32 Kanou, Jigoro, 嘉納治五郎, 1860–1938, m. Principal of Tokyo Higher Normal School,
founder of Kodo-kan Judo and the Japan Sports Association, innovator in education. Born
third son of Kano Jirosaku and Sadako at Mikage-Mura (now Mikage, Nada-ku, KobeShi); moved to Tokyo in 1870 with his father. Education: 1874, Ikuei-Gakuen (Foreign
Language Institute), learned English; 1879–1881; Tokyo Kaisei Gakkou (東京開成学校,
later Tokyo University), read political sciences and philosophy. Professional Career: 1882,
professor, 学習院 (Gakushuu-In: School for the Noble Class); professor at High School
No. 1 at Tokyo and No. 5 at Kagoshima; 1893–1898 and 1901–1920; principal of Tokyo
Higher Normal School. Educational Activities: 1882, established Kobuun-Kan, an English
school, and 講道館 (Kodokan) for practicing Judo; 1899, established Kobunn Gakuin, a
school for Chinese (Qing) students visiting Japan; 1909, Kodokan became a foundation,
and Kanou was appointed a Japanese member of the International Olympic Committee
(IOC); 1911, organized Japanese Association of Sports and was its first president. He renovated traditional Ju-jitsu into rational, scientific practice and established Judo as a highly
educational art which has the concepts of justice, fairness, modesty, and devotion to society.
Nowadays Judo and its concepts are popular in 200 countries through his missionary travels
all around the world. He abolished the martial style of his school and made it a liberal one.
He also laid the foundation of girls’ high schools in every prefecture while he was serving
at the Ministry of Education. He firmly believed that education could contribute to human
perfection, crossing cultural and racial boarders. Works: Kano, Jigoro, 1992, Collected Works
( Japanese version), Tokyo: Satsuki-Shobo. References: Iwao, Seiichi, 1978, Biographical Dictionary of Japanese History, translated by Burton Watson, Tokyo: Kodansha International,
p. 371. (Michiko Daigo)
33 Katagami, Noburu, 片上 伸, 1884–1928, m. Literary critic, professor of Russian literature at Waseda University, one of the Eight Leading Pedagogues. Born son of Ryo
Katagami and Setsu at Hatohama-Mua in Ehime-Ken. Mother Setsu was brought up in
a Christian family. His family moved to Matsuyama. Education: 1895, Matsuyama Middle
School, where Soseki Natsume taught him; 1900–1903, preparatory courses of Tokyo Senmon Gakko (Liberal College; now Waseda University): 1903–1906, read English literature
at Waseda University; 1910–1919; studying abroad, visited state universities at Moscow and
Petrograd and happened to be present for the Russian Revolution. Career: (1) academic;
1910, professor of English literature, Faculty of Letters, Waseda University; 1919–1920,
associate professor of Russian literature, Waseda University; 1920–1923, professor of Russian literature; 1923–1924, Dean, Faculty of Belles Letters, Waseda University. (2) Novelist
and literary critic: 1903–1906, published several reviews with pen-name of 天弦 (Tengen)
in the journal 早稲田文学 (Waseda-bungaku: Waseda Review of Literature), edited the journal; from 1910, while teaching many able students who became well-known novelists in
their later days (mid-20th century), translated and introduced Dostoevsky, Emerson,
and Cervantes to the Japanese reading public. (3) As critic, reviewed on many topics like
liberal arts, humanism, women’s liberation, and proletarian literature from the viewpoint
of artistic sensitivity to human growth; on education, published stringent criticism of state
moral instruction embedded in stern nationalism and asserted the importance of spontaneity in every child; his critical views of education were read widely not only by many
educationalists but also by citizens. It should be remembered that students at Waseda started
reading Russian texts in Russian after 1920 when Waseda opened the course on Russian
literature. Works: Katagami Shintaro, ed., 1938, Collected Works of Katagami Noboru ( Japanese), Tokyo: Sunagoya-Shobo. (Michiko Daigo)
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34 Kato, Hiroyuki, 加藤浩之, 1836–1916, m. Educationalist, philosopher of the Meiji
period, born first son of Kato Masateru at Ishizu-Han in Tajima province (now HyogoKen). Education: 1845, registered himself at Kodokan, the Han school; 1852, moving to
Edo, learnt military science at the Koshu School and become a pupil of Sakuma Shozan;
1854, learnt Dutch under Tusboi Tameharu; 1860, learnt German by order of the Tokugawa Shogunate (he was the first person who acquired German). Career: 1860, assistant,
Bansho-Shirabesho (蕃書調所; Institute for Dutch Studies, established in 1864 by the Edo
Bakufu); 1864, teaching staff, at Bansho-Shirabesho; 1870, director of Daigaku and Imperial tutor (on foreign books); 1871, director at education and foreign affairs offices; 1873,
joined and founded Meirokusha; 1877, principal, Tokyo Kaisei-Gakko (later Tokyo University), and principal at three departments, law, letters, and natural science, of Tokyo University; 1879, a member of Tokyo Academy; 1881, principal of Tokyo University; 1886,
president of Tokyo Academy; 1890–93, President of Imperial University of Tokyo; 1895,
consultant, imperial court, 1906, councillor, Privy Council, Contributions: Kato served
within the Tokugawa Shogunate administration at a young age. He developed himself in
administration. After the Meiji Restoration, he was invited to join the newly established
government and took part in the task of working out a new governmental system and a
new code of laws. Appointed lecturer to the tenno and Empress, he taught them about
European customs and governmental systems for 5 years. In his early years, he shared the
principles of natural rights of human beings: all people were born free and equal. After
around 1882, however, he changed his views under the influence of Spencer and Hegel.
He published his new views in his book 人権新説 ( Jinken shinsetsu, New Theory of Human
Rights). Works: Kato, Hiroyuki, 1883, 人権新説, Tokyo: Yamakoshiya-Saee; Kato, H.,
1990, Collected Works, vol. 1–3, ( Japanese version), edited by Ueda, Katsumi et al., Kyoto:
Dohshisha Shuppan. (S. Suzuki)
35 Kato, Kanji, 加藤完治, 1884–1967, m. Enthusiastic innovator and ideologue of new
physiocracy, educator. Born first son of Sataro Kato in Tokyo. Education: 1896–1902, Middle School No. 1 at Tokyo, 1902–1905, High School, No. 4 at Kanazaa; 1906–1911, College of Agriculture, Imperial University of Tokyo. Career: 1911, part-timer at Agricultural
Society of Imperial Japan; 1912–1913 civil servant at Home Office of Japan; 1913–1915,
teacher at Anjyo School of Agriculture maintained by Aichi-Ken; 1915–1925, first director, Yamagata Institute for Farmers’ Agricultural Independence (YIFAI: 山形県立自治講
習所: Yamagata kenritsu jichi koshu-sho) established by Yamagata-Ken Local Authority
for farmers. This institute was modelled after Volkshochschule in Denmark; 1927–1938,
being enthusiastic in instructing future chiefs and subleaders of and from local agricultural
communities, opened 日本国民高等学校 (Nippon kokumin koto-gakko: Japan National
High School, later 日本農業実践学校 [Nippon nogyo jissen gakko: Japan Practice Institute for Agriculture]), a Shintoist school at Tomobe-Cho in Ibaraki-Ken; during the period
1927 to 1937, opened three branch schools in Manchuria; 1938, established 満蒙開拓青
少年義勇軍 (Manmo-kaitaku-seishone giyugun: Volunteer Youth Army for Settlements
in Manchuria and Inner Mongolia) and sent large cohorts of young boys to Manchuria.
The number of them reached more than 86,000. Assessment: While studying at the Fourth
High School at Kanazawa, he was attracted to the Christian faith. But after meeting Kakei
Katsuhiko, he was inclined to classic Shintoism. His management of the YIFAI was not
Danish but influenced by Shintoism. In his doctrines, three key notions were rudimentary:
創造 (sozo), 化育 (kaiku) and生成 (seisei). Sozo meant supplying what is non-spiritual
with spirit; kaiku meant completion of spirits through encounters between spirits; seisei
was spiritual reflection by spirit itself. Through these doctrines, he intended to activate the
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agricultural life of farmers. In addition, he invited the children of farming-class families
to his institute and programmes so that he might solve the issues of poor farmers who had
little land to share with their offspring. Manchurian settlements were taken by him and his
colleagues as the solution to over-population in the farming countryside. In practice, his
policy caused fathomless tragedies after 1945. Many of the 86,000 youth did not come back
home safely. His ideas were involved in or demolished by the Zeitgeist of the 1930s. Works:
Kato, Kanji, ed., 1968–80, Collected Posthumous Works ( Japanese), 5 volumes. (Nobuyasu
Hirasawa)
36 Katsuta, Shuichi, 勝田守一, 1908–1969, m. Professor of education, Tokyo University. Born first son of Katsuta Shokin, painter, and Yone at Sendagi, Hongou, Tokyo.
Education: 1915–21, Sendagi Elementary School; 1921–26, Affiliated Secondary School
to Tokyo Higher Normal School; 1926–29, Daiichi Koto-Gakko (the First High School,
Tokyo); 1929–32, Imperial University of Kyoto, read German philosophy – neo-Kantianism.
Career: 1934–42, teacher at the Matsumoto High School (former prep for university);
1942–45, examiner and editor of books, Ministry of Education; 1945–49, staff, Ministry
of Education; 1949–51, teacher, Gakushuin University; 1951–1969, professor of education, Tokyo University. Contributions: Katsuta supported the Japanese Teachers Union in its
spontaneous activities as a founding member of 教育科学研究会 (Kyoiku-kagakukenkyukai: Association of Scientific Educational Studies) and was well known as a prominent leader in advancing scientific educational research. At the same time, he served as
editor-in-chief of the monthly journal 教育 (Kyoiku: Education). He was an academic
debater who fought about “scientific research” against Yoshihiro Shimizu (1917–2007),
professor of educational sociology at the University of Tokyo. The hot debates were related
to the polemic of historicism and positivisim. Katsuta argued for people’s right to an education on three doctrines – first, public school education should be framed under the popular
control of educational policies; second, school curricula must be guaranteed and enriched
by scientific and academic truth; and third, schooling should contribute to social control
by way of value transmission. With the Japanese political retreat to conventional conservatism from 1955 (Korean War) on, his theory of school reform was challenged. The essence
of his theorem was (1) school curricula for contributing to the advancement of welfare
for both parents and children, (2) school management by parental participation, (3) social
network development between schools and communities. His argumentations have been
critically examined from the viewpoints of “continuity versus discontinuity” between his
earlier views on German philosophy cum the Kyoto School (Nishida Kitarou, 1870–1945)
and his commitment to education after 1945. Works: Katsuta, S., 1972–74, Posthumous Collected Works, Vol. 1–5 ( Japanese), Tokyo: Kokudo-Sha; Sugiura, Yurika, 2006, “Notes on
Discourses on School Formed by Katsuta Shuichi during the 1950s”, 教育論叢 (Kyoikuronso: Bulletin on Education), No. 49, pp. 41–50 ( Japanese). (S. Suzuki)
37 Kido, Mantaro, 城戸幡太郎, 1893–1985, m. Psychologist and promoter in scientific
educational studies. Born first son of Kido family (hotel owner) at Matsuyama-Shi in
Ehime-Ken. Education: Matsuyama Middle School; 1910, 巣園学舎 (Soen-gakusha: Soen
College), studying sociology and Asian philosophy; 1911–13, prep course at Waseda University, studied politics (Bentham, Marx, etc.); 1913–16, Psychology Department, Faculty
of Letters, Imperial University of Tokyo, read psychology and philosophy; 1922–24, selfsupported studying abroad, Leipzig University, read psychology. Career: 1929–51, professor, Hosei University (Tokyo); 1951–57, professor, University of Hokkaido (Sapporo);
1963–67, president, University of Hokkaido (Sapporo); concurrently served as temporary
professor at several universities. Social Activities: 1929, established Child Study Institute at
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Hosei University; 1933, editor-in-chief, monthly journal 教育 (Education), published by
Iwanami-Shoten (Tokyo); 1936, established Society of Child Studies; 1937, established
Society of Educational Sciences, which was reorganized nationally in 1939; 1941–42,
organized Foundation on National Livelihood and was director of the Institute of Livelihood Research; 1944–45, arrested under the Law of Social Security; 1948, re-published
教育; 1956, a member of the delegation sent by Asian Solidarity Commission which visited
India, Egypt, the Soviet Union, Mongolia, China, and Vietnam; 1957, elected president,
Japanese Society of Educational Psychology; 1965, chair, Japan Academy’s Commission on
Soviet Academic Performance, visited USSR. Appraisal: Upholding the belief that humans
are capable of performing their roles in community life, Kido suggested that early childhood education should develop social intelligence, thereby allowing individuals to manage
themselves appropriately in society. His academic interest lay in how to help children adapt
to the community and how to improve community life through education with literacy and
social skills. Being critical of conventional approaches based solely upon abstract concepts
and notions, he advanced scientific methods for learning, skill acquisition, and working
within communities. Being scientific in his stance on national education of the day from
the mid-1930s to the mid-1940s, he and his trials, movements, and achievements were
stringently excluded by those who committed to the current sociopolitical bent toward
militant expansion. As a result, he and his colleagues were arrested during 1944–45 under
the Law of Social Security. His academic and practical interest embraced a wider spectrum
of educational reforms and scientific advancement of academism in education. Practically
and theoretically, he advocated work-based learning by both normal and disabled children
within the settings of the school and community nexus. His sympathy with and antipathy
to 生活綴方 (seikatsu-tsuzuri-kata; children’s compositions on daily life see Sasaoka]) was
illustrative; that is, Kido challenged how far it was possible for “writing compositions”
on children’s daily lives to affect their real capability to live in the community or in the
society concerned. It was urgent, Kido thought, for every child to acquire full social skills
with which the child could live. Kido thought it indispensable for every child to acquire
full social skills with which the child could survive the difficulties around him or her. In
his understanding, educational aims are to help children in adapting themselves to communities and society. He assumed a new system of life for fostering people’s spontaneous
activities, in which children should be the centre. His assertion supplemented what the
生活綴方 movement could accomplish. Works, Kido, Mantaro, Posthumous Collected Works
( Japanese), Volumes 1 to 7, Tokyo: Gakujutsu–Shuppann-Kai. References: Furukawa Hajume
et al., eds., 1976, 日本の教育科学 (Educational Sciences in Japan), Japanese version, Collected
Works Celebrating Kido’s 80th Birthday, Tokyo: Nihon-Bunkakagaku-Sha. (Mari Kubota)
38 Kikuchi, Dairoku, 菊池大麓, 1855–1917, m. Mathematician, educator, administrator.
Born second son of Shuhei Mitsukuri, who was pioneering in Western studies in the Edo
period, but adopted into his father’s original family, the Kikuchi. Education: 1865–68, sent
to England as a student abroad with Nakamura Masanao and Toyama Masakazu (1843–
1900) by the Tokugawa Shogunate and studied at the University College London; 1870–
1877, St. John’s College, Cambridge University, studied mathematics, obtaining M.A.
and Ph.D. Career: 1868, staff at 大学 (daigaku: former school for educating clerical staff);
1877–81, professor of mathematics, Imperial University of Tokyo; 1881–97, dean of Science College, 1898–1904, president of Imperial University of Tokyo; 1901–03, minister of
education; 1904–08, principal of Peer’s School; 1908–09, president of Imperial University
of Kyoto; 1913–14, president, Imperial Academy of Japan. Contributions: Kikuchi was the
first Japanese graduate from Cambridge University; as a mathematician, he published 初等
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幾何学教科書 (Shoto-kikagaku-kyokasho: Elementary Geography Textbook) in 1888, which
was used for long through the Meiji era; the text was a revised edition of the Guidebook of
Geography Teaching issued from the Board of Education in England; from 1885, corresponding member of the British Association for Advancement of Science; 1907, gave lectures on
Japanese education in Lent and summer term in London; often Japanese delegate to International Association of Academics. As an administrator, he served 1897–1901, director of
special education of Ministry of Education; 1901–03, minister of education, enacting the
Law of Advanced Colleges (the law paved the way for the University Act. Works: Kikuchi,
D., 1907, Japanese Educational Exhibition: Notes on the Organisation of Japanese Education (lectures on Japanese education delivered in London, a Board of Education Pamphlet); 1909,
Japanese Education; Lectures Delivered in the University of London; 1910, contributions on
Japanese education to the Times Special Issue for the Japan-British Exhibition of 1910. On
all occasions, Kikuchi projected the official view of Japanese education, emphasizing the
imperial regime and the family-state ideology as the key factors of Japan’s rapid progress as
a modern nation; 1909, Education in Japan lectures delivered in the University of London,
London: John Murrey. References: Miyazaki Ichisada et al., eds., 1993, 学問の山なみ (1)
(Gakumon no yamanami: Academic Trends in Japan), No. 1, Tokyo: Japan Society for Promotion of Science; Koyama, K., 2004, Japanese Students at Cambridge University in the Meiji
Era, 1868–1912: Pioneers for the Modernization of Japan. (Mari Hiraoka)
39 Kinosita, Takeji, 木下竹次, 1872–1946, m. Pioneer of Gesamtunterricht, principal of
Nara Girls’ Normal School. Born second son of Kawasaki Tadamasa and Saku at KatsuyamaCho in Fukui-Ken, but adopted by Kinoshita Yoshio, in 1891, who taught Takeji at elementary school. Education: 1893, finished the course at Fukui Normal School; 1894–1898, read
humanities, Tokyo Higher Normal School. Career: 1893, April, assistant teacher, Ryuike
Elementary School at Ohno-Gun in Fukui-Ken and December, qualified teacher, Fukui
Elementary School; 1898, teacher, Nara Normal School; 1900, teacher, Toyama Normal School; 1904, assistant head teacher, Kagoshima Normal School; 1910, head teacher,
Kagoshima Girls’ Normal School; 1917–40, teacher, Nara Girls’ Higher Normal School
and head teacher of affiliated girls’ secondary school and elementary school. Educational
Activities: (1) Around 1900, he conceived the idea of comprehensive curriculum planning.
(2) 1904 on, he practiced what he termed 自学 ( jigaku: self-study) in curriculum management of the affiliated elementary school. (3) 1919 to 1940, he practically implemented his
ideas in the form of 特設学習時間 (tokusetsu-gakuhu-jikan: specified lesson hours) or
合科学習 (goka-gakushu: comprehensive core curriculum studies). His class lessons were
made open and attracted many schoolteachers from all around the country. His journal,
学習研究 (Gakushu-kenkyu) was circulated nationwide. What he did was genuinely practice
based. He introduced new instruction in needlework at Toyama and made learning positive
for students. He invited not a few scholars from abroad: Parkhurst, H. (1887–1973; Dalton Plan) in 1924; Kilpatrick, W. H. (1871–1965; Project Method) in 1927; Washburn,
C. W. (1889–1968; Winnetka Plan) in 1929; Harold Rugg (1886–1960) from Columbia
University in 1932; and Helen Keller (1880–1968) in 1937. His influence was so wide nd
massive that MoE dared to warn schoolteachers that Kinoshita’s methods could be illegal.
Works: 1972, 学習原論 (Gakushu-genron: Principles of Learning), edited by Nakano, Akira,
Meiji-Tosho, Tokyo: 学習各論 (Gakushu-kakuron; Applied Principles of Learning), 1972,
Tokyo: Tamagawa University Press. References: Nagaoka, Humio, 1984, 学習法の源流；
木下竹次の学校経営 (Gakushuho no genryu; kinoshita takeji no gakko-keiei: Origins of
Foundation for Learning: Kinoshita’s View on School Management), Nagoya: Reimei-Shobo;
Iwahana, Harumi, 2005, “A Study on Japanese Ideological Background of Kinoshita’s
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Discourses on Education”, Academic Transaction, No. 26, pp. 245–254 ( Japanese version).
(S. Yoshida)
40 Kitasato, Shibasaburo, 北里柴三郎 1856–1931, m. Medical scientist, physician, educator. Born the son of Korenobu Kitasato and Tei at Kitasato village in Oguni-Go’ori, AsoGun, HigonoKuni (now Oguni-Machi, Aso-Gun, Kumamoto-Ken). Education: 1837–39,
at Hasimoto family, his father’s elder sister’s household, learnt 四書五経 (shisho-gokyo,
Nine Chinese Classics); 1840–44, learnt a broad range of Chinese books and Japanese
classics at his mother’s parents’ home; 1869–1872, Kumamoto Medical School, where he
met Mansverdt (Constant George von, 1832–1879), a Dutch physician who stayed
in Japan from 1866 to 1879, and acquired basic German; 1875–1883, the defunct Tokyo
Medical School (now Medical School, University of Tokyo); Studying Abroad: 1885–1891;
Berlin University, met Koch (Heinrich Hermann Robert, 1843–1910) and worked
with him on bacteriology. Career: 1983–85, staff, Sanitary Bureau, Home Office; 1891–
1914, researcher and president, Sanitary Institute; 1914–31, established and was director of
Kitazato Institute; 1915–31, first director, Shiba Hospital founded by Seisei-kai, a charity;
1917–1928, professor and dean, Medical School, Keio University. Contributions: Marvellous achievements in bacteriology and serotherapy; 1889, succeeded in pure culture of
tetanus bacillus with Emil Adolf von Behring for the first time in the world; 1890,
discovered and invented serotherapy, found serotherapeutic measures against diphtheria
and tetanus bacillus; 1894, discovered plague bacilli concurrently with Alexandre Yersin;
1901, a candidate for the first Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine. As a medical educator and practitioner, he asserted the importance of preventive medical activities and supported the medical school established by Fukuzawa Yukichi: 1908, invited Koch to Japan;
1906, organized and was president of the Japanese Federation of Medical Doctors; 1913,
organized and was vice president of the Japanese Association for Preventing Tuberculosis;
1916, established and was president of the National Assembly of Local Associations of
Medical Doctors; 1922, president, Japan Assembly of Medical Doctors. He educated many
leading medical scientists and practical doctors, one of whom was Dr. Noguchi Hideyo
(1876–1928), who devoted his whole life to overcoming yellow fever and syphilis. He was
imperially decorated and appointed a member of the Royal Academy of Japan. Works:
Kitasato, S., 2013, 北里柴三郎読本、上、下(Kitasato sibasaburo tokuhon, Readings on
Kitasato Shibasaburo, vols. 1 and 2), Sinsui-Publisher. References: Fukuda Masato, 2008,
北里柴三郎 (Kitasato Shibasaburo), Minerva Series of Japanese Biographies, Tokyo: Minerva; Iwao, Seiichi, 1978, Biographical Dictionary of Japanese History, translated by Burton
Watson, Tokyo: Kodansha International, pp. 391–92. (S. Suzuki)
41 Kobayashi, Sumie, 小林澄兄, 1886–1971, m. Born at Higashi Minowa-mura (now
Minowa Cho) in Nagano-Ken. Education: 1901, entered Keio-Gijuku University; 1910,
graduated from Faculty of Letters, Keio University; 1914–17, study abroad, visited Germany, Switzerland, and France. Career: 1911, teacher, primary school, Keio-Gijuku; concurrently, assistant lecturer, preparatory course of Keio University; 1916–26, 1938–46,
dean, Faculty of Letters; 1946, purged from public field and retired from Keio University;
1972–52, re-appointed as professor, Keio University; 1952, professor emeritus; 1952–56,
visiting professor, Waseda University; concurrently, professor, Musashi University of Technology. Activities and Contributions: Before 1945, he introduced the idea of Arbeitschule,
originated by Georg Kerschensteiner (1854–1932), into Japanese reading public and
public education. He was involved in the New Education Fellowship movement together
with Obara Kuniyoshi, Hani Motoko, and others. He was a founding member of the Japan
Society for Educational Research when it was first organized in 1942. After 1945, he was
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accused of commitment to the spiritual mobilization policies adopted during the time of
World War II and retired once from Keio University. His translation of Arbeitschule by
Kerschensteiner had a deep effect upon Obara Kuniyoshi. As an author, Kobayashi left 26
books, many of which were reprinted more than twice. Works: Kobayashi, Sumie, 1926,
Fundamentals of New Education Studies ( Japanese version), Tokyo: Taiyo-Do; 1926, New
Perspectives of Education and Culture ( Japanese version), Tokyo: Meiji-Tosho; 1941, Principles
of National Schools ( Japanese version), Tokyo: Toyo-Tosho; 1941, On National Education
Studies ( Japanese version), Tokyo: Dobun-Shoin; 1940, National Education and Arbeitschule
( Japanese version), Tokyo: Meiji-Tosho; 1948, Historical Studies on Philosophy of Arbeitschule ( Japanese version), Tokyo: Maruzen. References: Keio Associated Repository of Academic Resources (KOARA)-2008, retrieved 26 November 2019. (S. Suzuki)
42 Kohno, Kiyomaru, 河野清丸, 1873–1942, m. Theorist of Jido-Shugi (自動主義:
educational doctrines of self-spontaneity), primary school teacher, translator of Montessori’s works. Born third son of Buddhist priest Kono Ryugen at Ehime-Ken. Education:
1891, graduated Ehime Normal School at Matsuyama; 1906–1910, Imperial University of
Tokyo, subsidiary elective course of philosophy. Career: 1891, teacher, elementary school
in Ehime-Ken, 1903, teacher, Matsuyama Commercial School; 1911, head teacher, Homei
Elementary School affiliated to Japan Women’s University. Educational Activities：1911,
published a book entitled 手と人格 (Te to jinkaku: Hands and Personality) co-authored
with Kato Teijiro. The book reported what he learned about manual training in the
United States. Children’s “Hands” were symbolically placed as major media in the pedagogical processes of learning; 1914, published The Methods and Applications of Montessori
Methods, which made him famous as an introducer of Montessori’s philosophy; 1914, published his own book, 自動教育論 ( Jido kyoiku ron: Essays on Spontaneity: Dynamics as
Learning). He also stressed the important relationship between learners and teachers. His
ideas resemble Naruse Nizo’s doctrines of self-study and self-oriented performance; 1919,
John Dewey visited his Homei Elementary School; 1921, invited as a leading pedagogue
to the Assembly of Eight Leading Pedagogues held at the Hall of Tokyo Girls’ Higher
Normal School. In his later years, he was interested in religion and religious education. His
book published in 1936, Religious Theory of Personality Education, was influenced by Josia
Royce. Kono published over 25 books. Works: Kono, Kiyomaru, 1923, Jido-Kyoiku Ron
(On Spontaneous Education), Tokyo: Naigai-Syuppan. References: Taguchi, Kentaro, 2015,
“Jidoshugi-kyoiku” (auto-education) of Kono Kiyomaru: un pedagogue grise ( Japanese
version), in M. Hashimoto and S. Tanaka, eds., Philosophia of Taisyo-Shin-Kyoiku: un
veritable élan de vie, Tokyo: Toshin-Do. (Kentaro Taguchi)
43 Kume, Kunitake, 久米邦武, 1839–1930, m. Civil servant, historian, and university professor, born third son of Kume Kunisato and Waka at Hachiman-Koji in Saga (now SagaShi, Saga-Ken). Education: 1845–50, entered Kodo-Kan (弘道館, Saga-Han’s school, where
he met Okuma Hachitarou (Okuma Shigenobu) and learned geographical discussions in
Japanese and Chinese classics, while his father was a realist, rebelling against hyperabstract
knowledge and intellectual habit, and stressed the worth of practical problem-solving.
Kunitake, however, thought it more fundamental for him to acquire classical knowledge;
1862–63, moved to Edo (now Tokyo), visited Koga Kin’ichiro, and registered at ShoheiKou (refer to terminology); study abroad, 1872–73, visited and observed cities in America
and Europe (see what follows). Career: 1863–69, secretary, Nabeshima Kanso’s chamber,
Saga-Han; 1872–73, clerical and research staff, the Iwakura Embassy, the Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary’s Journey of Observation through the United States of
America and Europe; 1872–87, clerical staff, Ministry Office, Meiji government; 1888–92,
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professor and editor, Editorial Unit of Royal Japanese History at Imperial University of
Tokyo; 1895–1922, professor of history, Department of Literature, Waseda University; he
was invited by Okuma Shigenobu. Contributions: As staff of the Iwakura Embassy, he visited
the United States (staying half a year), England (4 months), France (3 months), and other
countries like Belgium, Prussia, Denmark, The Netherlands, Sweden, Italy, Austria, and
Switzerland. He recorded the diaries of the Iwakura Mission and collected basic data of
each country (cities and towns). Coming back home, he edited and published collected
resources in 100 books in the name of 特命全権大使米欧回覧実記 (Tokumei zenken
taishi bei ou kairan jikki; literally, A True Version of the Special Embassy to the United States
and Europe; cf. Ian Nish, 2009, p. xxvi.). All the books were re-edited into four volumes.
Kairan Jikki, the first edition, was published in 1878 and had big sales, to reach 3500
when the fifth edition was published in 1883. The books offered the Japanese reading
public basic and actual information on international law, institutionalized politics, economics, industries, education, and military services in the respective countries. The report
(Kairan Jikki) also disclosed how the then-Japanese leaders thought about modern western societies and their civilizations. Western education was included in the report. Kume
discussed the relations between education, religion, and politics. Having been invited by
Taguchi Ukichi (1855–1905) in 1892, Kume contributed his article to the journal 史海
(Shikai, Social History of the World). He discussed Shinto and defined Shinto as folklore of
ancient vernacular people. His conclusion raised a stringent stir amongst Shintoists who
belonged to the conventional conservative wing. The affair was termed “Kunitake’s Slip
of Pen” and caused him to resign from the Imperial University of Tokyo. He taught and
wrote on the ancient history of Japan. From the viewpoint of modernization of Japanese
education, Kume was an unknown initiator of comparative studies in Japan. One of his
staff, Tanaka Fujimaro’s, report on western education is today known as RijiKoutei (see
Tanaka), but Kume’s Kairan Jikki illustrates wider perspectives and insightful analyses of
western civilization. Works: Kunitake, K., 2002, The Iwakura Embassy 1871–73, A True
Account of the Ambassador Extraordinary & Plenipotentiary’s Journey of Observation through the
United States of America and Europe, Volumes 1–4, edited by Graham Kealey & Chushichi
Tsuzuki, translated by Martin Collcutt, Graham Healey, Andrew Cobbling, P. E. Kornicki,
Eugene Soviak & Chushichi Tsuzuki, Matsudo: The Japan Documents; Kume Kunitake,
compiled, & Tanaka Akira, edited, 1985, 久米邦武編、田中彰校注、特命全権大使米
欧回覧実記、１～５巻 (Zenken Taishi Bei Ou Kairan Jikki (Observations and Notes on
the United States and Europe Made by the Iwakura Embassy), Iwanami Bunnko, 5 volumes,
Tokyo: Iwanami-Shoten; Chushichi Tsuzuki & R. Jules Young, eds., 2009, Japan Rising,
the Iwakura Embassy to the USA and Europe, 1871–1873, compiled by Kume Kunitake with
Introduction by Ian Nish, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. References: Tanaka
Akira, 2002, Historical Studies on the Iwakura Embassy ( Japanese), Tokyo: Iwanami-Shoten;
Tanaka, A., 2003, The Meiji Restoration and Western Culture – What Iwakura Embassy observed
( Japanese), Tokyo: Iwanami-Shoten; Beasley, W. G., 1995, Japan Encountered the Barbarians:
Japanese Travellers in America and Europe, New Haven: Yale University Press. (S. Suzuki)
44 Kurahashi, Souzo, 倉橋惣三, 1882–1955, m. Japanese father of early childhood education Born first son of Kurahashi Maso and Toku at Takajo-Machi in Shizuoka; spent
his early days at Tsuyama-Shi and Okayama-Shi because of his father’s job at local law
courts. Education: 1889; Uchisange Elementary School at Okayama; 1900, graduated The
First Secondary School in Tokyo-Fu; 1903, finished the course at The First High School
at Tokyo; 1906, graduated Imperial University of Tokyo, where he read child psychology, Froebel, and Pestalozzi; 1919–1921, studying abroad, visiting Europe and America.
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Career: 1910–1917, lecturer, Tokyo Girls’ Higher Normal School; 1917–1942, professor,
Tokyo Girls’ Higher Normal School; 1951, professor emeritus, Tokyo Girls’ Higher Normal School. Educational Activities: 1911, secretary and editor, Japan Association of Kindergartens and its journal 幼児の教育 (Yoji-no-kyoiku: Education of Early Children); 1918,
councillor, journal こどものくに (Kodomo-no-kuni: Country for Children), meeting artists, novelists, and poets to acknowledge the importance of aesthetic insights into child life;
1926, published 幼稚園雑草 (Yochien zasso: Grass and Kindergarten), a book in which he
developed his own understanding of Friedrich Froebel and suggested how to go beyond
him; 1927, edited and published a series of children’s books, titled Kinder-Book; 1931,
edited a volume on preschool education in the collections on education published by
Iwanami-Shoten; 1934, 幼稚園保育法真諦 (Yochien-hoikuho-sintei: Concise Methods of
Care for Children in Kindergartens); 1953, a book on Froebel, 幼稚園真諦 (Yochien-shintei;
Essential Doctrines of Kindergarten Education), which dealt the principles set by him; 1934,
co-authored with Shinjo Yoshiko, History of Japanese Kindergartens ( Japanese version); 1935,
edited a book entitled 玩具教育編 (Ganngu-kyoiku-hen; On Educational Toys); 1928–29,
lecturer to the tenno and kogo on child education; 1937–1939, caretaker of the prince
and children of the imperial tenno families. All of these made him the Japanese father of
early childhood education. In 1948, he established 日本保育学会 (Nihon hoiku gakkai:
the Japan Society of Research on Early Childhood Care and Education) and served as its
first president. See: Kurahashi, Sozo, 1967, Selected Works, 4 volumes, Tokyo: Froebel-kan;
Kodama Kinuko, 2008, revised edition, 倉橋惣三の保育論 (Kurahashi Sozo’s Theory of
Childcare), Tokyo: Gendai-Tosho. (Mika Yonezu)
45 Makiguchi, Tsunesaburo, 牧口常三郎, 1871–1944, m. School principal who developed 創価教育学 (soka-kyoiku-gaku: Pedagogy for Valuable Life). The founder of 創価教
育学会 (soka kyoiku gakkai). Born first son of C. Watanabe and Ine at a tiny port village, Arahama (now Kashiwazaki) in Niigata-Ken, adopted by Zendayu Makiguchi (1877).
Education: 1885, finished elementary schooling, 1891–1893, Hokkaido Normal School;
1903, met Nitobe Inazo and joined his circle, 郷土会 (kyodo-kai; talk-group on Heimatkunde); 1928, met Mitsuya Sokei (1873–1932), Buddhist priest; first encounter with
Nichiren School of Buddhism; 1931, met Horigome Taiei (1898–1959), Buddhist priest
of Nichiren School, and started intensive studies on Buddhism, particularly on the Lotus
Sutra. Career: 1853–1901, teacher, affiliated elementary school, Hokkaido Normal School;
1901–05, assistant teacher, village school at Arahama; 1905–1931, principal at several elementary schools in Tokyo, of which Shirogane Elementary School was the most important one. Religio-Educational Activities: 1912, published 郷土科教育 (Kyodo-ka kyoiku: On
Learning Community Studies); 1903, published 人生地理学 ( Jinsei-chirigaku: On Geography
for Life), which attracted Nitobe Inazo and Yanagida Kunio (1875–1962); 1930, published the first volume of 創価教育学 (Soka-kyoiku-gaku: Educational Theory on V
 aluable
Life), and established 創価教育学会 (Soka-kyoiku-Gakkai: Society of Education for Valuable Life), in which Nitobe Inazo, Yanagida Kunio, and Inukai Takeshi (1855–1932)
participated; 1936, meeting of Soka-Gakkai (assembly of schoolteachers); 1939, the First
Conference of Soka-Gakkai decided to publish its journal 新教 (Shinkyo: New Education), whose title was later changed to 教育改造 (Kyoiku-kaizo: Educational Reconstruction);
1943, the journal criticized 神社神道 ( Jinja-shinto: a school of Shintoism supported by
the Imperial State) as irreligious. Makiguchi replaced Windelband’s trilogy (truth, goodness, beauty) with his alternative; that is, the term truth was changed to the term economy
because he took economy as the key relation between human beings and their surroundings to be happy in life. After his books were published, there grew a group of 28 people
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who supported the ideas in the books. They formed the Supportive Unit, which led to the
creation of 創価学会 (so-ka gakkai). At the time when the first assembly of the society was
held in December 1939, many progressive teachers (who had been expelled by the government around 1936) joined the Gakkai. Its membership grew to 3000 by 1942. Makiguchi
never yielded to the government policy of unifying religious groups into State Shintoism, and he was jailed in May 1943. He died in jail in November 1944. Works: Makiguchi Tsunesaburo, 1981–1987, Collected Works, Volumes 1–10, Tokyo: Daisan-Bunmei-Sha;
Bethel, Dayle M., ed., 1978, Education for Creative Living, Ideas and Proposals, translated by
Alfred Rembaum, Iowa State University. References: Mizuuchi Toshio, 1999, Nation, Region
and the Politics of Geography in East Asia, Osaka: Osaka City University; Goulah, Jason &
Andrew Gebert, eds., 2014, Tsunesaburo Makiguchi (1871–1944): Educational Philosophy in
Context, London/Iwao: Routledge; Seiichi, 1978, Biographical Dictionary of Japanese History,
translated by Burton Watson, Tokyo: Kodansha International, pp. 407–08. (S. Suzuki)
46 Miki, Yasumasa, 三木安正, 1911–1984, m. Educational psychologist, professor
of Tokyo University, the founder of the Japanese Institute of Special Education Studies. Born at Tozaki-cho, Koisikawa-Ku, in Tokyo. Education: 1923, finished elementary
course at Kohinata Elementary School; 1924–29, Kaisei Secondary School (independent
school); 1930–33, Himeji Higher School (prep for university); 1933–36, Imperial University of Tokyo, read psychology; 1936–37, graduate school, research student at Brain
Science Laboratory of Faculty of Medical Sciences. Career: 1937–38, counsellor, Studio
for Consultations on Pupils’ Health and Problems; 1938–1941, researcher, Aiiku-kai Institute; 1941–1946, affiliated staff, Foundation for People’s Livelihood; 1946, civil servant,
Ministry of Education; 1951–1972, associate and full professor of educational psychology.
Educational activities: 1949, founded Federation of Researchers on Special Education and
acted as its first president; 1950, established, responding to Mrs Tokugawa Masako’s suggestive advice, Asahide-Gakuen (旭出学園), an institute and school for intellectually disabled
children (fully approved in 1960); 1952–1972, appointed a member of the Central Advisory Council for Minister of Education on School Curriculum, on School Building Standard, on Juvenile Affairs, on Mental Hygiene, on Child Welfare, where he contributed to
advancing policy implementation; 1964–68, Principal, Laboratory School affiliated to the
Faculty of Education, Tokyo University; 1970 on, served as principal, Asahide-Gakuen.
His academic contributions and practical achievements in the field of disabled children
were remarkable in that he advanced his research upon exact observations of pupils with
handicaps, that he carefully classified the situations for advice and prescriptions for securing more stable development of children with different contexts of disability, and that he
recognized the influential social backgrounds of disabilities. His advancement of disability education embraced not only academic fields but social connections where everyone
concerned could work together. He was decorated by the tenno in 1982 and 1984. See:
Tsumagari Hirotsugu, ed., 2008, Collected Works of Miki Yasumasa ( Japanese), Volumes 1 to
7, Tokyo: Gakujutsu-Shuppan-Kai. (Taku Murayama)
47 Miyahara, Seiichi, 宮原誠一, 1909–1978, m. Professor of education, University of
Tokyo. Promoter of social and workers’ education. Born second son of Miyahara Kizo and
Taka at Shiba in Tokyo. Education: 1928, graduated from Shiba Chugaku (Shiba Middle
School), entered Mito Higher School (a prep for university before 1945); 1930, because
of joining a student circle for reading social sciences (Marx), he was expelled a year from
Higher School; 1930–31, during his year of absence, after meeting with Yamashita Tokuji,
who established 新興教育研究所 (Shinkou-kyoiku-kenkyusho; Research Institute for
Education Renewal), he joined the Institute as a secretary. As a member of two groups
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on educational sciences and on student activism, he published articles with the nom de
plume Nakada Tadao; 1931, after drafting the Articles of the Japan Working Teachers
Union, he came back to Mito Higher School; 1932, registered at Education Department,
School of Letters, Imperial University of Tokyo. 1935, graduated Tokyo University. Professional Career; 1935–1939, director, programme of social education at Nihon Hoso Kyokai
(NHK; Japan Corporation of Broadcasting); 1939, permanent secretary, 教育科学研究会
(Kyoiku-kagau-kenkyu-kai: Research Association for Scientific Educational Studies),
established by Kido Mantarou; 1940, lecturer, Hoesi University; 1947, lecturer, School of
Education, University of Tokyo; 1949, professor, University of Tokyo. Professional Activities:
Holding the chair of professor of social education, he devoted himself to the nationwide
development of youth and social education. As a member of the Japan Association of Democratic Scientists since 1947, he supported the Japan Association of Democratic School
Teachers as the adviser. As research staff at the People’s Institute of Education of the JTU
( Japan Teachers’ Union), he attended the World Teachers Assembly at Warsaw in 1957. He
served various chairpersonships at several institutes and associations sponsored by the JTU
and its agencies. In 1962, he was elected the dean of the School of Education, University
of Tokyo. He was titled professor emeritus in 1970 when he retired. He watched historical social education in Japan, paying due attention to foreign educational movements. He
also examined the processes of livelihood shared by workers, farmers, and citizens and
found new educational and learning possibilities for them within the process itself. He
engaged himself with realistic and positivistic surveys over learning opportunities people
could make use of. His contribution to educational theory-building was pragmatic-cumMarxian. Assuming a certain bias in value judgement, and accepting that any educational
theory should form its discourses responding to historical circumstances including real
politics, economy, and current culture, he was stringently critical both of so-called “new
education” supported by the progressivists and of “idealized man” addressed by the leading
politicians of the day. He published many books and was invited to the British Council and
Czechoslovakia International Friendship Association. This offered him opportunities to
stay in Britain, Czechoslovakia, and Sweden. See: Miyahara Seiichi, 1977, Collected Works
( Japanese), Vol. 1–7, Tokyo: Kokudo-Sha. (Chuji Yasuda)
48 Mineji, Mitsushige, 峰地光重, 1890–1968, m. Teacher at Ikebukuro Children’s Village
School ( Jido no Mura Primary School). A leader of 生活綴方運動 (seikatsu-tsuzurikataundo: a movement for disseminating “pupils’ essay writing” on their daily lives) and a
pioneer who programmed a fused curriculum called 郷土科(kyodo-ka: subjects on local
community studies). Born on 8 July in 1890 at Tottori. Education: Tottori Normal School.
Career: teacher, elementary school and Ehime and Totori, Tottori Normal School; 1924–
1927, teacher, Ikebukuro Children’s Village School (private school); 1927–1936, teacher
and principal, Kamitaki Elementary School; 1942, retired from teaching; 1952–56, came
back to teaching; 1957–61, Ikeda primary school at Tajimi-Shi in Gifu-Ken. Educational
Activities: while serving in Tottori-Ken, he disseminated “pupil’s essay-writing methods”
and made an anthology of essays composed by his pupils. He advocated生活指導 (seikatsu
shido; guidance for children’s lives) in that way. After serving at Ikebukuro Children’s
Village School (池袋児童の村学園; Ikebukuro jido-no-mura gakuen; a private school)
from August 1924 to March 1927, he came back to Tottori and served primary schools as
teacher and principal. At Kamitaki Elementary School, he practiced and advocated education based on local community studies. He co-authored with S. Sasaoka the journal 綴方
生活 (Tsuzurikata-Seikatsu: Way of Life in Writing Livelihood) that was published in Tokyo.
Because of suppression enforced by Home Office Police over every creative activity with a
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touch of radicalism or progressivism, he was arrested in 1942. It was Mineji who made TottoriKen an active pivot of the Seikatsu-Tsuzurikata Movement (see Sasaoka). So that the
reader may understand what progressive new education achieved in Japan before and after
1945, it is worthwhile to reflect analytically on the debates on how to recognize objectively
the historical surroundings of human life, which were developed by Mineji and others.
They advocated the radical movement that emerged and expanded among schoolteachers
in the northern regions of Japan. See: Mineji Mitsushige, 1981–82, Complete Selected Works,
Volumes 1–19, Tokyo: Keyaki-Shobo; Izumo Toshie, 2016, 峰地重光の教育実践 (Miyaji
Mitsushige no kyoiku jissen: Practical Pedagogy of Mineji Mitsushige), Hiroshima: Tansui-Sha.
(Ayako Kawaji)
49 Mori, Arinori, 森有礼, 1847–1889, m. First minister of education, innovator of normal
schools and physical training of schoolchildren, politician, diplomat. Born fifth son of Mori
Ariyuki and Sato in a samurai family at Satsuma-Han (now Kagoshima-Ken). Education:
Chinese classics at 造士館 (Zoshi-kan, Han’s school) and English at 開成所 (Kaiseijo; College for European Studies) provided by Satuma-Han; 1865–1867, University of London;
1867–1868, visiting Russia and America, where he planned to study under supervision by
Thomas Lake Harris (1823–1906), but brought back to Tokyo by the Meiji Revolution. Career: 1868–69, choshi (徴士, government officer), foreign affairs judge; 1870–73,
sho-benmushi (少弁務使, a diplomatic official) in Washington, D.C.; 1874–79, resident
minister in Quing; 1879–1884, ambassador to Britain in London; 1884, secretary-general,
Education Office in the government, and promoted to 参事院 (sanji-in, legislative advisory council); 1885–89, first minister of education. Activities: While a young scholar, he
was attracted to American education and a Christian way of life. Coming back home
from America in 1868, he brought back many school textbooks he collected. In 1873, he
established 明六社 (meiroku-sha: a club) with others to disseminate new ideas, skills, and
civilization from the west. Serving in London, he met Mr. Ito Hirobumi and discussed
how to improve education in new Japan. A bit before being minister of education, he
made frequent visits to local schools institutionalized by the gakusei (学制, imperial code
of schooling systems and administration introduced in 1872). In 1875, he assisted in the
establishment of Japan’s first commercial college, Shoho-Koshujo (商法講習所, currently
Hitotsubashi University at Tokyo). In 1886, he introduced the Law of School Education,
which paved the way for future educational development. Normal Schools were reformed
towards full boarding schemes, and selection of the candidates to normal schools was left
in the hands of local mayors. He paid attention to girls’ education on the principle of
“good wife-good mother”. He was eager to institutionalize the modern constitutional
political system. However, on the very day of promulgation of the Meiji constitution, he
was assaulted by an ultranationalist and died. Works: Arinori Mori, 1871, Life and Resources
in America, Washington, D.C.: privately printed; Arinori Mori, 1872, Religious Freedom in
Japan: A Memorial and Draft of Charter, Washington D.C.: privately printed; Arinori Mori,
1873, Education in Japan: a Series of Letters Addressed by Prominent Americans to Arinori Mori,
New York: D. Appleton; Lanman, Charles, 1872, The Japanese in America, New York: University Pub. Co. References: Lanman, Charles, 1883, Leading Men of Japan, with an Historical
Summary of the Empire, Boston: D. Lothrop and Company; Parker Hall, Ivan, 1973, Mori
Arinori, Harvard University Press; Toshihiro Kobayashi, 2009, Mori Arinori: New Light on
his Weltanschauungen in Late Edo and Early Meiji Japan and on His Language Reform Discourse,
Tokyo: Seijo University; Iwao, Seiichi, 1978, Biographical Dictionary of Japanese History,
translated by Burton Watson, Tokyo: Kodansha International, pp. 416–17. (Aki Sakuma)
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50 Motoda, Nagazane, 元田永孚, 1818–1891, m. Confucian scholar who took the part
of tutor to 明治天皇 (Meiji Tenno: Emperor Meiji). Born as a long-awaited boy of the
Motoda family in Higo (now Kumamoto-Ken). Education: 1823–1837, studied at 時習館
( jishu-kan; official school of Hosokawa Han [now Kumamoto-Ken]) opened in 1755;
1838–1842, boarder at Jishukan. Career: 1842–1849, teacher at Jishukan; 1849–1868,
officer at Hosokawa-Han; 1871–1891, reader and lecturer to Meiji Tenno. Activities: His
teacher Tejima Toan (手島堵庵, 1718–1786) taught him Chu-tzu Confucianism as practical wisdom. His thought had a paradigmatic structure consisting of doctrines of 修身
(shushin) and ideals of 治国 (chikoku). Shushin meant culture by way of moral training of
self and Chikoku political settlement of a given polity. His ideal meant (1) government by
moral cultural refinement of people’s self and by the government. The foundation doctrine
was practical Chu-tzu Confucianism. At the age of 54, he was invited to the imperial court
and took the part of tutor to Tenno Meiji (明治天皇: Emperor Meiji). The cause for him
to step into the political world was the national education issues of the day. Japanese modern school education introduced in 1872 was initiated toward modernization borrowed
from European culture. Motoda wrote 教学聖旨 (Kyogaku seishi: Imperial View on Popular
Education) in place of Tenno Meiji, and it was publicly announced in 1879. The basic
claims made were conventional. Ito Hirobumi rejected such Confucian and Shintoistic
ideas and promptly espoused modern views on national education in his 教育議 (kyoikugi: Discourses on National Education) the same year. From their disputes came the 教育
勅語 (Kyoiku chokugo: Emperor’s Rescript on Education) in 1890. Behind confrontation between them lay social unrest represented by assassination of Okubo Toshimichi
in 1878 and frequent farmers’ riots in 1876 and 1877. The debates between Motoda and
Ito were not only educational but political in the 19th-century historical processes of
modern Japan. Motoda’s idea of Confucian Shinto-state uniformity had grave effects on
20th-century Japan. Works: Numata Satoshi & Motoda Takehiko, eds., 1985, 元田永孚
関係文書 (Motoda eifu kankei bunnsho; Documents about Motoda Nagazane; Japanese),
Tokyo: Yamakawa Shuppan; Motoda Takehiko & Kaigo Tokiomi, eds., 1970–71, 元田
永孚文書 (Motoda eifu bunshu; Selected Documents of Motoda; Japanese), Tokyo: Motoda
Eufu Kenkyukai; References: Numata, Satoshi, 2005, Motoda Nagazane and Meiji Government
( Japanese version), Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan; Iwao, Seiichi, 1978, Biographical Dictionary of Japanese History, translated by Burton Watson, Tokyo: Kodansha International, p. 417.
(S. Suzuki)
51 Munakata, Seiya, 宗像誠也 1908–1970, m. Educational researcher, professor of educational administration, University of Tokyo. Born son of Munakata Itsuro, principal of
Unebi Middle School (former secondary school) at Tokyo. Education: 1921–26, Affiliated
Secondary School to Tokyo Higher Normal School; 1926–29, the First High School (prep
for university) at Tokyo; 1929–1931, Faculty of Letters, Imperial University of Tokyo.
Career: 1931–1939, research staff, Association for Advancement of Educational Sciences;
1940, professor, Hosei University, Tokyo: National Institute of Educational studies; 1946–
48, lecturer, University of Tokyo; 1948–49, professor, Tokyo University of Humanities
and Natural Sciences; 1949–1970, lecturer and professor, School of Education (newly
established), University of Tokyo. Activities: 1952–1970, board member, Japanese Society for Educational Studies; 1960–1970, fellow of Japan Academy; 1964–1970, director,
People’s Institute of Educational Sciences. During the war period (1931–1945), he supported the governmental mobilization policies and activated the national school system
enacted in 1940. After 1945, he publicly confessed and regretted his support. Converting
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to democratic standpoints with much repentance, he committed to reorganizing the Association for Advancement of Educational Sciences (established in 1936; see Kido Mantaro).
Theoretically classifying the ways of thinking employed by Japanese scholars in theorybuilding, he proposed the doctrine for enhancing theoretical development in educational
administration. Critically overviewing discourses from Kameralkunde to behaviourism,
he adopted the ideas of “externa” in educational administration services that was introduced by I. L. Kandel. His debates with scholars from legal and management studies on
the right to education were challenging. Works: Munakata, Seiya, 1974–1976, Collected
Works on Educational Science ( Japanese), 5 volumes, Tokyo: Aoki-Shoten; Munakata, S., ed.,
1953, Dictionary of Scientific Educational Research ( Japanese), Tokyo: Asakura-Shoten;
Munakata, ed.,1968, Black Paper on Education ( Japanese), Tokyo: Rodo-Junpo-Sha. References: Oguma, Eiji, 2000, Democrats and Patriotism ( Japanese version), Tokyo: Shinyo-Sha.
(S. Suzuki)
52 Nagata, Housei, 永田方正, 1844–1911, m. Christian educator. Born of the Udaka
family at Tokyo. Being brilliant, was sent to 昌平黌 (sho-hei-kou; a school managed by the
Tokugawa Bakufu). Adopted into the Nagata family. Career: 1881, lecturer in Chinese and
Japanese classics at Saijo-Han Hanko; 1867–1868, clerk, tenno’s palace at Kyoto; 1869–
1872, professor at Saijo Han Hanko; 1872–1879, translator of foreign books at Osaka;
1879–1880, educational administrator at Yamanashi-Ken (local government at Yamanashi);
1881–1885, teacher at Hakodate Normal School and an appointed researcher of Ainu
education at the Hokkaido Authority; 1886–1890, lecturer at Hakodate Normal School;
1891–1898, lecturer at Sapporo College of Agriculture, concurrently teaching at Hokusei Gakkou (now Hokusei Gakuen) established by Miss Sarah Smith (1851–1947), an
American missionary, until 1897; 1898–1907, teacher at Zoai Girls’ School (at Hakodate)
established by Miss Augusta Dickerson; 1909–1911, teacher of Japanese literature at
Tokyo Girls’ School affiliated to Tokyo Girls’ Normal School. Contributions: As a translator, he translated many English and American books, some of which were adopted as the
school text books by the MoE; in 1883, published 北海道小文典 (hokkaido sho-bunten;
Little Grammar of Ainu) which was 6 years earlier than Grammar of Ainu by John Batchelor (1854–1945). Nagata worked together with B. N. Chamberlain (1850–1935), an
English scholar in comparative language and a professor at Tokyo University. Both worked
on translating the New and Old Testaments into Japanese and in preserving and advancing
Ainu culture; Nagata first translated Ainu yukar, the Ainu Saga, into Japanese. His work
was comparable to Chamberlain’s Japanese translation of yukar. Nagata worked in Hokkaido through the period when the Japanese government developed many plantations
in Hokkaido. The more Japanese migrated from Honshu to Hokkaido, the more Ainu
were deprived of their homelands. As a result, the government had to tackle the issues
of poverty and segregation of Ainu. Education of Ainu children was poorly provided.
Ainu indigenous language and culture were under threat of being lost. The idea of
土人学校 (dojin gakko; schools for native children) was conceived in the latter half of
the 1870s. In 1893, the chair of the Hokkaido Association for Education advised the
Hokkaido local government on education of Ainu children. Nagata was invited to the ad
hoc committee organized by the association. He submitted his recommendations to the
chair. In the recommendations, Nagata suggested to divide elementary schools into two,
one for Japanese children and another for Ainu children. His standpoint represented one
of the diverse opinions on education for Ainu children. Works: Nagata, 1891, 北海道蝦
夷語地名解 (Hokkai-do emishi-go chimei-ge; Geographical Dictionary of Ainu), reprinted
1984 by Sohu-Kan. References: Taniuchi, K., 1992, 旧土人学校の教育とその背景 (Kyu
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dojin-gakkou no kyoiku to sono haikei; “Education at Former Aboriginal School in Hokkaido and Its Background”), 國學院大學紀要第20号 (Bulletin, No. 20, Kokugakuin University), pp. 53–75; Ogawa Masato, 1991, アイヌ学校の設置と北海道旧土人保護法
(Ainu gakko no secchi to Hokkaido-kyu-dojin-hogo-hou: Establishing Schools for Ainu and
Former Act of Ainu Natives [Protection]), http://hdl.handlle.net/2115/29364). (S. Suzuki)
53 Nakae, Chomin, 中江兆民, 1847–1901, m. Teacher, critic, and advocate of human
rights. Born at Yamada-machi in the outskirts of Castle Kochi (now Harimaya-Cho in
Kochi-Shi). Education: 1862, entered the Bunbu-Kan, the school of the domain, and learned
Chinese classics and western language; 1865, sent by the feudal lord to Nagasaki, where
he learnt Dutch and western knowledge; around 1866/67, learnt French at the Western
Language Institute run by the shogunate in Edo but was expelled because of his dissipated
behaviour and hence continued learning French at a Catholic church in Yokohama; 1870,
enrolled at the Daigaku-Nanko (later the University of Tokyo). Career: 1867, interpreter
in French at Sakai and Osaka; 1868, head of the Nisshin-Sha founded by Fukuchi Genichiro (1841–1906); 1870, assistant professor of French at the Daigaku-Nanko; 1871–74,
staff of the Iwakura Mission to America and Europe (see Kume); stayed at Paris and Lyon to
learn French culture and social philosophy; 1874, founded 仏蘭西学舎 (Furansu gakusha,
College of French Studies, later 仏学舎 Futsugakusha), where he taught French and the
history of ideas; 1875, nominated as principal of Tokyo Foreign Language School but left
to be an ex-secretary at the Senate of the Meiji government, 1876–77, staff of the Office
of Constitutional Investigation; 1881, founded, with Saionji Kinmochi (1849–1940), and
acted as editor-in-chief of Toyo Jiyu Shinbun (Asian Paper of Freedom); 1882, editorial staff,
Jiyu Shinbun (Paper for Freedom): 1883, established Nippon Shuppan Sha ( Japan Publishing Co.); 1888, closed Futsugakusha and started publishing Shinonome Shinbun (a paper)
at Osaka, which was known as a progressive and critical journal; 1890, was a candidate in
the first general election, elected to the Lower House of the Diet; 1891, resigned from
the Diet in disgust at the corrupt behaviours of his fellow members; moved to Otaru in
Hokkaido, founded and served as the editor of the local press, Hokumon Shinbun (a boys’
newspaper), in addition to investing into several enterprises but in vain; 1898, established
his political party (Party for National People) but attracted few followers; 1900, joined the
Kokumin Domei (National Federation) organized by Konoe Atsumaro (1863–1886)
but was warned by his medical doctors about throat cancer. Contributions: As a teacher, he
educated many able youths at his school, Futsugakusha. As a social and political thinker,
he enlightened Japanese people in French culture and political thoughts. In particular,
his introduction of J. J. Rousseau to the Japanese reading public had a great effect upon
people’s political awakening. His translation of Le contrat social was made in Chinese letters, and the version attracted people outside Japan. The book entitled 三酔人経綸問答
(Sansuijin keirin mondo: Trilogue of Three Drinkers) in 1887 presented his critical views on
the Japanese political situations of the day. He was called the “Rousseau of Asia”. Works:
Nakae, Chomin, 1983–86, Collected Works ( Japanese), Volumes 1–17, Tokyo: Iwanamishoten; Nakae, C., 1993, Collected Essays and Reviews, edited by Matsunaga Shozo, Tokyo:
Iwanami-shoten; Nakae, C. 2008, Dialogues politiques entre trois ivronges, translated by
Christine Levy & Eddy Dufoumont, Paris: CNRS edition; Nakae, C., 2011, Un an et
demi; Un an et demi; suite; textes traduits du japonais, par Eddy Dufourmont, Romain
Jourdan & Christine Levy; References: Iwao Seiichi, 1978, Biographical Dictionary of Japanese
History, Tokyo: Kodansha International, pp. 421–22. (S. Suzuki)
54 Nakajima, Hanjiro, 中島半次郎, 1871–1926, m. Scholar and educator. Born in Kumamoto, first son of a samurai family who served at a local branch of the Tokugawa shogunate.
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Education: After his first teaching experience as an assistant tutor at the elementary school
he attended, he moved to Tokyo to study at the Tokyo Senmon Gakko (College) (later
renamed Waseda University) and got teaching certificates in ethics and Japanese literature;
1898, Tokyo Higher Normal School, read Herbartian pedagogy; 1910, studying abroad,
visiting Germany and England to acquire pedagogy and observations on educational circumstances. Career: Graduated in 1894 from Waseda University and became an editor of
an educational journal (教育時論: kyoiku-jiron, see Harada); his career was multifaceted:
teacher at a junior high school, lecturer at Tokyo Commercial and Music Schools; professor of pedagogy and educational history at Tokyo Senmon Gakko (now Waseda University), and the academic dean of Waseda University’s Higher Normal School; 1906, he
was sent to Bei Yang Normal School at Tian Jing in the Qing dynasty to develop teacher
training courses for elementary and secondary school teachers; 1920, he was appointed as
head of the newly established Waseda University. He wrote extensively on pedagogy and
educational history. Works: n.d., Kyōikugaku Genri (教育学原理: Principles of Education);
1902, Kyoikuushi Kyōkasho (教育史教科書: Educational History Texts and 1905, Sengo
no Kyōiku (戦後の教育: Education in the Postwar Era) were well known. His Dokufutsubeiei Kokumin Kyōiku no Hikaku Kenkyu (独仏米英国民教育の比較教育: Comparative
Study of National Education in Germany, France, Britain and the USA (1916) is now considered
the first academic work in the field of comparative education in Japan. References: Hisanori Ito, 2012, “The Catalog of Nakajima Hanjiro Collection,” Waseda Daigakushi Kiyo
43, pp. 1–75; 日本現代教育学体系7巻 (Nihon gendai kyouiku-gaku taikei: Series of
Modern Education Science), Vol. 7, 1927, Monas, reprint ed. 1989, Tokyo: Nihon Tosho
Center. (Nana Kodama)
55 Nakamura, Masanao, 中村正直, 1832–1891, m. Enlightened scholar and educator.
Born in Edo (Tokyo), the son of a vassal serving the Tokugawa shogunate. Education:
Studied Confucianism in his childhood; he later mastered Rangaku (Dutch studies) and
learned English; in 1866, sent as a state scholar to London, where he learned how far Britishness, based on Christianity, brought prosperity to the Empire of Great Britain. Career:
1862, a registered Confucian scholar, taught at 昌平黌 (shohei-ko; school provided by the
Tokugawa shogunate); 1868, translator at the Meiji government; 1872, served at Ministry
of Finance; 1873, joined Meirokusha (明六社, Japan’s first learned society established by
Mori Arinori and others in 1873), published a series of periodicals on Enlightenment; in
the same year, founded Dojinsha (同人舎), a private school for Western studies which was
estimated one of the three greatest jukus in the era; 1881, professor of education, Imperial University of Tokyo. Nakamura was baptized in 1884. His main achievements could
be seen as the following: (1) principal of the Tokyo Women’s Normal School and Tokyo
Women’s Higher Normal School; (2) founder of the first Japanese school for the blind and
deaf; (3) an earnest advocate for women’s education. In addition, he published many Japanese versions of Western books; (4) most influential works – Saigoku Risshihen (西国立志
編 1871, the Japanese version of Samuel Smiles’ Self-Help) and Jiyu no Ri (自由の理 1872,
Japanese translation of John Stuart Mill’s On Liberty). These works greatly influenced
people’s ways of thinking at the dawn of modern Japan. Nakamura was promoted to a
member of the Chamber of Elders and the House of Peers. He was once assessed as one of
the six greatest educators in the Meiji era together with Mori Arinori, Fukuzawa Yukichi,
Niijima Joe, Nishi Amane, Ohki Takato, and Kondo Makoto. Works: Archive: University of Tsukuba Education Bureau of Laboratory Schools (www.gakko.otsuka.ac.jp/?page_
id=47); References: Masao Takahashi, 1988, Nakamura Keiu, Kyoto: Yoshikawa Kobunkan;
Miura, Tetsuo, 2001, A Note on Nakamura Masanao, Sekibundo. (Nana Kodama)
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56 Namekawa, Michio, 滑川道夫, 1909–1992, m. Author of juvenile stories, leader
in teaching Japanese. Born first son of a school principal at Yuzawa in Akita-Ken. His
grandfather was a spearmanship instructor. Education: Educated at Akita Normal School;
1928 proceeded to the advanced course of the school; 1931, 3 months in-service training, Tokyo Higher Normal School, where he read Japanese linguistics and psychological
theory of imagination. Career: 1929–1932, teacher at Meitoku Elementary School affiliated to Akita Normal School; 1932–1965, teacher and principal of Seikei-Gakuen (成蹊
学園), a private progressive school; 1966–1970, director, Education Institution at SeikeiGakuen; 1966–1970, professor, Tokyo University of Education; 1970–1992, professor of
Tokyo Seitoku Junior College (private institution), visiting professor at Otsuma Women’s
University, Wako University, Soka University, and the University of Ochanomzu for Girls
(former Tokyo Girls’ Higher Normal School). Educational Activities: From 1930 on, he
engaged with Narita Tadahisa in advancement of 生活綴方 (seikatsu-tsuzurikata: pupils’
composition on their basic life). His doctrine of seikatsu-tsuzurikata, in agreement with
Narita, was radically progressive in two senses: chid-centeredness and critical pedagogy. He
took writing not only for practical literacy but for acquisition of both aesthetic sensitivity
and sociocultural awareness. The editorial ideals of Hoppo-Kyoiku (北方教育: Northern
Education, monthly magazine) were triadic: (1) study – a journal of Tsuzurikata based on
northern environments in Honshu (the main island of Japan); (2) achieving genuine paths
to pedagogy, namely declining conceptual abstract teaching but real levers of cultivating local communities, and (3) creative writing and aesthetic education for children. In
sum, it aimed at innovating radically the whole of Japanese school education. His and his
colleagues’ creed in seikatsu-tsuzurikata was simple but intrinsically political and radical:
“Sentences are representations of human (children’s) life”. Despite political suppression of
his journal and groups during the 1930s, he left valuable documents and records in Japanese language teaching and juvenile culture. He left a volume of poems. Works: 北方教
育同人懇話会, 1979, 「北方教育―実践と証言」 (Hoppou Kyoiku Dojin Konwakai,
ed., 1979, Hoppo Kyoiku-Jissen to Shogen; Hoppo-Kyoiku Commission, ed., 1979, Northern
Education – Practices and Testimonies). Tokyo, Tokyo-Hourei-Shuppan. (S. Suzuki)
57 Narita, Tadahisa, 成田忠久, 1897–1960, m. Journalist, editor, organizer of the HoppoKyoiku movement. Born first son of Kato Michitada, a policeman, at Kitaura-Machi (now
Oga-Shi) in Akita-Ken but was adopted into the Narita family in 1916. After serving at
the Akita post office, he went to Qing-Dao on conscription in 1916. Educational Activities:
Coming back home from Qing-dao, he worked as an assistant teacher for a short time at
Hamada Elementary School; 1929, Narita, as a tofu maker in Akita-Shi, hung a signboard
printed 北方教育社 (hoppo-kyoiku-sha: Publisher of Northern Education) and published
a pamphlet entitled くさかご (Kusakago: “Grass Cage”) which compiled selected poems
written by schoolchildren. He aimed at providing teachers with resources for teaching
children to write and enjoy poems. His activities were in the tone of a new school composition movement spreading nationally in those days. With his three colleagues’ support,
the pamphlet grew steadily in number, and more teachers subscribed to Narita’s studies in
children’s verses. The 1920s and the 1930s were the hardest time in the Japanese economy,
and stringent poverty resulted in human trafficking and in famine which attacked children.
A new pedagogy called 生活綴方 (seikatsu-tsuzurikata: pupils’ composition on their daily
lives) was a pedagogical reaction to such difficulty made by progressive teachers. Composition was the only school subject where no governmental standard was prescribed. Teachers
could control it. The new pedagogy turned its attention to the social problems of the day.
Narita planned to publish a new journal 北方教育 (Hoppo-kyoiku; Education in the North).
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He wrote: “Our tasks are to cultivate new pedagogy that is practical enough to solve the
issues. This journal pays due attention not only to teaching composition but to artistic
capabilities of children”. The first issue, published in 1930, attracted various attention from
several corners of the professional public. The fiscal foundation being small, Narita stopped
publishing in 1936 after issuing no. 16. The censorship authority of the days suspected the
journal of being anti-governmental. Most progressive teachers who committed themselves
to seikatsu-tsuzurikata were sent to jail from 1940 to 1941; 1938–1960, Narita moved to
Tokyo to work as an editor at several publishers until 1960 and left valuable collections of
teaching materials. Work: 北方教育 ( Japanese), reprinted edition, 1970, Tokyo: SenbunDo; 北方教育同人懇話会編, 1979, 北方教育―実践と証言 (Hoppo-Kyoiku Subscribers’
Club, Hoppo-Kyoiku; Practices and Testimony), Tokyo: Senbun-Do, Tokyo; 同前、北方教
育；戦後の軌跡 (The Club, ed. 1985, Hoppo-Kyoiku: Records after 1945), Akita: AkitaBunka-Shuppan; 秋田大学北方教育研究協議会編, 1975, 秋田大学図書館北方教育
資料コーナー目録 (Akita University Research Council on Hoppo-Kyoiku, ed. 1975,
Bibliography of Documents at the Hoppo Kyoiku Corner, Japanese version), Akita: Akita University Library. References: 戸田金一他編, 2008–2009, 手紙で綴る北方教育の歴史
(Toda, Kinichi et al., eds. 2008–9, History of Hoppo-Kyoiku: What the Letters Tell), Tokyo:
Kyoiku-Shiryo-Henshu Kai. (S. Suzuki)
58 Naruse, Jinzo, 成瀬仁蔵, 1858–1919, m. Founder of Japan Women’s University (日
本女子大学). Born first son of Naruse Kozaemon and Utako, a samurai family in Suou,
Choshu-Han (now Yamaguchi-Shi, Yamaguchi-Ken). In the transitory period before and
after 1868, the Meiji Revolution, he helped his father, who lost his job but ran a juku.
Education: 1876, Yamaguchi Teacher Training Center; 1877–1890, joined missionary
school, Baika Women’s School (梅花女学校: baikajogakko) opened by Paul Sawayama
(1852–1887); 1890–94, studying abroad at Andover Theological Seminary and Clark University in America, read education and sociology. Career and Activities: 1876–77, primary
school teacher in Yamaguchi; 1877–1890, teaching and missionary works at Osaka, Nara,
Niihata, and Baika Women’s School. Naruse was baptized in Osaka. His idea of educating
women as equal human beings was conceived through his Christian beliefs. Naruse was
a missionary with keen interest in women’s education; 1894, before coming back home,
published a book in English, A Modern Paul in Japan, a biography of Paul Sawayama. On
his return, he became the principal of Baika Women’s School. Naruse advocated the need
of higher educational institutions for women and published Women’s Education (『女子
教育』) in 1896 in which he proposed “first, educate women as human beings; second,
educate women as ladies; third, educate women as citizens”. In 1901, the first women’s tertiary educational institution, Nihon Women’s University, was established in Tokyo, having
received various support from many influential persons at the time. As the first president
of the university, he advocated three principles of education; “consistent in belief ”, “spontaneous creativity”, and “collaborative services”. References: Kiko Kageyama, 1994, 成瀬
仁蔵の教育思想 (Naruse Jinzo no kyoikushiso; Naruse’s Philosophy of Education), Tokyo:
Kazama-Shobo; Nakajima Kuni, ed., 1983, 近代日本女子教育文献集：第I期 (Kindai
joshikyouku bunnkennshu: daii kki: Collected Documents on Modern Japanese Girls’ Education,
First Series, Volume 5: Improvement of Girls’ Education), Tokyo: Nihon Tosho Center; Society
for Research on Women’s History, ed., 1999, 近代日本女性文献資料総覧９；男性に
よる女性論 図書編1915–1917 (Comprehensive Documents on Modern Japanese Women, Volume 9, Discourses on Women Made by Male Authors, Books 1915–1917), Tokyo: Ohzora-Sha
(www.jwu.ac.jp/about/spirit/naruse.html). (Yoko Yamato)
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59 Niijima Jo or Joe, 新島 襄, 1843–1890, m. Christian educator, founder of Dosisha
University. Born first son, with four elder sisters, of Niijima Tamiji and Tomi. Education:
Watching a Dutch vessel on the Edo (Tokyo) Bay and being inspired, he learnt navigation and algebra at the Edo Warship Steeringmen Institute; 1864, he dared to go abroad,
violating the national law (an American vessel, the Berlin, brought him to Shanghai, and
another ship took him to Boston in 1865); Mr. and Mrs. Alpheus Hardy (1816–87), an
American Christian couple, accepted him and sent him first to Andover Theological Seminar in 1866 and then to the Phillips Academy, where he finished the course in 1867; 1876,
B.Sc., Amherst College (the first B.Sc. obtained by a Japanese in America); 1877, passed
examination as Christian missionary, nominated as corresponding member of Japan by
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Career: 1872–73, meeting with
the Iwakura Embassy sent to Europe and America, he joined the delegation as interpreter;
after visiting Britain, France, Germany, Switzerland, Denmark, Belgium, the Netherlands,
and Russia, he stayed in Berlin and wrote reports of their observations, which were submitted to Tanaka Fujimaro, the then-chair of the Education Department, and were published in 1877 as 理事功程 (Riji-koutei; Chairman’s Progress Report) in 15 volumes; 1875,
coming back home, he gave sermons at Annaka (Gunma-Ken), and 30 people formed the
Annak Church; 1875, at Kyoto, established Doshisha Girls School of English, a publicly
approved school (later in 1884, Doshsha University); 1877, established Doshisha Girls’
School (later Dhoshisha Women’s University); 1884–1885, visiting America and Europe,
he met young Hermann Hesse (1877–1962); 1886, established Kyoto School of Nursing where Miss Linda Richards (1841–1930) taught the students (Miss Richards was the
first qualified Nurse approved by Florence Nightingale [1820–1910]). With high spirit
of Christianity and reforming zest for better education for people, Niijima devoted the
whole of his life to realizing a “life filled with love”. Works: Doshisha University, ed., 1915,
Joseph Hardy Neeshima; Morinaga, Akimtsu, ed., 1942, Collected Letters of Niijima ( Japanese);
Doshisha University, ed., Collected Letters of Niijima Joe ( Japanese); Collected Works Editorial Committee, 1983–1996, Niijima Joe, Collected Works, Vol. 1–10, Kyoto: Doho-sha. References: Iwao, Seiichi, 1978, Biographical Dictionary of Japanese History, translated by Burton
Watson, Tokyo: Kodansha International, pp. 425–6. (S. Suzuki)
60 Nikaido, Tokuyo, 二階堂トクヨ, 1880–1941, f. Pioneer in physical education for girls
and the founder of College of Gymnastics for Girls. Born first daughter of four sisters of
Yasuji Nikaido and Kin, a samurai family, at Sanbongi-Mura (now Sanbongi-Machi) in
Miyagi-Ken. Education: Local elementary school; 1896–1899, Hukushima Normal School;
1900–1904, Girls’ Higher Normal School at Tokyo; 1914–1919, King’s Field College,
established by Madame Bergman-Oesterberg (Martina Sofia Helena, 1809–1915), England. Career: assistant teacher at elementary school; 1899–1900, teacher at Aburai Elementary School in Adachi-Gun, Fukushima-Ken; 1904–1907, teacher at Ishikawa Higher
Girls’ School; 1907–1911, teacher and housemistress at Kochi Normal School; 1911–1922,
assistant and full professor, at Tokyo Girls’ Higher Normal School; 1922–1926, teacher,
principal, housemistress, and manager, Nikaido Private Gymnastic School for Girls; 1926–
1941, principal and manager, Nikaido College of Physical Education (later University with
Graduate School of Physical Education and Dance). Activities: Her teaching career begun
with teaching Japanese but also with physical education and training at Ishikawa Girls’
High School. Gradually, she became more interested in physical education when she met
Sister Morgan, British missionary, who was acquainted with Swedish physical education;
she learned that way. From 1909 on, she taught solely physical exercise. Those days, Iguchi
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Aguri (1870–1932) was well known among schoolteachers as an expert in physical education. Nikaido had close contact with Aguri on physical education for girls. Such contacts
brought Tokuyo an opportunity to succeed her at Tokyo Girls’ Higher Normal School.
Coming back from England, Tokuyo became professor and guided physical training and
dance at Higher Normal School. From 1918, Tokuyo also taught at Tokyo Women’s University. Spending busy days for some years, she established Nikaido Gymnastic School in
1922. It was formally approved by MoE as the first Japanese girls’ school of physical training
and education. It grew to a professional college in 1950 and to the private University of
Girls’ Physical Education and Dance in 1965, which opened Ph.D. courses in 1967. Her
newest Swedish drill was based on practice, theory, and Japanese traditions. Nikaido was
eager to raise specialist female PE teachers with a liberal education who should be educated
drawing a distinction between the principles for male PE teachers. References: Nishimura
Ayako, 1983, 『体育に生涯をかけた女性―二階堂トクヨ』(Woman Who Devoted Her
Life to Physical Education: Tokuyo Nikaido), Tokyo: Kyorin Shoin; Ouinkai, ed., 1940, The
History of the Ouinkai ( Japanese version), Tokyo: Ouinkai. (Sayaka Nakagomi)
61 Nishimura, Shigek, 西村茂樹, 1828–1902, m. Scholar who promoted moral education.
Born first son of Nishimura Houiku, a lower clansman of Sakura-Han (now Chiba-Ken).
Education: 1838, studied Confucianism and gunnery at 成徳書院 (seitoku-shoin; Han’s
school for moral education); learnt Dutch and British studies. Career: 1856, comptroller at
Sakura-Han; 1871, leaving Chiba, established a juku at Tokyo where he taught Chinese
classics and English; 1873, appointed an editor-in-chief at MoE, edited a series of school
textbooks; 1877, secretary-general, MoE; 1886, councillor, imperial court; 1890, a member of Lords’ House. Activities: 1873, took initiative in establishing a 明六社 (meiroku-sha;
club) with Mori Arinori, Fukuzawa Yukichi, and others to disseminate western knowledge; 1875, established 洋々社 (Yoyo-sha; Club for Scholars in Chinese Classics); 1876,
founded 修身学舎 (Shuhin-gakusha; Studio for Moral Enhancement), which became the
Foundation Nihon Koudokai (日本弘道会); 1879, started editing 故事類苑 (kojiruien;
the biggest encyclopedia edited in Japan, consisting of 1000 volumes of books, which
was completed in 1907); 1887, published a book entitled 日本道徳論 (Nihon-dotokuron; Treatise on Japanese Morality), in which he pointed to eight elements of which the
ideal image of men and women should be composed: 勤労 (kinro; labour), 節倹 (sekken;
economy), 剛毅 (gouki; fortitude), 忍耐 (nintai; perseverance), 信義 (shingi; faith), 進取
(shinshu; modern), 愛国 (aikoku; patriotic), 天皇奉戴 (tenno-hotai; tenno, the throne
of Japan). The journal issued by 明六社 was historically the first journal in Japan. Many
government officers and scholars subscribed to it. Mori questioned Nishimura on how to
enhance “national morality”. Nishimura thought it appropriate to make a balance between
Japanese classical moral codes and Western knowledge. As staff of the imperial court, in
1876, he gave lectures to the imperial family on the history of Europe. Of his policy
proposals, the following should be recorded: (1) lectures in Imperial University should be
given in Japanese in order not to colonize Japanese knowledge, and (2) moral education
must refer to traditional values of Confucian codes of practice and of the historical identity
of the Japanese tenno family. His standpoints were close to those of Motoda Nagazane.
On the basic national policy of popular education, he stood against Ito Hirobumi. He was
critical of the Ground Policies on National Education issued by the government in 1872.
He was invited by Mori Arinori to be director of the University Board but declined. He
started enlightening activities on national moral education. Of many books by him, 日本
道徳論 (Nihon dotoku-ron, On Japanese Morality) is outstanding: his method of comparative analyses of European, Chinese, and Japanese moral sciences was unique. Works: 日本
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弘道会編, 2004–2013,増補西村茂樹全集 (Nihon-kodokai, ed., Enlarged Collected Works
of Nishimura Shigeki), 12 volumes, Tokyo: Nihon Kodo Kai. References: Iwao, Seiichi, 1978,
Biographical Dictionary of Japanese History, Tokyo: Kodansha International, pp. 429–430.
(S. Suzuki)
62 Nishi, Amane, 西周, 1829–1897, m. Scholar, educator, and politician. Father was a
herb doctor who served at Tsuwano-Han (now Yamaguchi-Ken). Education: 1853, learned
western knowledge (philosophy, economics, and law) at Edo (Tokyo); 1862, ordered by
the shogunate to go to Holland for further study, visited Professor S. Vissering (University of Leiden) to study jurisprudence, economy, geopolitics, and philosophy in which
he learned about J. S. Mill and A. Comte. Career: 1865, professor of the 開成所 (kaiseijo, a school for Western studies that grew out of 蛮書調所 (bansho sirabesho, a unit for
researching into western books founded by the shogunate); 1867, went to Kyoto with Shogun Tokugawa Yoshinobu (1837–1913), who the next year formally returned the power
of government to the court (the so-called the Meiji Restoration); 1868, when the Tokugawa Bakufu was abolished, he went to Sizuoka with Tokugawa Yoshinobu, becoming a
senior teacher of the Numazu Naval Academy, where he taught western knowledge with
western style-teaching methods; 1870, invited to the Meiji government, became staff of the
Ministries of Education and Military Affairs, where he reorganized the Japanese military
system; 1887, retired from public service. Contributions: establishing with Mori Arinori,
Nishimura Shigeki, and others an association of scholars and intellectuals known as 明六
社 (meirokusha), he introduced various western knowledge and civilization to the Japanese reading public by ways of publishing a magazine entitled Meiroku Zassi (明六雑誌).
The journal intended to make their views known and to promote westernization of Japan.
His well-known book, 百学連環 (Hyaku gaku renkan), was a test of affording a more
comprehensive learning and understanding in all fields of European learning. Nishi coined
not a few Japanese words translating European conceptions (e.g. philosophy 哲学 [tetsugaku]). In his book, 百一新論 (Hyaku isshin ron: Discourses on New Organizations), we see
his translations. See Table 2.1.
His contribution to Japanese modern learning was immense. His translations were
exported to China. Establishing a private college, Ikuei-sha (育英社), he lectured on philosophy. An enlightening scholar to Japanese commoners and an administrator who advanced
military service of modern Japan. An illustrative intellectual of Meiji Japan. Works: Ohkubo
Kanetoshi, ed., 1960–1981, Nishi Amane, Collected Works ( Japanese version), 4 volumes,
Tokyo: Kanetaka-Shobo; Aso Yoshiteru, ed., 1933, Selected Works on Philosophy ( Japanese
version), Tokyo: Iwanami-Shoten. References: Kosaka Kunitsuu, 2013, 『明治哲学の
研究：西周と大西祝』 (Meiji tetsugaku no kenkyu: Nishi Amane to Ohnishi Hajime,
Table 2.1 An illustrative table of translation
European terms

Translation

Pronunciation

Current usage

Subject
Object
Reason
Understanding
Induction
Deduction
Society

主観
客観
理性
悟性
帰納
演繹
社会

Shukan
Kyakkan
Risei
Gosei
Kinou
En’eki
Shakai

Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
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Studies on Meiji Philosophy: Nishi Amane and Ohnishi Hajime), Tokyo: Iwanami-Shoten;
Yamamoto, Takamitsu, 2016, Hyaku-Gaku Renkan o Yomu (On Hyakugakurenkan) ( Japanese version), Tokyo: Sanseido; Nishi Amane Kenkyu Kai, ed., 2005, Nishi Amane to
Nippon no Kindai (Nishi Amane and Japanese Modernization; Japanese version), Shimane:
Shimane Public University; Iwao, Seiichi, 1978, Biographical Dictionary of Japanese History,
translated by Burton Watson, Tokyo: Kodansha International, pp. 426–27. (S. Suzuki)
63 Nitobe, Inazo, 新渡戸稲造, 1862–1933, m. Christian; an international Japanese figure
in philosophy, education, and international relations; agricultural economist; politician;
and the author of 武士道 (bushido: Samurai code of behaviour). Born third son of Nitobe
Jujiro, a local big family, in Nambu-Han (now Iwate-Ken). Father was chief treasurer of
the local government. Education: 1871, left 作人館 (sakujin-kan, juku, now Niou Primary
School at Morioka); 1871–72, studied English at 共慣義塾 (kyokan-gijuku; secondary
school provided by Nambu-Han at Tokyo); 1872–73, 東京英語学校 (Tokyo eigo gakko:
Tokyo English School); 1873, Preparatory course at Tokyo University of Foreign Languages; 1876–1881, moved to 札幌農学校 (Sapporo nogakko; Sapporo Agricultural College) and obtained B.Agr.; 1883–84, course of economic statistics at Faculty of Letters,
Tokyo Imperial University; 1884–87, studying abroad at Johns Hopkins College; 1887–
1890, studying in Germany, at Berlin, Bonn, and Halle, resulting in magister and Ph.D. at
Halle; 1899, D.Agr., Imperial University of Tokyo; 1906, Doctor of Law, Imperial University of Kyoto. Career: 1881, clerical staff at Hokkaido Plantation Office; 1891, professor, Sapporo Agricultural College; 1904, professor, Faculty of Law, Imperial University of
Kyoto; 1906, professor, School of Agriculture, Imperial University of Tokyo, and Principal, the First Higher School at Tokyo; 1909, professor, Faculty of Law, Imperial University
of Tokyo; 1911, sent to America as visiting professor; 1918–1923, first president, Tokyo
Women’s University; 1919–1926; undersecretary at the League of Nations. Contributions:
He was an active international figure in the fields of agricultural education, international
peace, and cultural communication through diverse linguistic situations; 1894, he and his
wife Mary started an evening school, Enyu yagakko (Distant Friends’ Evening School), for
young working students. He served in various positions internationally: as an author he
wrote Bushido. The Soul of Japan (English version) in 1899 and The Fundamentals of Agriculture in 1898. Bushido was translated into many languages; as undersecretary of the League
of Nations, organized the Intellectual Cooperation Committee, consisting of such leading
scientists in the world as Henri Bergson, Hendrik Antoon Lorentz, Albert Einstein,
and Marie Curie, and intended to make Esperanto a public official language of the League
of Nations. His proposal was declined by the French government. His words, “I hope to
be a bridge across the Pacific Ocean”, are well known as a symbol of his ideas on international co-existence and co-prosperity. Works: Nitobe Inazo, 1987, Collected Works, vols. 1–23
( Japanese Version), Tokyo, kyobun-Kan; ditto, 2007, Collected Essays ( Japanese version), Tokyo,
Iwanami-Shoten; Reference.
Hasting, Sally Ann, 1995, Nitobe Inazo: Japan’s Bridge Across the Pacific by John
Howe, Monumenta Nipoponica, vol. 50, no. 4, pp. 574–576; Snipes, Samuel M. 2011, The
Life of Quaker Inazo Nitobe (https://www.friendsjournal.org/life-japanese-quaker-inaonitobe-1862–1933); Iwao, Seiichi, 1978, Biographical Dictionary of Japanese History, translated by
Burton Watson, Tokyo: Kodansha International, p. 430. (Hiromi Ozaki)
64 Noguchi, Entarou, 野口援太郎, 1868–1941, m. Teacher and the principal of Normal
School at Himeji and the creator of the Jido-no-Mura Shogakko, who was called the
Japanese Pestalozzi. Born first son of Noguchi Hikosaburo and Tsune at Kiyase-Cho (now
Ubukata-Shi) in Fukuoka-Ken. Education: 1880, finished rudimentary course at lower
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Kiyase-Elementary School; 1880–1884, higher elementary school provided by KurateGun; 1886–1890, Fukuoka Normal School; 1891–1894, Tokyo Higher Normal School;
1929, study abroad, visiting China, Russia, Hungary, Spain, Italy, Germany, Switzerland,
Denmark, the Netherlands, France, Belgium, Britain, and the United States. Career:
1884–86, teacher at lower elementary schools in Fukuoka-Ken; 1890, teacher at Ubukata
Higher Elementary School; 1894–1901, teacher at Amino Higher Elementary School in
Kyoto, Fukuoka Normal School, Fukui Normal School, and dormitory superintendent
at Tokyo Higher Normal School; 1901–1919, principal, Hyogo Second Normal School;
1919–1923, secretary-general, Educational Association of Imperial Japan; 1923–38, principal, Jido-no-Mura Elementary School at Ikebukuro; 1927–41, principal, Josai Secondary
School. Educational Activities: (1) 1923, he established 教育の世紀社 (Kyoiku-no-Seiki
Sha: Publisher; Century for Education) with Shimonaka Yasaburo et al. and published
the journal Century for Education with the intention to widely disseminate the ideas of new
education; (2) 1923, he introduced new education at his Jidono Mura Elementary School,
where child-centred schooling was realized. Noguchi was critical of normal school instruction, which was too formal and rigorous in a collective manner to incorporate pupils’
individual interests into teaching and learning; His Jido-no-Mura Shogakko at Ikebukuro
influenced others, some of whom built their own respective Jido-no-Mura Shogakkos.
For example, Hibariga Oka Shogakko was managed in the same way at Kanagawa-Ken
by Ueda Shozaburo (in 1925); (3) in 1924, Noguchi joined the 3rd World Council
of Education at Geneva, and in 1925, he organized Japanese Society of New Education
Fellowship and served as its president. He contributed to advancing new education both
nationally and internationally. He was often called the Japanese Pestalozzi owing to his
dedication to child education. Works: Noguchi Entaro, 2009, The Collected Works of N
 oguchi
Entaro ( Japanese version), 6 volumes, Tokyo: Gakujutsu-shuppan-kai. (Hiromi Ozaki)
65 Noma, Seiji, 野間清冶, 1878–1938, m. Representative of 大日本雄弁会講談社 (dainippon-yubenkai-kodansha: Kodan-sha, an institution of public speech). Born first son
of Noma Yoshio and Aya at Niijuku. Elementary School in Yamada-Gun, Gunma-Ken.
Parents were schoolteachers who were once a clan man and woman. His family was poor.
When young, he spent a stringent life while working as an assistant teacher from school to
school. Education: 1896, Gunma Normal School; 1902, the on-emergency teacher training course provided by the Faculty of Letters, Tokyo University. Career: 1904, teaching in
Okinawa, where teacher’s pay was at the top rate; 1907, a first-class clerk, the Office of
Faculty of Law, Tokyo University; 1910, publishing the journal 雄弁 (Yuben： Eloquence)
from the office inside the faculty; 1911, established a publishing company, 大日本雄弁会
講談社 (Dainippon yubenkai kodansha); 1913, published a series of monthly magazines
(講談倶楽部, Kodan-kurabu, Dialogue Club;少年倶楽部, Shonen-kurabu, Boys’ Club,
1914; 面白倶楽部 (Omosiro-kurabu, Fun Club, 1916; 現代, Gendai, Modern Time, 1920;
少女倶楽部, Shojo-kurabu, Girls’ Club, 1920; キング (Kingu; King, 1925; 幼年倶楽部,
Yonen-kurabu, Children’s Club, 1926). Assessment: It is impressive that Noma’s publishing
plan covered the whole range of human life: from childhood to adulthood. All magazines
had high circulations. Of those, King had more than 100,000 subscribers. Such high circulation proved a standard of mass literacy, but it also testified to those popular journals’
affirmative attitudes to the dominant ideologies of the day. The Kodansha is still active as
a publisher. Works: Noma Seiji, 1939, 野間清治言志録 (Noma seiji gennshi-roku: My
Personal Reminder); Noma, ed., 1930, 少年少女教育講話録全集 (Shonen-shojo kyoikukowa roku zenshu, Collected Educational Anecdotes for Boys and Girls). References: 笛木悌治
(Fueki Teiji), 1974, 私の見た野間清治 (Watashi no mita noma seiji: Noma Seiji in My
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Views), Tokyo: Fijimi-Shobo; 山川沙美雄 (Yamakawa Samio), 2000, 奇跡の出版王;
野間清治とヘンリールース (King the Publisher: Noma Seiji and Henry Ruth), Tokyo:
Kawade-Shobo Shinsha. (S. Suzuki)
66 Nomura, Yoshibe, 野村芳兵衛, 1896–1986, m. Teacher of the experimental school
池袋児童の村小学校(Ikebukuro-jido-no-mura-shogakko: an elementary school like a
children’s village). Born son of Nomura Yoshizo and Kiyo, a farming family at HoradoMura, Mugi-Gun (Horado-Ku at Seki-Shi) in Gifu-Ken. Education: 1910, finished compulsory education, Horado Elementary School; 1914–18, Gifu Normal School. Careers:
1910–1914, assistant teacher and quasi-qualified teacher at Horado Elementary School;
1918–1919, teacher at Horado Elementary School; 1919–1924, teacher, affiliated Elementary School to Gufu Girls’ Normal School; 1924–1936, teacher, at Jido-no-Mura
Shogakko (Children’s Village School) at Ikebukuro; 1936–1945, teacher, Hinode-Gakuen (Sun-rise School, private school) at Chiba-Ken, at Girls’ High School affiliated to
Japan Women’s University, and at Shimozuma Girls’ High School; 1945–1986, principal,
Choumei-Primary School in Gufu-Shi; principal, Junior Secondary School affiliated to
the Liberal Arts College of Gifu University; and professor of Seitoku Girls’ Junior College.
Activities: From 1924 to 1936, he was part of the Jido-no-Mura Shogakko (児童の村小学
校) at Ikebukuro, where he practiced child-centred education without a state curriculum.
In 1929, he committed to editing the journal 生活綴方 (seikatsu-tsuzurikata; Essay Writing on Daily Life by Children), started by Narita Tadahisa. He intended to expand the
networks of seikatsu-tsuzurikata to local regions. 1n 1930, he himself began a journal, 生
活学校 (Seikatsu-gakko; School as Life), by which he intended to disseminate the ideas and
ideals of Jido-no-Mura Shogakko. The editorship was succeeded by Tozuka Ren (戸塚
廉 1907–2007). Before coming to Ikebukuro, he published an article in the journal 小学
校 (Shogakko; Elementary School), the topic of which was elementary school management.
He committed to fierce debates around the politicization of education, which culminated
at a higher level in closer connection with the movements toward teachers’ labour union.
Works: Nomura Yoshibe, 1926, School Management by New Education ( Japanese version),
Tokyo: Shuhou-Kaku Kyoiku-Bu; Nomura Yoshibe, 1974, Collected Works ( Japanese), Volumes 1–8, Nagoya: Reimei-Shobo. (Mika Yonezu)
67 Obara, Kuniyoshi, 小原国芳, 1887–1977, m. Founder of Tamagawa Gakuen, a private
school based on the doctrines of Zenjin (whole-person) education theory. Born in Kushi
Village, Kagoshima-Ken. Education: Leaving Sakurayama Higher Elementary School, he
entered Kagoshima Telegraph School, where he chose the course on electric communication technology; 1909, graduated from Kagoshima Normal School, obtaining an elementary school teaching certificate; 1909, advanced to Hiroshima Higher Normal School;
1915–1918, Department of Philosophy, Faculty of Letters, Imperial University of Kyoto.
Career: 1901, once appointed an assistant operator, he was promoted to an operator; 1918,
vice principal at a primary school affiliated to Hiroshima Higher Normal School; 1919,
director at Seijo Elementary School, invited by Masataro Sawayanagi; 1925, opened
kindergarten and high school (a former prep course to university) at Kinuta-Mura in
Kita-Tama-Gun (now Seijo, Setagaya-Ku), where he intended to make Seijo-Gakuen a
comprehensive school (at that time, Seijo Elementary and Secondary Middle School moved
from Ushiogi [now Shinjuku-Ku] to Kinuta-Mura); 1926, principal of Seijo High School
(7-year system); 1929, founded Tamagawa-Gakuen (Tamagawa School); while working at
Seijo Elementary School, he developed his own version of New Education. 1933, resigned
from Seijo Gakuen because of a school internal conflict; so-called Seijo Jiken (affairs) broke
out; 1933–1947, devotion to the management and administration of Tamagawa-Gakuen,
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a consortium of schools from kindergarten to senior college; 1947, set up Tamagawa University, bringing out an educational and academic cluster consisting of five institutions
ranging from kindergarten to university. Contributions: 1921, speech at the Assembly of
Eight Grand Theorists held at the Hall of Tokyo Girls Higher Normal School, he took
the rostrum to make his first public presentation of Zenjin education (education for whole
man). He conceived the idea while serving at Seijo Gakuen and nurtured the idea. He
brought into practice, as one way toward a whole man, for example, what Arbeitschule by
Kerschensteiner suggested. He became one of the key figures of new and progressive
education before 1945. All Tamagawa Gakuen Institutes and their education are now called
“Tamagawa”. His passing away on 13 December 1977 symbolically indicated the closure
of the pre-war New Education movement in Japan. Works: Obara Kuniyoshi, 1950–1978,
Works of Obara Kuniyoshi ( Japanese version), Vol. 1 to Vol. 48, Machida: Tamagawa University Press. (Obara Kazahito)
68 Ogata, Koh-an, 緒方 洪庵, 1810–1863, m. Medical doctor, educationalist, scholar in
Dutch studies. Born third son to Saeki Sezaemon and Kyo at Okaya-Ken (once called
Bishu); 1818, suffered smallpox; 1825, moved to Osaka. Education: 1826–1830, entered
Shishisai-Juku (思々斎塾) and learned Dutch studies and medical science; 1831–35, went
to Edo, where he got tutorials given by Tsuboi Shindo and Udagawa Genshin; 1836–37,
went to Nagasaki, where he pursued advanced studies in medicine with advice given by
a Dutch medical doctor who worked at Dejima (出島; residence zone for the Dutch).
Career: 1838–61, moved to and stayed at Osaka, where he opened his medical clinic and
managed a small school for Dutch studies. The school was named Tekitekisai-Juku (適
々斎塾), in short Tekijuku. His school changed its site often owing to the growth of
students in number. Of many graduates (it is reported about 3000), some were known
well; Fukuzawa Yukichi, Omura Masujiro, Nagayo Sensai, Hashimoto Sanai, and
Takamine Jokichi were distinguished; 1862–63, Edo Bakufu retained him as medical
doctor and director at the Institute of Western Medicine. Contributions: He was a good
teacher who grew excellent persons whose social activities exceeded medical activities to
cover wider dimensions of social activities. Ogata was an distinguished teacher. Ogata was
quick in understanding English as a language, and he himself learned English and taught it.
As a medical doctor, Ogata was highly interested in the smallpox virus. In 1849, a Dutch
medical doctor brought the vaccine to Nagasaki. A Japanese medical doctor at Kyoto got
it. Ogata visited the doctor at Kyoto and begged him to share the vaccine. Getting the
vaccine, Ogata opened a special clinic named 徐痘館 ( joto-kan, clinic for preventing
smallpox). Ogata’s enthusiastic activities in preventing smallpox made him inoculate people
against smallpox. Against misunderstandings and the malicious will of antagonists, Ogata
strove towards universal vaccination. Along with his preventive work against smallpox,
Ogata published a book on pathology for the first time in Japan. When Japan had an epidemic of cholera in 1858, he published a book entitled On Anticholera. He provided people
with 100 free books to protect them against cholera. As an independent medical scientist,
Ogata never failed to obtain new insights into Chinese medicines. His Tekijuku was closed
in 1868, just when the Meiji Restoration was realized. It should be stressed that Ogata disseminated the idea of preventive measures against diseases and the importance of cleanliness
among people. Nagayo Sensai, one of his disciples, translated hygiene into the Japanese
term Eisei (衛生), which can be paraphrased “defend +life”. It was one important aspect of
Japanese modernization of livelihood. In 1869, Naniwa Hospital and Medical School were
built, succeeding Tekijuku with support from the graduates. Gradually both hospital and
school grew to the Imperial University of Osaka. At present, we see School of Medicine
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University of Osaka. Works: Japan Medical Association, ed., 2010, Collected Works, Volumes
1 and 2, Tokyo; Ogata Memorial Hall Editorial Committee, ed., 2016, Collected Works,
Osaka: Osaka University Press; 扶氏経験遺訓 (Fushi keiken ikun; Hufealand’s Experiences
and Lessons), translated by Ogata, Osaka: Osaka University Press. References: Nakada Masahiro, 2009, Ogata Koh’an; Experiences and Lessons in the Later Years of Tokugawa Shogunate
( Japanese version); Ogata, Tomio, 1963, Ogata Koh’an Den (Biography of Ogata Koh’an),
Japanese version, Tokyo: Iwanami-Shoten. (S. Suzuki)
69 Ogura, Kin’nosuke, 小倉金之助, 1885–1962, m. Pioneer in arithmetic education and
the president of the Association of Democratic Scientists, 1946–1950. Born first son of a
ship-owner family at Sakata in Yamagata-Ken. His father died the year after his birth, and
he was sent to his grandparents. Education: 1902–1905, studied physics at 東京物理学校
(Tokyo butsuri-gakko: Tokyo Institute of Physics); 1905–1906, special course on chemistry, Imperial University of Tokyo: 1920, studying abroad in France. Career: 1906, managing
ship owner’s company; 1910, teaching staff, Tokyo Institute of Physics; 1911–17, teaching
staff, Faculty of Mathematics, Imperial University of Tohoku (at Sendai-Shi); 1917–1944,
1945, president, Tokyo Institute of Physics. Activities and Contributions: His first presentation
on mathematics was made in 1908 at Tokyo Association of Physics and Mathematics. His
success won him a teaching position at his alma mater. His mathematical studies advanced
during 1911–1917. Coming back from France, he devoted himself to enhancing teaching
in mathematics. From 1929 on, reading mathematics and arithmetic schoolbooks published
in England in the 16th century, he turned his attention to the historical and social backgrounds of mathematics teaching. He published several books on teaching mathematics and
history of mathematics education besides mathematical papers. After 1945, his contributions to mathematics and teaching in mathematics brought him to the presidency of the
Japan Association of Democratic Scientists. Ogura was also a poet who left romantic poems
in the traditional Japanese style. Works: Ogura, K. Collected Works ( Japanese) Volumes,
1–8, 1973–79, Tokyo: Keiso-Shobo; Ogura, K. Historical Essays on Mathematical Teaching
( Japanese), Vols. 1 & 2, 2012, Tokyo: Iwanami-Shoten. References: Makino, Tetsu, 2002,
“The Mathematician K. Ogura and ‘The Greater Asia War’”, in Hoeyrup, Jens et al., eds.,
Mathematicians and the Great War, 2002, Basel: Springer, pp. 326–335. (Taku Murayama)
70 Oe (Miyakawa), Sumi, 大江スミ, 1875–1948, f. Leader in female education, Christian professor of home economics, born in Nagasaki, the second daughter of Miyagawa
Seitaro and Kane. Education: She attended Shiba Tomoe Elementary School (芝鞆絵小学
校) after her family moved to Shiba-ku, Tokyo: 1889–1894. Toyo Eiwa Girls School (東
洋英和女学校 Toyo eiwa jo-gakko), where she acquired English and turned to Christianity: 1897–1901, Tokyo Girls’ Higher Normal School; 1902–05, studying abroad, on
home economics at Battersea Polytechnic, London; 1905–1906, studied social hygiene in
the course of hygiene, Bedford College, University of London, and acquired certificate
of inspector. Career: 1895–1897, teacher, Toyo Eiwa Girls’ School: 1901–1902, teacher at
Okinawa Normal School; 1907–1909, professor both at Tokyo Normal School and Girls’
Higher Normal School; 1908–1925, professor of Tokyo Girls’ Higher Normal School;
1925–1948, president, Tokyo Kasei Gakuin (Tokyo College of Home Economics). Contributions: Appointed by the MoE as a researcher into home economic education abroad, Oe
visited England, Holland, Belgium, and Germany and observed widely from kindergartens
to universities. Acquiring the qualification of hygiene inspector at Bedford College, she
not only studied theoretically but watched practical activities of social hygiene in European countries. After coming back home, she wrote many books on home economics and
housewifery, including manners for women. Such works show how earnestly Oe pondered
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home economics either theoretically or practically in the wider context of communities
and society. She claimed 三ぼう主義 (san-bou/pou-shugi), which was explained as (1)
nyoubou: wife is the centre of everyday life; (2) seppou: the sermon is the centre of Christianity, or three elements: knowledge, value, and art; and (3) teppou: a gun is not for war
but for keeping peace. She established an Institute for House Economics in 1923. The private institute developed into a college and university. Her educational ideals were triadic,
namely knowledge, virtue, and art. She also supported the women’s suffrage and social
reform movement. Having introduced military training into her college during World War II,
she was criticized after 1945. References: Orii, Minako & Shinjuku Joseishi Kenkyukai,
eds., 2005, 新宿 歴史に生きた女性100人 (Shinjuku 100 Women in History), Tokyo:
Domesu Shuppan; Shibanuma, Akiko, 2004, 「大江スミの留学したバタシー・ポ
リテクニク」 (“Sumi Ōe and Battersea Polytechnic”), Keiwa Gakuen Daigaku Kiyou,
3, 239–252; See: Sumi Ohe, 1911, 三ぼう主義 (San bou shugi, Doctrine of Three bou’s),
Tokyo: Houbun-Kan; Ohhama, Tetsuya, 1964, 大江スミ先生 (Mrs Sumi Oe), Tokyo:
Kasei Gakuin Koenkai. (Sayaka Nakagomi)
71 Oikawa, Heiji, 及川平冶, 1875–1939. m. Educational theorist and practitioner. Born
second son of Oikawa Heikichi, a farmer, at Wakayanagi-Mura in Miyagi-Ken. Education:
attendance at village elementary school and its higher-grade class; 1893–1897, Miyagi
Normal School, obtained teaching certificate for elementary school: 1905, acquired certificates for secondary and normal schools by way of qualification examinations set by
MoE; 1924–26, studying abroad in Europe and America. Career: 1892–93, a quasi-certified
teacher; 1897–1909, teacher at elementary school affiliated to Miyagi Normal School;
1900–1902, teacher and principal, Shibagasaki Higher Elementary School at Natori-Gun
in Miyagi-Ken; 1902–1909, teacher at Honjo Higher Elementary School in Tokyo; 1909,
principal, elementary school affiliated to Akashi Girls’ Normal School. Contributions: He
published books and articles on teaching history and geography and on education. In 1909,
he declared the basic doctrines of school education: (1) self-activities, (2) experimental laboratory, and (3) group activity system of leaning. His doctrines were published in 1911 in
the book entitled 分団式自動的教育法 (Bunndanshugi-Jidouteki-Kyouikuhou: Teaching
Methods on the Principles of Self-Activity and Group Learning). The book disseminated his doctrines nationwide and invited more than 10,000 observers to his school. He asserted that
school learning should not impose what teachers discuss on children but should encourage
children to be more dynamic in studying. Group learning was not the same as combined
classes where different age groups co-existed. The Herbartian principles for collective class
lessons were already put off in his class. He admitted some affinity with the Arbeitschule
theory. Also, he never declined the principles suggested by the school of Lebensschule. In all,
he proposed to organize teaching-learning processes as a whole consisting of (1) individual
activity, (2) group activity, and (3) class activity whose foundation is the so-called groupsystem. The “group” is, in his understanding, not static but flexible. He assumed that these
doctrines should contribute to enhancing dynamic knowledge of children who would
challenge reforms for the future. Learning must relate itself to the best of the world in
axiological sense. He was genuinely one of the new education researchers emerging from
Japan and from experimentation in Columbia University. See: 及川平治著作集 五巻
(Oikiawa heiji chosaku-shu: Collected Works of Heiji Oikawa, 5 volumes) ( Japanese), rereprint edition, 2012; Gakujutsu Shuppan-Kai. (Taku Murayama)
72 Okakura, Kakuzo (Tenshin), 岡倉覚三 (天心), 1862–1913, m. Fine art critic, educator in fine arts, founder of the Japan Fine Arts Institute and the Japan Fine Arts Academy.
Born second son of a silk merchant, a former samurai originating from Fukui Han (Fukui
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Prefecture) at Yokohama. Tenshin was his pseudonym, which is more popular in Japan
than in the rest of the world. Education: 1870–1872, James Hamilton Ballagh’s (1870–
1893) English School; 1872, Chinese classics at Choen-Buddhist Temple and English at
Takashima School of European Studies; 1873–1875, Tokyo Gaikokugo Gakko (Tokyo
School of Foreign Languages, subsequently Tokyo University of Foreign Language and
Culture); 1875–1877, Tokyo Kaisei Gakko (later Imperial University of Tokyo); 1877–
1880, Faculty of Letters, Imperial University of Tokyo, where, meeting Ernest Fenollosa
(1853–1908), he became interested in Japanese art. Career: 1880. Officer on music education, MoE; 1886–1887, visiting abroad with Fenollosa to observe arts movements (such as
art nouveau influenced by Japanese art) and museums; 1887–1889, secretary, Organizing
Committee for New School of Fine Arts; 1889, board member, Imperial Museum of Fine
Arts; 1890–1898, principal, Tokyo School of Fine Arts; 1904–1911, curator at the Chinese and Japanese Department of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, director of the Asian
department, Boston Museum; 1912, examiner, the 文展 (Bunten; Fine Arts Exhibition
sponsored by MoE). Activities: 1889, established the journal 国華 (Kokka, literally, National
Flower) of fine arts; 1897, editor of 日本帝国美術史 (Nihon teikoku bijyutsu-shi; History
of Fine Arts in Imperial State of Japan); 1901, visited Rabindranath Tagore (1861–19041) and
Swami Vivekaananda (1862–1902); 1913, wrote the play 白狐 (Byakko; White Fox) for
the theatre at Boston. Having travelled China and India in search of the origin of Asian
art, Okakura published on Japan and Japanese culture in English, including The Ideals of the
East (1903), The Awakening of Japan (1904), and The Book of Tea (1906). He vigorously went
back and forth between Japan and the United States, devoting himself to the development
of Japanese arts in Japan and to the introduction of Asian art in the West. Works: Okakura,
Tenshin, 1982, Collected Works Okakura Tenshin: His Life and His Thought ( Japanese version), 8 volumes, Tokyo: Heibon-Sha. References: Bharucha, Rustom, 2006, Another Asia:
Rabindranath Tagore and Okakura Tenshin, New Delhi: Oxford University Press; Westin,
V., 2003, Japanese Painting and National Identity: Okakura Tenshin and His Circle, Center of
Japanese Studies, University of Michigan. (Mari Hiraoka)
73 Ohki, Takato, 大木喬任, 1833–1899, m. Leading administrator of the Meiji government. Born first son of O’ki Gonzaemon Tomotaka, a retainer of the Saga-Han (now
Saga-Ken). His father being dead, his mother nurtured him. Education: Read Japanese
classics at the clan’s college until 1857. Career: 1868–1892, civil servant and parliamentary
leader. As the first head of Monbusho (governmental office on education established in
1871), O’ki, establishing the ad hoc unit inside the office for gaining necessary information, sent Tanaka Fujimaro abroad to collect data on schooling systems in Europe and
America. He put down the plan of New School Systems (gakusei) before Tanaka’s return.
The plan was tuned to the French educational administrative scheme. The government
introduced the new local government system in 1871. The local education systems were
far from stable, and it was urgent for Monbu-Sho (MoE) to show any systematic plans as
quickly as possible. Ohki hurried, and in 1872 he published 学制 (gaku-sei; School System).
Gaku-sei was historic: it abolished the class-based hierarchical orders of feudalistic education with the unified schooling system based on the idea of national education for all. The
system, however, proved unadaptable to the Japanese situation of the day. The Gaku-Sei
was repealed by the Order of Education 1879, which released some orders, abolished
school districts, and made school leaving ages flexible. Ohki held the position of head of
Monbusho in 1883. The government intended to achieve the silver standard system of the
national economy to suppress the inflation caused by the civil war in 1868–69. This policy
hit rural countries and farmers. The government needed to reduce the financial burdens
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upon local governments by diminishing local education budgets. Ohki responded to the
government’s policy choice. In 1885, he revised the Order of Education. 1879: He performed a key role when Monbu-Sho intended to introduce the Elementary School Order
in 1890. Being head of the Office of Law, 1873–82, he improved legal education. Works:
談話筆記 (danwa-hikki: “Notes of Dialogues”), in Ohki’s Paper, The File of Political Documents, National Parliamentary Library; Collected Letters to Shigenobu Okuma, transcribed,
1868–1897, Tokyo: Waseda University Library. (S. Suzuki)
74 Okuma, Shigenobu, 大隈重信, 1838–1922, m. Politician, prime minister, founder and
president of Waseda University. A leading nationalist figure in mass political education.
Born first son of Okuma Nobuyasu and Aya, daughter of Moritomi Saegusa. Education:
1844, entered the 蒙養舎 (moyo-sha; rudimentary class) of the kodokan provided by SagaHan; 1849, 内生寮 (naisei-ryo: secondary upper class of Moyosha) acquired Chinese and
Japanese classics; 1855, withdrawing from the kodokan, entered the 蘭学寮 (Rangaku-ryo:
College of Dutch Studies) founded by Saga-Han, where he learnt Dutch and sciences new
to him; 1867, established 致遠館 (Chien-kan; College for English Studies) at Nagasaki; he
managed the school as a vice principal with Verbeck (Guido Herman Friedrich, 1830–
1898), a Dutch scholar who migrated to America. Verbeck taught politics, economics, and
English. Okuma was guided by him. Okuma’s intense political attitudes for recovery of the
imperial regime of national governance were not acceptable to the Edo Bakufu, the thencentral government, and he was sentenced to stay indoors. After the Meiji Revolution in
1868, he moved to Tokyo and invited Verbeck to Tokyo (see Kume Kunitake). Activities as
Statesman: 1868–81, councillor, minister of finance, the New Meiji government; 1888–97,
minister of foreign affairs; 1896, prime minister; 1914–1916, prime minister: Activities as
Educationalist: 1881, established 東京専門学校 (Tokyo-senmon-Gakko: Tokyo College
for Political, Legal & Economic Sciences) at Waseda; 1907, president, Waseda University, organized and was representative of 大日本文明協会 (Dainippon bunnmei kyokai:
Greater Japan’s Association on Civilization). As statesman, he led, for the first time in Japanese political history, a cabinet based on his political party. He contributed to cultivating
democratic spheres in the public. However, it was his cabinet that proposed the 21 Articles
to the Qing government, which angered the Chinese people in the international setting of
the day. On the other side, he wished to educate future citizens by way of offering higher
education institutions that might educate youths who would be independent and self helping. The doctrines of his college (later university) were therefore (1) academic independence, (2) practical utilization of knowledge, and (3) bringing up capable citizens of the
nation. His ideas occurred to him when he recognized that more graduates from the new
Imperial University tended to be self-oriented within their bureaucratic life cycle. His ideas
attracted Tsubouchi Shoyo, Takada Sanae (1860–1938), and Ono Azusa (1852–1886),
who joined and lectured at his college. His public lectures, based upon cultural synthesis of
east and west, attracted a large audience. See: Ookuma Shigenobu, 1914, 大隈伯昔日譚
(Ookuma-haku sekijitsu-tan: Memoranda), Tokyo: Shincho-Sha; Ookuma Shigenobu,
1910, 大隈伯社会観 (Ookuma-haku shakai-kan; Ookuma’s Views on Society), Tokyo: Bunsei-Sha; Ookuma Shigenobu, 1990, 東西文明之調和 (Tozai-bunnmei no chowa: Harmonious Synthesis of East–West Cultures), Tokyo: Waseda University Press. References: Who’s
Who in the Orient, 1915, volume 1, Tokyo: The Mail, pp. O22–O24 (S. Suzuki)
75 Osada, Arata, 長田 新, 1887–1961, m. Professor of education, Pestalozzian innovator,
pacifist. Born at Toyohira-Mura, Suwa-Gun (now Chino-Shi) in Nagano-Ken prefecture. Education: Suwa Secondary School, Hiroshima Higher Normal School, Kyoto Imperial University (graduation in 1915). Career: 1912–1915, teacher at Oita Normal School;
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1917–1919, staff at Seijo Gakuen, which M. Sawayanagi established; 1919–1944, associate and full professor at Hiroshima University of Arts and Natural Sciences; 1945–1953,
professor, University of Hiroshima. Activities and Contributions: Osada devoted himself to
advancing studies on Pestalozzian philosophy of education and published many books on
Pestalozzi. In 1933, he got a doctoral degree in literature on Pestalozzi offered by the
Faculty of Letters, Imperial University of Kyoto. In 1960, University of Zurich granted
him an honorary degree for his contributions to Pestalozzi studies. Osada joined in the
reorganization of the Educational Research Association after 1945 and was elected the first
president of the Japan Association of Educational Research (1947–58). At the outbreak of
the Korean War (1950), people assembled to guard children against war and established the
Japan Association for Protecting Children in 1952. Osada served his presidency as the first
chairperson from 1952 to 1958. Osada himself was in the atomic bomb attack in 1945 and
narrowly escaped death. That led him to the pacifist movement. He edited a book of memoires of children who suffered atomic bomb effects. The book was translated into many
languages. With the Russian version of 2009, it has 13 versions in different languages. See:
Osada, 2011, Collected Works of Osada, Arata, 7 volumes, Tokyo: Gakujutsu-Shuppan-Kai.
(Yumiko Ono)
76 Ose, Jintaro, 大瀬甚太郎, 1865–1944, m. Pioneering researcher in European ideas of
education, professor of education. Born a son of Ose Naonobu, a juku teacher, at Kanazawa
in Shimane-Ken. Education: Affiliated elementary school of Kanazawa Normal School and
College of English in Kanazawa; 1882, Faculty of Letters, Imperial University of Tokyo,
read philosophy (Herbart, Johan Freidrich, 1775–1841); 1893–1897, studying abroad at
Berlin University and a year in France. Career: 1891–1898, taught at No. 5 Higher School
at Kumamoto; 1897–1934, professor at Tokyo Higher Normal School and Tokyo University of Arts and Sciences. While visiting Europe, he was elected president of the university.
Activities: He systematically introduced European ideas of education in a series of books:
1904, 「欧州教育史」 (Oshu-Kyoikushi; History of European Education); 1905, 「続欧
州教育史」(Oshu-Kyoikshi; History of European Education, 2nd Volume); two volumes
were on European education from ancient times to the 19th century; 1916, 「最近西欧
米教育史」(Saikin Seiou-Bei Kyoikushi: Recent History of European and American Education), which supplemented the former books. In the earthquake on 1st September 1923,
his manuscripts were burned; he had intended to revise all the books; 1925, 「欧米教
育史」 (Oubei Kyoikushi: European and American History of Education). He emphasized
the in-depth study of historical development of educational ideas more than keeping up
every new trend in foreign education. He also published books on pedagogy, psychology,
and logic. See: 1929, 日本現代教育学体系9巻 (Nihon kyouikugaku taikei; Selected Works
of Japanese Educational Theorist of the Day, Vol. 9), Monasu, reprinted 1989, Tokyo: Nihon
Tosho Center. (S. Suzuki)
77 Ototake, Iwazo, 乙竹岩造, 1875–1953, m. Professor of education at Higher Normal
School, a pioneering historian of popular education in Japan, Born at Iga-Ueno in MieKen. Education: A local primary school, Tsu Middle School; 1895–1898, Tokyo Higher
Normal School; 1904–1907, studying abroad in Germany, visiting universities at Berlin,
Leipzig, and Jena; heard Paulsen (Friedrich, 1846–1908), Simmel (Georg, 1858–1918),
Wundt (Max, 1879–1963), and Willman (Otto, 1839–1920); visited the United Kingdom, France, and the United States. Career: 1898–1904, teaching assistant at the Higher
Normal School, teacher at the primary school attached to the Higher Normal School;
1907–1929, inspector, MoE; concurrently, professor at Tokyo Higher Normal School,
teaching the theory and history of education; 1929–1939, professor, newly established
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Tokyo University of Humanities and Sciences. Activities: As professor of education, he
interpreted European and American discourses on education and pedagogy into Japanese
contexts of education and tried to create a synthetic understanding of Japanese education.
His attempts were assessed later as a scientization of educational reasoning in Japan. When
MoE brought the Textbook Editorial Unit inside, he was invited as an editor, and he institutionalized the scheme of editorial workshops and edited texts in the Japanese language;
based on his own survey of the local education, he published more than 30 books not only
for practicing teachers but for the general reading public. As an educational historian, he
published a book on the educational history of commoners. The book illustrated vividly
what Terako-Yas were in practice. He published more than 210 articles on various topics.
His works were highly esteemed in the scholastic circle. He also referred to education for
and of delinquent youth and for handicapped children. As the author of textbooks for students in the normal schools, he published many books on education, psychology, history of
education in the early modern period, school management, and logic. See: Ototake Iwazo,
2010, The Collected Works ( Japanese version), reprinted edition, Tokyo: Gakujutsu Shuppan
Kai. (Taku Murayama)
78 Saito, Hidesaburo, 斉藤秀三郎, 1866–1929, m. Pioneer in teaching English and editor of English dictionaries. Born first son of Eirai Saito, a samurai family of Sendai Han
(now Miyagi-Ken). Education: 1871, started learning English at Sendai-han’s school; 1874,
Miyagi English School (one of the seven English schools in Japan); 1877, Tokyo Daigaku
Yobimon (prep course at Tokyo University); 1879–1883, Kobu Daigakko (College of
Engineering, now Faculty of Engineering University of Tokyo), where he majored in pure
science and shipbuilding; meeting a Scotsman, J. M. Dixon, he acquired more English
but left without a first degree. Career: 1884–87, taught English at his own juku in Sendai;
1887–89, associate and full professor at the No. 2 High School at Sendai; 1889–93, teacher
at secondary schools in Gifu, Nagasaki, and Nagoya; 1893–1897, professor, the No. 1
Higher School in Tokyo; 1896–1929, principal, Seisoku Eigo Gakko (Seisoku English
School, now Seisoku Senior High School), which he established. Activities: Just before
leaving Tokyo University, he published a translation of Guide to Swinton’s New Language Lessons in 1884. When he established his English school at Tokyo in 1896, he gave his school
the term “seisoku”, which meant “regular”. They said it was because English taught at
Fukuzawa’ s school was so unnatural, both grammatically and colloquially. Saito developed
his English teaching with the idea of idiomology, in which he advocated the importance of
learning English in collocation. He published various English dictionaries, of which the
first volume, English Conversation Grammar, was published in 1893. He devoted his life
to enhancing teaching English by way of publishing English dictionaries and books on
English grammar. His works were highly regarded by H. E. Palmer (1877–1949) and
A. S. Hornby (1898–1978). Works: Practical English Grammar, 4 volumes, 1898–1899,
1-volume edition, 1950, Tokyo: Kairyu-Do (the first English grammar written in English by a Japanese scholar); Saito’s Idiomological English-Japanese Dictionary, 1936, revised ed.
2016; Collected Lectures on Prepositions and Verbs, 1984, Tokyo: Meichi-Hukyu Kai, References: Kindai-Bungaku kenkyu-sosho (Series of Modern Literature Studies), Vol. 31, Tokyo:
Institute of Japanese Modern Literature, Showa Women’s University. (Yoko Yamato)
79 Sasaki, Takashi, 佐々木 昴, 1906–1944, m. Theorist of the Hoppo-Kyoiku (cf: Narita
and Sasaoka) movement. Born first son of a fisherman who was a subscriber to the current
enlightened journals. Taichiro, given name, was influenced by his father. Graduating from
Akita Normal School in 1927, he taught at Tsurukata Elementary School. The next year,
he advanced to the special courses of Akita Normal School, where he learned philosophy.
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Falling ill in 1928, he retired from teaching and moved to Tokyo, where he joined the
Union of the Laboring Artists. Coming back home to Akita in 1929, he returned to teaching and joined the group 北方教育 (Hoppo-kyoiku; Northern Education, a journal). In
1940, he published several articles on seikatsu-tsuzurikata (生活綴方: pupils’ compositions
on their daily lives). He became a key person of the journal’s editorial board. Theoretically,
he argued for new possibilities of schools: (1) improving community life and (2) enhancing
learning of people in the community. In 1934, Japan was attacked by severe cold weather,
which caused famine to spread in the northern zones. To save poor children, members of
the seikatsu-tsuzurikata group united, and Sasaki and other teachers established the North
Japan Federation of Teachers in Teaching Japanese in 1934. Their appeal disclosed how
far the northern zones had been left in poverty and how deeply people were alienated
culturally. They conceptualized people’s daily lives as a “life-base” (生活台 seikatsu-dai),
upon which they claimed to re-establish desirable learning schemes. Improving movements
aimed first to restore genuine places for children to learn and for adults so that they might
empower themselves in everyday life and intended to restructure whole school systems in
Japan. Their radicalism threatened the ruling majority. In 1940, Sasaki was arrested and sent
to jail. After being set free for his illness, he died in a hospital 1944. See: Sato Hirokazu &
Ito Takashi, eds., 1982, Collected Works of Sasaki Takashi ( Japanese), Tokyo: MumeishaShuppan. (S. Suzuki)
80 Sasaoka, Tadayoshi, 小砂丘忠義, 1897–1937, m. Schoolteacher, organizer of the seikatsu-tsuzurikata movement. Born at Otoyo-Cho in Kochi-Ken. Education: Kochi Normal School. Career: Teacher at Sugi Elementary School and other elementary schools in
Kochi-Ken; 1925, resigned from principalship at Tai No. 1 Elementary School (at Tai,
Tosha-Cho, Tosa-Gun, Kochi-Ken); he moved to Tokyo and joined the editorial office
of 教育の世紀社 (Kyouiku no seiki-sha; New Era for Education Co. Ltd) and edited the
journals 教育の世紀 (New Era for Education) and 鑑賞文選 (Kanshou-monnzen; Selected
Stories). Activities and Contributions: At Kochi, Sasaoka published selected compositions by
pupils in pamphlets entitled 山の唄 (Yama no uta: Poems of Mountains) and 蒼空 (Aozora;
Blue Sky). He gave first priority to pupils’ writing on their daily lives so that he might help
and support children in their self-expression and self-realization. He met Nakajima Kikuo
and Kira Nobuyuki. Three teachers named their group KNS for the three capital letters
of their surnames. They issued 極北 (Kyokuhoku; North Pole) and 地軸 (Chijiku: Earth’s
Axis), by which they alerted schoolteachers about issues in school education of which they
were critical. They proposed how to reform school education of the day. Their journals
were the only means by which teachers communicated with each other. As the editor-inchief, he began publishing the journal 綴方生活 (Tsuzurikata-seikatsu; Tsuzurikata & Life)
with Nomura Yoshibe and Ueda Shozaburou. In 1930, he founded 郷土社 (Kyodo-sha;
publisher) and issued the second Declaration of the Circle assembled at Kyodo-sha. The
declaration was taken as the dawn of the seikatsu-tsuzurikata movement (cf. Mineji and
Narita) in later years. Their ideas were stringently critical of the educational policies of the
day. They asserted: (1) tsuzurikata is at once historical and moral, (2) reading stories can be
historical reflections on human life, and (3) reading stories historically can be ethical and
moral in a genuine sense. Hence, Sasaoka published several books of stories and used them
in place of authorized schoolbooks. Their ways were contrary, even opposing the public
administrative guidelines on school subject teaching. Their contributions were immense
in that their journals offered discussion space for the writers and readers and that the reading public of the journal worked as a socialized sphere for many teachers who joined the
movement and published their journals. See: Sasaoka,1953, 「生活綴り方の伝統－小砂
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丘忠義１５周年記念論稿集」 ( Japan Society of School Composition, ed., 1953, Traditions of Seikatsu-Tsuzurikata – Collected Papers: Memorial Tributes to Sasaoka Tadayoshi 15 Years
After His Death), Tokyo: Yuri-Shuppan; Nakauchi Toshio, 1970, 生活綴方成立史研究
(Seikatsu-tsuzurikata seiritushi kennkyu, Studies on Seikatsu-Tsuzurikata: Historical Origins),
Tokyo: Meiji-Tosho; Nakauchi Toshio, 2013, 綴ると解くの弁証法 (Tsuzuru to toku no
benshouhou, Dialectics between Writing on and Solving of Problems), Hiroshima: Tansuisha.
(Ayako Kawaji)
81 Sato, Jojitsu or Nobuzane, 佐藤誠実, 1839–1908, m. One of the editors of 故事類苑
(Koji-ruien; The Encyclopedic Dictionary of Japanese Old History), a historian who published
the first book on the Japanese history of education. Born a son of Buddhist family at a
temple, Asakusa in Edo (now Tokyo). Education: Learned verse, prose, and mathematics in
his childhood and studied Japanese and Chinese classics later at juku (塾, private tutoring
school). Career: In 1872–94, appointed staff at the Editorial Board of the MoE and served
as lecturer at the Division of Classics, Imperial University of Tokyo; concurrently, professor
at Tokyo College of Music; 1895–1906, appointed as the editor-in-chief of Koji Ruien at
神宮司庁 ( Jingu-shicho: the Office of Ise-Shrine at Ise, a branch of the Home Office):
Contributions: He promoted editorial works of 古事類苑 (koji-ruien; a collection of 1000
old books published before 1867); from 1895 on, he was the editor-in-chief; he finished his
editorial works in 1906, a year before his death. Koji-Ruien was published in 51 volumes
from 1896 on to 1914; As a historian, he also published 日本教育史 (Nihon-kyoiku-shi:
History of Education in Japan) in 1890. MoE’s versions of Nihon Kyoiku Shi (published in
1877 and 1886) were nothing but a chronological outline of the events and people and the
textbook for Normal School students. On the contrary, Sato’s book covered wider ranges
of subjects like literature, religion, military, cosmology, arithmetic, music, medicine and
healing arts, tea, agriculture, arts, and skills. It looked like a book on culture while taking
education as a field of broad culture. His book was really the first book that dealt with
education systematically in the dawn of Japanese modernization. Methodologically, Sato
chose a realistic and positivistic approach to education. Work: Sato Jojitsu, 1973, 日本教
育史 (Nihon Kyoiku Shi), ed. Naka Arata, Tokyo: Toyo-Bunko. (S. Suzuki)
82 Sawayanagi, Masatarou, 沢柳政太郎, 1865–1927, m. Educator, government official,
doctor of literature, Grand Cordon of the Order of Sacred Treasure (1927). Born at Matsumoto Han (Nagano), first son of Sawayanagi, Shinnin, warrior of the Matsumoto Han,
and Hatsu, daughter of Teiun Yamanouchi. Education: 1875, moved from 開智学校 (kaichi
gakko, the lower elementary school) at Nagano to Lower Elementary School affiliated
to Tokyo Normal School; 1879–83; graduated from No. 1 Middle School provided by
Tokyo-Fu); 1883–85, No. 1 High School; 1885–88, read philosophy, Faculty of Letters,
Imperial University of Tokyo; 1914, D.Lit. Career: 1888–90, officer at the Ministry of Education; concurrently, lectured in psychology and sociology at Tokyo Senmon Gakko (college,
now Waseda University) and Tetsugaku kann (Studio for Philosophy, now Toyo University);
1891–92, private secretary to minister of education; 1893–95, principal of Otani Middle
School; 1895–97, principal, Public Middle School provided by Gumma-Ken; 1897–1898,
principal, No. 2 Higher School at Sendai; 1898–1901, principal, No. 1 High School at
Tokyo, concurrently, principal of Tokyo Higher Commercial School and Tokyo Higher
Normal School; 1902, visited Berlin to participate International Institute of Orient; 1902–
1908, vice minister of education; 1910–11, principal, Tokyo Higher Commercial School;
1911–13, the first president,東北帝国大学 (Imperial University of Tohoku, at Sendai);
1913–14, president, Imperial University of Kyoto. Contributions: 1898, appointed directorgeneral, General Education Bureau, Ministry of Education, he revised the Elementary
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School Ordinance to make 6-year attendance compulsory for pupils attending elementary
schools; 1906, he commissioned Yoichi Ueno for the translation of J. Dewey’s book The
School and Society (1901); 1907, he decided to establish Nara Higher Normal School for
Girls and several higher schools in local cities in order to develop abler human resources;
1913, he made Tohoku University open to graduates from technical and higher normal
schools and let the first Imperial University accept female candidates after struggles with
the government of the day; as the president, he encouraged university staff to harmonize
research with university education; his presidency at Kyoto University was terminated with
the “Sawayanagi Affair” in which he dared to ban seven professors. It was a struggle of personnel management between the president and the teaching staff or the faculty meeting:
the first disputes on academic freedom in Japanese university administration; resigned from
Kyoto University in January 1914 and was invited as principal to 成城学校 (seijo-gakko:
Seijo School), which was famous for its cramming course for the Military Academy; in
1917, in the cramming school, he established成城小学校 (seijo shogakko: Seijo Elementary School) as an experimental school for new education; he invited Obara Kuniyoshi
and Osada Arata from Hiroshima Higher Normal School to the experimental school;
Seijo Shogakko then became the centre of the New Education Movement in the Taisho
era; he had published a book on practical pedagogy in 1907; 1926–27, president of Taisho
University; 1916–1927, president of 帝国教育会 (Teikoku-kyouiki-kai; the Educational
Association of Imperial Japan); he and his fellows published a monthly magazine, 教育問
題研究 (Kyoiku-mondai-kenkyu: Research on Educational Problems), in which the theories
of Percy Nunn (British philosopher), Helen Parkhurst on the Dalton Plan, and Carleton Washburne on the Winnetka Plan were introduced and discussed. He was elected a
member of the House of Peers in 1909 by imperial command. Works: Publishing Unit for
Sawayanagi’s Works, ed., 1925, Collected Works of Sawayanagi, 6 volumes; Seijo School Unit
for Publishing Sawayanagi Masatarou’s Works, ed., 1975–80, Sawayanagi Masatarou’s Works,
11 volumes, Tokyo: Kokudo-Sha. References: Mizuuchi, Hiroshi, 1989, “Sawayanagi Masataro” in Ten Great Educators of Modern Japan: A Japanese Perspective, compiled and edited by
Benjamin C. Duke, Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, pp. 149–65; Masashi Tsujimoto &
Yoko Yamasaki, eds., 2017, History of Education in Japan (1600–2000), Singapore: Routledge. (Yoko Yamasaki)
83 Shibusawa, Eiichi, 渋沢榮一, 1840–1931, m. Famous leader of Japanese modern trades
and industry, an influential ideologue of Japanese capitalism, educational developer for
business and technical education and girls’ education. Born a son of Shibusawa Ichiroemon,
a rich farming family at Chiaraijima-Mura in Hanzawa-Gun, Musashinokuni (now YoriiCho, Ohsato-Gun, Saitama-Ken). Education: There being no state elementary school,
learned basics at home; then Chinese classics under Odaka Atsutada, a relative scholar of
Chinese classics. Career: first stage: 1863–1866, at Kyoto, a clerical servant to the Hitotsubashi family; 1866–1879, a clerk at the Tokugawa Bakufu; 1867, visited the Paris International Exhibition; 1869–73, chief officer, Currency Department, Ministry of Finance:
1873–1931, industrialist, educationalist, and philanthropist. He had proposed to legislate
company acts before 1873. Before leaving the Ministry of Finance in 1873, he enacted the
National Bank Law and established the First National Bank. Against such circumstances,
he started his new life as an entrepreneur. What he achieved was multifarious: (1) he urged
the necessity of harmonizing business-cum-financial rationality and moral responsibility of
merchants and industrialists so that people might fully utilize the joint-stock company system with spirit of anti-greed; the phrase, “Analects of Confucius and Abacus” is a symbolic
expression of his creed; (2) his ideal of “merchant-state” replacing “samurai-government”
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required educated human resources who would share a brave soul of innovating the conventional ethos interwoven in Japanese mercantilism and who would dedicate themselves
to public welfare; (3) he established various schools – randomly, 商法講習所 (Shouhoukoshuujo, Studio on Commercial Law) in 1875, 大倉商業学校 (Ohkura shogyo-gakko:
Ohkura School of Commerce) in 1900, 共立統計学校 (Kyoritsu tokei-gakko; Kyoritsu
School of Statistics) in 1883, 工手学校 (Koshu-Gakko; Mechanics Institute) in 1888,
東京女学館 (Tokyo Jogakkan: Tokyo School for Girls) in 1888, 明治女学校 (Meiji Jogakko: Meiji Girls’ School) in 1885, 共立女子職業学校 (Kyoritsu joshi shokugyo-gakko;
Kyoritsu Girls’ Vocational School) in 1886. He also supported Naruse Zinzo, who built up
日本女子大学 (Nihon joshi-daigaku: Japan Women’s University) in 1901. His educational
philosophy was unique in the sense that, comparing new learning after 1868 and traditional
studies before 1868, he stressed the importance of the “will to do” in the human mind. It
was another expression of the current ideology of Japanese spirit and Western technology.
Shibusawa, accepting an invitation given by Ito Hirobumi, who encouraged girls’ education, joined the Advancement of Girls Education Council in 1886 with his firm belief
in future consequences of extended education for girls against the internationalization of
Japan. References: 竜門社編 (Ryumon-sha), ed., 1951–71, 渋沢栄一伝記資料 (Sibusawa
eiichi denki-shiryo: Collected Biographical Manuscripts on Shibusawa Eiichi), Volumes 1–46,
Tokyo: 渋沢栄一伝記資料刊行会 (Shibusawa eiichi denki-shiryo-kankokai; Publishing
Committee of Resources on Shibusawa Eiichi); Iwao, Seiichi, 1978, Biographical Dictionary
of Japanese History, translated by Burton Watson, Tokyo: Kodansha International, pp. 463–
64. (Miwa Hanai)
84 Shimoda, Utako, 下田歌子, 1854–1934, f. Educator who promoted girls’ education,
founder of 実践女学校 ( Jissen-zyogakko: Jissen School for Girls), a talented poet and
social worker. Born in Gumma-Ken as a daughter of samurai (warrior) family. Her name
at birth was Hirao Seki (平尾鉐). Education: Home education but highly talented girl.
Career: Her family moved to Tokyo after 1868; 1872, Seki was selected as a lady-in-waiting
for the empress. She was liked by Empress Shōken (昭憲皇后; 1849–1914) and was given
the name Utako by the Empress; 1879, Utako married Shimoda Takeo (下田猛雄) and
opened a private juku called 桃夭女塾 (Touyou jo-juku; literally Juku for young brides)
at home; 1887, when her husband passed away, Utako started teaching at 華族女学校
(Kazoku Jogakkō; School for Girls of Noble Families) established in 1887; 1893, sent to
England in order to see how education for imperial families (particularly for princesses) was
institutionalized in Great Britain, she visited Dr Elizabeth Anna Goldon (1851–1925)
at London; Goldon, a lady-in-waiting for Queen Victoria, was responsible for tutoring
the queen’s grand-daughters; Goldon guided Utako; 1894, Utako travelled to Cheltenham College for Ladies and Training College for Women Teachers (now Hughs Hall) in
Cambridge and met Dorothea Beale (1831–1906) who was then the headmistress of the
college. Dorothea built St Hilda’s Hall (now St Hilda’s College) for women at Oxford University (see Tsuda Umeko). She further visited girls’ schools in Scotland, France, Germany,
Italy, Sweden, Belgium, Austria, and America; 1895, coming back home, she was accepted
as the tutor to two imperial princesses; 1898, she built up 帝国婦人協会 (Teikoku fujinkyoukai: Imperial Association of Women) to advance education for women. Contributions:
As a schoolteacher, she devoted herself to teaching at 学習院 (Gakushu-in; School for the
Noble Class Families), which accommodated Kazoku Jogakkou in 1906; as principal, she
opened 実践女子学校 ( Jissen joshi gakko: Girls’ School for Practical Learning) and 女子
工学校 ( Joshi ko-gakko; Technical School for Girls) at Tokyo in 1899; from 1890 on, she
established and managed about six or seven schools for girls in local settings; 1918, she was
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appointed the first principal of 順心女学校 ( Jun-shin jogakko: Jun-shin Girls’ School) at
Hiroo. When she observed girls’ education in England and elsewhere, she found that education for girls overseas covered wider fields of knowledge and skills than those accepted as
content for girls in Japan. She introduced physical exercises, home economics, and natural
sciences into school curricula for girls. Her intention was to widen educational opportunities to commoners, who were excluded from learning and culture for a long time. Her
belief in the urgency of educating independent women and realizing their empowerment
guided all her educational activities. See: 板垣弘子編, (Itagaki Hiroko), ed., 1998–2002,
下田歌子著作集 (Collected Works of Shimoda Utako), Tokyo: Jissen-Joshi-Gakuen. References: Johnson, L. L., 2013, “Meiji Women’s Educators as Public Intellectuals: Shimoda
Utako and Tsuda Umeko”, US-Japan Women’s Journal, Vol. 44–1, pp. 67–92; Suzuki, M.,
2013, “Shimoda’s Program for Japanese and Chinese Women’s Education”, Comparative
Literature and Culture, Vol. 15–2 (www.jissen.ac.jp/library/shimoda/). (Ryo Sasaki)
85 Shinohara, Sukeichi, 篠原助市, 1876–1957, m. Educational theorist. Born a son of
Ochi Family at Nakagawa-Mura in Shuso-Gun (now Kasai-Shi), Ehime-Ken. At the
age of 1, he was adopted into Shinohara family, farmers. Education: Elementary school
(4-year course) and advanced to Ehime Normal School; 1900–01, Tokyo Higher Normal
School, where he read English and English literature; 1901–1905, and read philosophy
( J. Dewey) at the graduate course; 1906–1918; Imperial University of Kyoto, where he
met and heard Nishida Kitarou (1870–1945), Tomonaga Sanjurou (1871–1951), and Konishi Shigenao (1875–1948), who were genuine philosophers of the day. He read German
philosophy (the new Kantian Baden School); 1922–23, studying abroad, visited American
and European universities; he met P. G. Natorp (1854–1924). Career: 1893–98, teacher at
Higher Elementary School at Ehime; 1900–01, principal, Mibugawa Elementary School;
1906–18, principal, affiliated elementary school to Fukui Normal School; 1919–1921,
professor, Tokyo Higher Normal School; 1923–1930, professor, Imperial University of
Tohoku at Sendai; 1930–1941, professor, Tokyo University of Humanities and Sciences;
concurrently, 1934–1936, assistant to the minister of education. Contributions: While working at the Ministry of Education, he proposed lengthening compulsory schooling with
the equal opportunity principle, but in vain; as author, he published many books which
compiled both philosophical, theoretical discourses and practical suggestions; of those,
four books are distinctive: 「批判的教育学の問題」 (Hihanteki kyouikugaku no mondai:
Problems of Critical Pedagogy, 1921), edited by Umene Satoru, 1970, Tokyo: Meiji-Tosho;
「理論的教育学」 (Rironteki kyouikugaku: Theoretical Education,1929), Tokyo: KyoikuKenkyukai; 「教育の本質と教育学」 (Kyoiku no honsitsu to kyoiku-gaku: Essence of
Education and Its Sciences, 1930), Tokyo: Kyoiku-Kenkyukai; 「教育学」 (kyoiku-gaku:
Pedagogy, 1939). Tokyo: Iwanami-Shoten. The framework of his academic discourses was
a triad: neo-Kantian metaphysics, rationalization of nature, and historicization of persons.
As to “historicization” of persons in his reasoning, it was necessary to assess how far German Lebensphilosophie affected him against the Zeitgeist of 1930s Japan where the NeoRomanticism advocated by the Kyoto School had attacked the rationalism and realism
borrowed from the West. The Kyoto School asserted the historical idiosyncrasy of Japanese
polity (theo-crown of tenno). It is a theoretical question if his “historicization” of individuality of each people could be reflective of such a Zeitgeist. He was a splendid university teacher. Works: 篠原助市著作集 (Sinohara sukeichi chosaku-shu; Collected Works of
Shinohara Sukeichi), 7 volumes, reprinted ed. 2010, Tokyo: Nihon Tosho Centre. References:
Morita Hisato, 京都学派としての篠原助市 (“Kyoto-gakuha toshiteno Shinohara Sukeichi”: “On Shinohara as a Disciple of the Kyoto School”), in Ogasawara, Michio, 2014,
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日本教育学の系譜 (Genealogy of Educational Theories in Japan: Yoshida Kumaji, Shinohara
Sukeichi, Osada Arata & Mori Akira) ( Japanese version), Tokyo: Keiso-Shobo. (Shigenobu
Mochizuki)
86 Suzuki, Miekichi 鈴木三重吉, 1882–1936, m. Pioneer of juvenile literature and readings, founder of 赤い鳥 (Akai tori; Birds in Red, a journal for juvenile literature). Born
third son of Etsuji and Husa Suzuki at Sarugaku-cho (currently Ohte-machi) in Hiroshima. Education: Educated at Honkawa Elementary School, and No. 1 Higher Elementary
School; 1896–1901, Hiroshima No. 1 Middle School and No. 3 High School (in the prewar education system) in Kyoto; 1901–05, Imperial University of Tokyo, where he read
English and English literature. He attended Natsume Soseki’s lecture; 1905–06; temporary withdrawal from university owing to psychological unrest; 1906–1908; returned to
courses and graduated from university. Career: 1906, temporary lecturer for some months
at a private secondary school in Hiroshima; 1908–1911, vice-principal, Narita Middle
School, and taught English; 1911–1916, left Narita due to students’ strike, lecturer at Kaijo
Middle School (now Kaijou Gakuen) at Tokyo; 1913–1911; lecturer, Chuou University;
from 1911 on, writer, editor, and poet. Activities and Contributions: 1906, during a leave of
absence from university owing to psychological depression, he wrote his first poem, “Chidori”, (Plover) which was published in Hototogisu (Cuculidae) no. 5, a journal of haiku
founded by Masaoka Shiki (1867–1902). It was Natsume Soseki who recommended
his poem to Takahama Kyoshi (1874–1959), who was in charge of editing Hototogisu.
Suzuki belonged to Soseki’s literary group in which he became acquainted with able and
intelligent men like Torahiko Terada (1878–1935). From 1907 to 1916, Suzuki was active
in writing and publishing novels, and in 1915, he began editing his novels and poems into
collected works, which grew to 13 volumes. He launched in 1918 a new magazine, 赤
い鳥 (Akai tori; Birds in Red) for fairy stories, children’s poems, and songs. Well-known
writers like Kitahara Hakushu (1885–1942), Shimazaki Toson (1872–1943), Akutagawa
Ryunosuke (1892–1927), Akita Ujaku (1883–1962), and others contributed to the magazine. Suzuki himself published his own works for children in each volume. In 1919, he
staged the “Akai Tori Ongakukai (The Birds in Red Concert)” in the Imperial Theatre and
released the first record of children’s songs in Japan, in association with the famous composer Saijo Yaso (1892–1970) in 1920. Suzuki’s contributions to children’s stories, poems,
and songs were creative and brilliant. He also made efforts to introduce Western literature
for children by way of publishing, for example, the collected works of H. C. Andersen in
1927. He kept editing and managing Akai Tori for the remainder of his life. When he was
about to pass away, the magazine reached 196 volumes. His success in Akai Tori was influential upon 生活綴方運動 (seikatsu-tsuzurikata undo: movement enacting educationally
pupils’ compositions on their life), which emerged as a unique education movement in the
1920s and the 1930s (cf. Sasaoka, Narita). See: 鈴木三重吉全集 (Suzuki miekchi zenshu;
Collected Works of Suzuki Miekichi), 6 volumes, 1935, Tokyo: Iwanami-Shoten; 鈴木三重
吉童話全集 (Suzuki miiekichi dowa zenshu; Collected Juvenile Stories of Suzuki Miekichi),
9 volumes, Tokyo: Bunsen-Do Shoten. References: Nakauchi Toshio, 2013, 綴ると解くの
弁証法 (Tsuzuru to toku no benshouhou; Dialectics between Writing on and Solving Problems,
Hiroshima: Tansuisha. (Taku Murayama)
87 Takamine, Hideo 高峰秀夫, 1854–1910, m. Pioneer in pedagogy and normal school
education in the early Meiji period. Born first son of Takamine Tadasuke, a clansman of the
Aizu Clan. Being bright, acquired basic classic knowledge under his grandfather’s tutoring.
Education: 1862–65, Nisshin-Kan, official school; 1869, Daigakko (大学校); 1871, learned
English at Fukuchi Genichiro’s and Numma Shuichi’s jukus; 1872, Mitsukuri Shuhei’s
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juku, studied English; 1972–75, Fukuzawa’s Keio Gijuku (college), continuing English
studies; 1876–78, the State University of New York at Oswego, graduated. Career: 1889,
servant at cabinet of Aizu-Han; 1873–76, teacher of English at Keio Gijuku; 1876–79,
staff, Ministry of Education; 1879–50, assistant, Tokyo Normal School; 1880–82, teacher
and assistant to principal, Tokyo Normal School; concurrently, academic assistant, School
of Sciences and Technology, Imperial University of Tokyo; 1882–86, teacher and principal, Tokyo Normal School; 1887–90, vice principal, Tokyo (Higher) Normal School;
1891–92, vice principal, Tokyo Higher Girls’ Normal School; concurrently, professor,
Tokyo Higher Normal School; 1992–97, principal and professor, Tokyo Higher Normal
School; 1899–1910, principal, Tokyo Girls’ Higher Normal School. Through the years,
Takamine was often nominated to principalship at other higher education institutions and
national museums of fine arts. Concurrently, as an advisor to the ministers of education,
Takamine worked on various advisory boards. Contributions: In America, staying at Oswego
Normal School, he acquired the Pestalozzian doctrines. Takamine also learnt Darwinism, zoology, and psychology. Meeting Professor Edward Austin Sheldon at Oswego
and staying with Johann Heinrich Hermann Kruesi (1817–1897), Takamine became fully
acquainted with the essence of the Oswego Movement in teacher education innovation in
the United States. This learning helped him in developing and innovating the contents and
methods of teacher training in his normal schools. The Pestalozzian movement in Japan
originated from the normal schools’ tests, and their network turned out to be influential
over the object lessons applied in local schools. Takamine’s drive toward initiating the
Japanese Pestalozzian Movement was immense. He was often called the Japanese father of
teacher training and education. It should be noted that Takamine introduced a new course
on zoology at Tokyo Normal School and that he helped Professor Edward Sylvester
Morse (1830–1925), a zoologist, as assistant at the Imperial University of Tokyo. It is said
that Takamine introduced pupils’ school trips in place of military physical training, which
was introduced into schools by the minister of education, Mori Arinori. Against the day
when conservative moral education surged, totalitarian militaristic physical training and
memorization-centred learning among public schools, Takamine was distinctive in stressing the importance of inner development of pupils’ physical and psychological faculties.
His contribution to enlightening schoolteachers sounded radical against conventionalism
in school management and teacher training. This could be another reason why Takamine
is now called the Father of Teacher Education. References: 高峰秀夫先生記念事業会編
(Takamine-sensei-kinen jigyo-kai hen; Company for Celebrating Takamine Hideo), ed.,
1921 高峰秀夫先生伝 (Takamine hideo sensei den; Biographical Records on Takamine
Hideo), Tokyo: Baihu-Kan; “Teaching Method Cross Pacific, from Oswego to Japan”,
Oswego Magazine, www.oswego.edu/magazine/2011/12/08/. (S. Suzuki)
88 Tanaka, Fujimaro, 田中不二麿, 1849–1909, m. High officer in the Ministries of Education and Law. Born a son of clansman of the Owari-Han (尾張藩 owari-han, now
Nagoya in Aichi-Ken). Learned Japanese and Chinese classics at the clan’s school, he was
appointed an assistant councillor of the clan. He was a nationalist who supported the Restoration of the tenno government, defying foreign pressures. He was active in advancing
political debates about the Restoration, and he collaborated with those with opinions from
other clans. After serving in the Imperial Army in 1868, the next year, he was nominated
by the new government as an officer for university administration. In 1871, as the undersecretary of the Ministry of Education, he accompanied the Iwakura Mission to the United
States (see Kume) and collected American and European educational information. Niijima
Joe prepared the notes on them for him. Tanaka published the 15 volumes of notes, which
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were entitled 理事功程 (Riji-koutei: A Plan for Readjusting Japanese Education). He became
the secretary of education in 1874 and introduced 教育令 (Kyoiku-rei: Education Code)
in 1879, repealing the gakusei (学制, School Codes) introduced in 1872. His code lessened
the fiscal burden on parents and local authorities by shortening compulsory schooling and
relying on circulating teaching services without constructing schools. The registration ratio
rose steadily since then. His policy was, however, criticized for falling standards of school
learning. He moved in 1880 to the Ministry of Law. He preferred foreign affairs to national
education. However, he had devoted himself to introducing music education and physical
training to schoolchildren. It was also his contribution that he first established the Girls’
Normal School in 1875, which led to developing local-scale normal schools for girls and
kindergartens. He also proposed the establishment of the Japanese Academy, which was
realized in 1879. His idea was that educational administration should be advised by the
highly learned people. The Japan Academy could enjoy relative autonomy within the Meiji
Imperial Constitution regime. See Karasawa Tomitaro, ed., 1980–1882, 明治初期教育稀
観書選集, 第一集23巻、第二集26巻、第三集、20巻 (Meijishoki-kyoiku-kikannshosenshu: Selected Rare Educational Documents in the Early Meiji Era, First Selections 23 Volumes,
Second Selections 26 Volumes, Third Selections, 20 Volumes), Tokyo: Yusho-Do (www.wul.
waseda.ac.jp/kotenseki/). (S. Suzuki)
89 Tanaka, Kanichi,田中寛一, 1882–1962, m. Experimental and applied psychologist.
Born fourth son of Ozaki Wakamatsu on 20 January at Akaiwa-gun (Okayama Ken).
Education: 1900–03, Okayama-Ken Normal School; 1903–1907, Tokyo Higher Normal
School; 1910–13, Imperial University of Kyoto, major, psychology; met Professor Matsumoto Matataro; 1913–1919, Imperial University of Tokyo Graduate School, gained
Ph.D. in psychology (human engineering); 1922–24, studying abroad, on mental test, visiting America, England, Germany, and France. Career: 1907–1910, teacher, Yamanashi Normal School and Tokyo Girls’ Higher Normal School; 1913–1919, lecturer, Tokyo Higher
Normal School; 1925–1927, researcher in chief, Department of Research in Meikeikai,
on standardised achievement tests for educational measurements; 1927–29, director, Japanese Institute of Vocational Guidance; 1929–1944, professor, Tokyo University of Arts
and Sciences; 1936–1944, dean, Department of Educational Counselling at the Tokyo
University of Arts and Sciences. Contributions: Along with comparative studies in intellectual differences of races in Asia and in the American urban zones, Tanaka was devoted to
standardization of tests for measuring school achievement, and then he guided his research
staff on counselling and developing the Tanaka–Binet Intelligence Scale. In 1948, Tanaka
founded the Tanaka Institute for Educational Research in order to further expand research
activities in the field of educational psychology. It is his contribution that educational
guidance and vocational counselling came into the academic courses of many universities.
In later years, he taught at Tamagawa University and Nihon University. He served long
years as editor-in-chief of the professional magazine 教育心理 (Kyoiku-shinri, Educational
Psychology). He was praised for his cultural contribution in 1960. See: Tanaka Kan’ichi,
1921, 人間工学 (Ningen-kougaku: Human Engineering); Tanaka Kan’ichi, 1926, 教育的
測定学 (Kyoikuteki-sokuteigaku: Educational Measurement); Tanaka Kan’ichi, 1936–1939,
東洋諸民族の智能に関する比較研究(1)～(4) (Toyoshominnzoku no chino ni kansuru
hikakukenkyu: A Comparative Study on Intelligence of Eastern Races); Tanaka Kan’ichi, 1947,
田中・びねー式知能検査法 (Tanaka bine shiki chino kensaho: The Tanaka–Binet Intelligence Scale). (Kiyoshi Eguchi)
90 Tanimoto, Tomeri, 谷本 富, 1868–1946, m. Professor of education, Imperial University of Kyoto. Born in Takamatsu, Sanuki (currently Kagawa-Ken). Education: Educated at
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Takamatsu Middle School, Takamatsu Medical School, and Dojinsha, a private academy.
He also studied at Tokyo Imperial University, majoring in philosophy, and advanced to the
Department of Education for students with a special scholarship grant. He studied Herbartian pedagogy under the supervision of Emil P. Hausknecht, a teacher from Germany
(from 1870 to 1889). Hausknecht proposed Tokyo University open a special course, in the
Department of Education, for selected students on secondary school teaching certificates.
The course was built on the model of the seminar in German universities. Tanimoto studied in this course. Career: 1890, teacher, Yamaguchi High School; 1894, professor, Tokyo
Normal School, inspector of MoE; 1902, professor, Imperial University of Kyoto: 1913,
resigned from Kyoto University because of so-called Sawayanagi Issues (cf. Sawayanagi)
and joined Ritsumeikan University (a private university at Kyoto). Leaving Kyoto University, Tanimoto was active as a writer and a critic. He took the post of part-time lecturer
at the Buddhist University (currently Ryukoku University) in Kyoto and advisor to the
Osaka Mainichi (Newspaper). See: Tanimoto Tomeri Chosaku-shu (The Collected Works of
Tomeri Tanimono) (original in Japanese, reprinted edition, 2011). (Taku Murayama)
91 Tejima, Seiichi, 手島精一, 1849–1918, m. Founder of 東京教育博物館 (Tokyokyoiku-hakubutsukan: Tokyo Museum of Education), the Father of Japanese Engineering
Education. Born second son of a samurai family in Numazu Han (now Shizuoka-Ken).
Education: Learned English and mathematics at the Western Studies Department of the
Clan School at Edo; 1870, studied abroad, at Lafayette College, Philadelphia, in America,
but in 1881, he joined the Iwakura Mission (1871–1873) as interpreter; the mission was
a diplomatic delegation of the newly established Meiji Japan. Tejima went with them
around America and Europe. Career: 1874, supervisor, Tokyo Kaisei Gakko (later Tokyo
University); 1876, director, Laboratory-Factory Division in Kaisei Gakko; 1877, assistant
director, Tokyo Museum; 1881–85, director, Tokyo Museum, and director of Tokyo Education Museum; 1881, founded Tokyo Mechanics Institute with Kuki Ryuichi and others; 1886–1889, chief editor, Tokyo Education Museum; 1890–1916, principal, Tokyo
College of Technology (which grew from Tokyo Mechanics Institute); 1897–98, director,
Department of Popular Education, MoE; 1898, director, Department of Vocational Education; 1908, consultant to Technology School of Waseda University. Contributions: Visiting
the Philadelphia World’s Fair in 1876, Tajima arranged the Japanese exhibits. Since this
occasion, he was deeply involved in Monbusho’s endeavours toward participating in international exhibitions: the Paris International Exhibition (1878) and the International Health
Exhibition, London (1884). For the latter, he prepared and supervised Japanese exhibits
on technical education, one of the dual themes of the exhibition alongside health. These
experiences, together with his work at the Tokyo Education Museum, led Tejima to realize
the importance of technical education and its widespread diffusion into the public. Tejima
emphasized the necessity of secondary and semi-higher levels of technical education. At
the same time, he was active in enhancing practical engineering education as the principal
of Tokyo Technical School (1890–1901) and Tokyo Technical College (1901–1916). As to
fundamental education, he advocated science teaching and craft at primary schools. Tejima
was also concerned with education for women. He was one of the founding members of
Kyoritsu Women’s Vocational School (1886), the predecessor of Kyoritsu Women’s University, and took its presidency twice (1891–1897, 1903–1916). On his retirement, the
Tejima Seiichi Commemorative Foundation (1917) was established to pay homage to his
great contributions to the development of Japanese engineering education. Works: Tejima,
Seiichi, 1914, 青年自助論 (Young Men and Self-Help), Tokyo: Daigaku-kan (http://dl.ndl.
go.jp/info:ndljp/pid/951434); Dainihon-Kogyogakkai, ed., 1940, 手島精一先生遺稿
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(Tejima-sensei-ikou: Collected Posthumous Works of Tejima) (http://dl.ndl.go.jp/info:ndljp/
pid/1463172). (Mari Hiraoka)
92 Tezuka, Kishie, 手塚岸衛, 1880–1936, m. Eminent pioneer of the New Education Movement in the era of Taisho (1912–1926), a local inspector at Kyoto. Born first
son of Kenkichi Urushibara at Omiya Village, Shioya-Gun (currently Shioya Town) in
Tochigi-Ken. Father succeeded Tezuka family. Education: 1896, left the higher grade class
at Ohmiya Higher Elementary School; 1898–1902, Tochigi Normal School; 1905–1908,
Tokyo Higher Normal School, where he read Japanese as school subject. Career: 1896–
1898, assistant teacher at Kamisawa Branch of Ohmiya Higher Elementary School and
Ohkubo Elementary School; 1902–1905, teacher at Yamamae Higher Elementary School
and Hokugou Elementary School in Tochigi-Ken; 1908–1919, teacher, Gunma Normal School No. 1, Kyoto Girls’ Normal School, Momoyama Girls Secondary School and
School Inspector at Kyoto-Fu; 1919–1925, teacher, Chiba Normal School; 1926–1927,
principal, Ohtaki Secondary School in Chiba-Ken; 1928–1934, established and managed
Jiyugaoka-Gakuen, a conglomerate of kindergarten, elementary, and secondary schools, at
Tokyo. Contributions: One of his works was his editorship of journals like 日本之小学教師
(Nihon-no-shogaku-kyoshi; Japanese Elementary School Teachers) and 福井県教育会雑誌
(Fukui-ken kyouiku-kai zasshi; Fukui Education Association’s Magazine). In later years, after
1924, he edited a new monthly journal, 自由教育 ( Jiyu-kyoiku; Liberal Education), which
was published by the Hakuyo-sha, a group of advocators of Tezuka’s principles. The circulation became nationwide. Tezuka published his book 自由教育真義 ( Jiyu-kyoiku singi;
Essence of Liberal Education) in 1922 from the publisher Houbun-Kan. The book was a
summative collections of his doctrines. He had developed Jiyu-Kyoiku (literally, liberal
or free education) as the principal of the elementary school affiliated to Chiba Normal
School. It was education and learning based on pupils’ self-learning and independence. In
other words, he advocated activating pupils’ spontaneity and autonomy in learning. His
trials were illuminating and known nationwide. The book summarized his ideas, theories,
and activities. It is said that he met Shinohara Sukeichi, a teacher, at Fukui Normal School
and that his experimental activities at Chiba Normal School were influenced by Shinohara, who taught at Tokyo Higher Normal School just as Tezuka ventured to innovate in
his school. Serving as an inspector at Kyoto-Fu, Tezuka became acquainted with Kikuchi
Jushiro, governor of Kyoto-Fu. Kikuchi introduced 第二教室 (daini-kyositsu; class no. 2
or an alternative class) for the abler and talented pupils in the elementary school affiliated to
Kyoto Normal School. It could be an interesting theme to see how Tezuka took Kikuchi’s
policy into his principles of self-learning and independence. His principles and doctrines
were apt to be contrary to the then-governmental principles of educational administration
which accommodated militarism into schools. In fact, Tezuka fell into conflict with the
military officer attached to Ohtaki Secondary School. That was the cause of his retirement
from head teacher 1 year after appointment. See: Tezuka, K., 1922, 自由教育真義 ( Jiyukyoiku shing, mentioned previously), reprinted in 1988, Tokyo: Nihon Tosho Center;
1922, 千葉師範小・自由教育１ (Chibashihan-sho 1, Elementary School Affiliated to Chiba
Normal School, No. 1: Collected Essays Left by Tezuka), reprinted edition, 1974, Tokyo:
Senbun-Do. (Taku Murayama)
93 Toh’i, Yosio, 東井義雄, 1912–1991, m. Schoolteacher, innovator of Japanese teaching.
Buddhist of Jodo-Shinshu. Born first son of Buddhist priest at Aibashi-Mura (ToyookaShi, now) in Hyogo-Ken. Education: Aida Elementary School and graduated from Himeji
Normal School. Career: Started teaching at Aida Elementary School, taught and served as
principal at several primary and junior secondary schools. Contributions: When he became
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a schoolteacher in 1932, Japan had just committed to war against China in the name of the
Manchukuo Affair. He was not an exception in propagating “War Spirit” among schoolchildren. After 1945, the year of Japanese surrender to Allied Forces, he strictly reflected
upon his 12-year career of schoolteacher who propagated and defended the Japanese war
strategy. In his mediation, he reflected on his Buddhist way to active life. Toh’i thought
that 土 (tsuchi, soil) should be revived in the daily lives of children. In his insightful understanding of real life, 土 as geo-topos can be the only and genuine place where children and
adults can live their lives and achieve or survive as real human beings. His idea of tsuchi
made a sharp contrast to the idea and image of urbanization. The city, which is far from
what country once was, invites the youth, and the youth of many local countries would
leave their motherlands (or mother-tsuchi). In order that local children might rediscover
what and how their motherlands (geo-topos) had given them life, he introduced writing as
pedagogical method into his teaching and class management. Learning from his predecessors in seikatsu-tsuzurikata, he introduced short essay writing in his class. Children were
asked to write on their daily lives and to realize themselves in their sociocultural settings.
An intra-reflective communication between child-self and its geo-topos was the key issue
for his pedagogy. Practical “note-taking on yourself ” became his primary methodology in
his teaching. It was a kind of revival of progressive teachers’ practices during the 1930s This
time, he stressed 心 (kokoro, literally spirit and mind) because it was a core spiritual sphere
of a person where any human being could be anyone, itself at once individual and collective. A book entitled 「村を育てる学力」 (Mura o sodateru gakuryoku or Achievement
Which Enlivens Community) is nowadays taken to be his major contribution to lessons in
Japanese. Retiring from teaching at schools in 1972, he devoted himself to adult education.
See: Tohi, Yoshio, ed., 1972, Collected Works, 7 volumes, 1 supplementary volume ( Japanese), Tokyo: Meijitosho. (Shigenobu Mochizuki)
94 Toh’yama, Hiraku 遠山 啓, 1909–1979, m. Mathematician and educational theorist.
Born in Incheon, Korea, but immediately moved to Kumamoto-Ken. His mother and he
moved to Tokyo in 1918. Education: Ogawa Elementary School in Kumamoto and later at
Sendagaya Elementary School in Tokyo; 1922, Secondary School No. 1 at Tokyo, 1927,
Hukuoka High School; 1930–1937, Imperial University Tokyo, where he took mathematical courses; leaving the course, he moved to Imperial University of Tohoku at Sendai,
where he read mathematics; 1937, graduated from Tohoku University. Career: 1938–1943.
professor, Marine Force, the Air Patrol Squadron at Kasumigaseki; 1944–1948, associate
professor, Tokyo Institute of Technology; 1949–1970, professor, Tokyo Institute of Technology; in his later years, principal, Myojo Gakuen (private school). Activities and Contributions: 1951, he organized and established the Association of Mathematics Instruction,
in and by which he devoted himself to improving mathematics teaching at primary and
secondary schools. Being critical of school education of the day, saying that school education did not allow pupils and students to deviate from correct answers given in advance, he
introduced an innovative idea of a scheme formulated into tiles as a manipulating tool for
calculating and understanding quantity intuitively in conception. The scheme was based on
his mathematical studies in number theory and theories of algebraic functions. Synthesizing the concepts of quantity both in numbers and geography, he invented “Suido-Hoshiki’
(the method of running water from the fountainhead), which was applied to practical
teaching in mathematics. In addition to publishing a journal entitled Hito (Human), he
encouraged schoolteachers to improve education and their ways of thinking, touching on
diverse themes and topics on education. He introduced Jean Piaget to the Japanese reading
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public. See 1978–2011, Toyama Hiraku Chosaku-shu (The Collected Works of Hiraku Toyama) ( Japanese), 30 volumes, Tokyo: Taro-Jiro Sha. (Taku Murayama)
95 Tomeoka, Ko’suke, 留岡幸助, 1864–1934, m. Innovative reformer of reformatories,
a Christian. Born second son of Toshita Mankichi and Tome, who bore six children.
Soon adopted by Tomeoka family. Education: 1880, entered Doshisha Middle School,
where he received instruction given by Niijima Joe; 1885–86, Doshisha College of Christian Theology; 1894–99, study abroad, survey over the American prison system. Career:
1888–88, Christian priest, Tanba Church, No. 1 at Fukuchiyam in Hyogo-Ken; 1891–94,
Christian priest, 修治監 Shujikan (prison) at Sorachi in Hokkai-Do; 1899–1921, priest
and principal, 家庭学校, Katei-gakko, Home School for Juvenile Delinquents, at Sugamo, Tokyo; 1914–33, Katei Gakko, at Kami-Yubetsu-Mura, a branch of Katei Gakko at
Sugamo; 1933–34, honorary principal, Katei Gakko. Contributions: Tomeoka innovated
reformatories for juvenile delinquents on three principles: (1) home environment where
all delinquents could live their respective lives as if full member of a home which is full of
love, (2) active relationship between the individuals and community/society in which all
delinquents could revive their respective vocational concerns and interests, and (3) natural
environments where young men and women should/could activate their own internal
lives to evolve. When he visited America, he met Zebulon Brockway (1827–1920) at
Elmira Reformatory in upstate New York. It was said the Elmira method was the most
successful programme of approaches since the 18th-century origin of American correctional education. Brockway was quick in understanding the importance of general and
vocational education for prisoners of both sexes. Elmira had an industrial school for female
prisoners. Brockway also thought it necessary to keep prisons open to communities. Correctional education at Elmira looked beyond prisoners’ sentences to their lives outside the
walls of confinement. Tomeoka could learn from Brockway’s Elmira. On the other side,
Tomeoka was awakened to the relevance and availability of the doctrines delivered by
Ninomiya Sontoku (1789–1856), who synthesized the agrarian ethos of the farmers and
the Japanized Confucian value doctrines. Tomeoka devoted his life to reconciliations of (1)
Christianity and reformatory education and (2) agricultural renovation and social reforms.
His home school is still alive. Works: Tomeoka, 1987, Collected Works ( Japanese version),
5 volumes, Kyoto: Douhou-sha (edited by the Institute of Humanities, Doshisha University). References: Kobayashi Hitomi, 2010, Tomeoka Kousuke and Home School – A Historical
Study on Modern Japan and Correctionary Education, Tokyo: Fuji-Shuppan; Tazawa Kaoru,
1999, Tomeoka Kousuke and Correctional Education ( Japanese version), Tokyo: Keiso-Shobo;
Shimura Satoko, 2000, “Tomeoka Kousuke”, Dictionary of Educational Thought ( Japanese
version), edited by Society of Educational Thought, Tokyo: Keiso-Shobo, pp. 534–35;
Putney, Snell & Gladis, J. 1962, “Origins of Reformatory”, Journal of Criminal Law and
Criminology, Vol. 53, No. 4, pp. 437–445; Elmira Reformatory – Past, Present, Prison (Rehabilitation Education: Elmira Reformatory), (sites.coloradocollege.edu/hip/elmira-reformatory/), retrieved 28 August 2019. (S. Suzuki)
96 Toyama, Masakazu, 外山正一, 1848–1900, m. High official, educator, professor of
sociology, born a son of Toyama Chuubei, clansman, at Musashinokuni, Edo KoisikawaYanagimachi (now Bunkyo-Ku, Tokyo). Education: 1861, Bansho-shirabesho (蕃書調所),
learnt English; 1866–69, studying abroad, having been sent by the Edo Bakufu to England,
he visited Nakamura Masanao in London and observed British culture and institutions;
1871–76, high school in Michigan and entered the University of Michigan, where he
studied philosophy and natural sciences. Career: 1869, teacher, Gakumonsho (Studio) at
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Sizuoka; 1870, clerk at the Japanese Embassy; 1877, teacher, Tokyo Kaisei Gakko (開成
学校), later professor, Tokyo University (Kaisei Gakko was re-established as a university);
1881–86, dean, Faculty of Letters, Tokyo University; 1986–97, director, Tokyo Humanities University; 1897, president, Tokyo Imperial Humanities University. Contributions: Toyama was the first professor who was nominated after 1868. He taught sociology by way
of introducing Herbart Spencer (1820–1903). In 1877, he invited Edward S. Morse
(1838–1925) from America and asked him to give lectures on zoology and physiology;
1882, together with Inoue Tetsujiro (1855–1944), he published 「新体詩抄」 (Sintai-shi
shou; New Poems Selected), which had significant effects upon poets, although the qualities of new poems were not yet high; 1889, with the help of Motora Yujiro (1858–1912),
established Seisoku Preparatory School (now Seisoku high school) at Shiba in Tokyo: He
proposed to Romanize Japanese language, replacing kanji and kana, but in vain. He was a
man of enthusiastic education for girls and a leader in the Meiji era enlightenment movement. Works: 教育制度論 (Kyoiku seido ron, A Treatise on Educational Institutions), 1900,
Tokyo: Fuzan-Bo. References: Mikami, Sanji, 1911, Brief Notes on Toyama Masakazu ( Japanese), reprint, 1987, Tokyo: OzoraSha. (S. Suzuki)
97 Tsubouchi, Shoyo, 坪内逍遥, 1859–1935, m. Scholar, dramatist, novelist, translator,
educator. Born a son of He’emon Tsubouchi, a lower rank of clerk, the Ohta branch of
the Han government at Ohta of Kamo-Gun, Mino no Kuni (now Minogamo-Shi, GihuKen). Education: Rudimentary education at home under his father’s guidance; 1872–76,
Aichi Gaikokugo Gakko or School of English provided by Nagoya-Ken; 1876–78, selected
as scholar, moved to Tokyo, and registered at Kaisei-Gakko (later Tokyo University);
1878–83, Department of Politics, Faculty of Letters, Tokyo University. Career: 1883–96,
lecturer at Tokyo Semmon Gakko (Tokyo College of Politics, later Waseda University);
1896–1901, deputy head teacher, Waseda Middle School; 1902–1915, professor, Waseda
University (Tokyo College of Politics became Waseda University in 1902); concurrently,
principal, Waseda Middle School; 1915, resigned from professorship at Waseda University.
Contributions: First, he worked as a novelist and dramatist and second as educator. In 1891,
he established Waseda Bungaku (Waseda Arts and Letters), a journal in which he discussed
realism against Mori Ogai, who asserted idealism. In 1906, he organized Bungei Kyokai
(BK; Association of Novelists and Dramatists) with Shimamura Hogetsu, and in 1906, after
being elected president of BK, he devoted himself to innovating Japanese theatre. He completed a Japanese translation of the whole works of Shakespeare in 1928. Later, he revised
his translations in standard modern Japanese, whose volumes reached 40 in number. Natsume Soseki was critical of his translation. Natsume thought that Shakespeare’s verses could
be translated by way of poetic imagination. Natsume thought that Tsubouchi’s theatrical
narratives and lines did not fit that model. It was a conflict between the Japanese images
of Shibai (theatricals, often private) and the ideas of English drama. Tsubouchi was highly
interested in children’s plays (theatrical or dramatic) and, publishing some plays, he urged
bringing children’s plays into the home. However, he withdrew from children’s theatre to
writing after the MoE intervened in school plays in the 1910s. His enthusiasm for modernizing Japanese literature on realism was a milestone in the modern history of Japanese arts
and letters. In addition, Tsubouchi supported, together with Kuniyoshi Obara, Japanese
progressive education in line with school theatre. Works: Tsubouchi, S., 1926–27, Self Collected Works ( Japanese), Tokyo: Shunyo Do; Tsubouchi, S., 1977–78, Collected Works ( Japanese), 15 volumes, Tokyo: Daiichi-Shobo. References: Kawatake Toshihiko & Yanagida Sen,
1939, Tsubouchi Shoyo ( Japanese), Tokyo: Fuzanbo; Tsubouchi Shiko, 1953, Tsubouchi
Shoyo Kenkyu (Studies on Tsubouchi Shoyo) ( Japanese), Tokyo: Waseda University Press;
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Nakamura Mitsuo, 1954, Nippon no Kindai Shosetsu ( Japanese Modern Novels) ( Japanese),
Tokyo: Iwanami-shoten. (S. Suzuki)
98 Tsuda, Umeko, 津田梅子, 1864–1929, f. One of the first Japanese women to study in
the United States, pioneer in higher education for women, founder of Joshi Eigaku Juku
(English School for Girls, later Tsuda College). Born in Edo (Tokyo) on 31 December in
1864. Her father, Sen Tsuda, had spent half a year in the United States as a government
mission member, and that experience led him to send Umeko, his second daughter, to be
educated there. Umeko Tsuda, then 6 years old, left for the United States in 1871 with the
Iwakura Mission and four other girls who had also received government scholarships. She
stayed with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lanman in Washington, D.C., where she was raised just
like an American girl, speaking only English. After completing her primary and secondary
education at girls’ schools in Washington, she returned to Japan in 1882. Deeply influenced
by their experiences in the United States, Tsuda and two of the other girls, Sutematsu
Yamakawa and Shigeko Nagai, discussed plans to help Japanese women receive a true education. However, Japan was not yet ready to promote women’s education. When Kazoku
Jogakko (the Peeresses’ School) was opened in 1885, Tsuda accepted a teaching position
but was shocked to see the low level of expectations for the girls. In order to prepare herself to start a real school of higher education for Japanese women, Tsuda returned to the
United States to study at Bryn Mawr College (1889–1892). She was finally able to open
Joshi Eigaku Juku in Tokyo in 1900. The first class had only ten students. Yamakawa and
Nagai gave Tsuda unwavering support. Alice Bacon, an American friend of Yamakawa’s
and the author of three books on Japan, and Anna Hartshorne, a Bryn Mawr friend of Tsuda’s who would remain a mainstay of the school until 1940, both came to assist as teachers.
Many other friends in the United States also provided both moral and financial support,
first to start the school on a small scale, then to expand it, and later to rebuild it after it
was destroyed in the Great Kanto Earthquake of 1923. Tsuda emphasized quality education with a focus on English, and prominent graduates active in fields such as education
and government service have done much to improve the status of women in Japan. Works:
Tsuda, Umeko, 1984, The Writings of Umeko Tsuda, rev. ed., eds. Yoshiko Furuki, et al.,
Tokyo: Tsuda College; Tsuda, Umeko, 1991, The Attic Letters: Ume Tsuda’s Correspondence to Her American Mother, eds. Yoshiko Furuki et al., New York: Weatherhill. References:
Furuki, Yoshiko, 1991, The White Plum: A Biography of Ume Tsuda, Pioneer in the Higher
Education of Japanese Women, New York: Weatherhill; Rose, Barbara, 1992, Tsuda Umeko
and Women’s Education in Japan, New Haven: Yale University Press; Iwao, Seiichi, 1978,
Biographical Dictionary of Japanese History, translated by Burton Watson, Tokyo: Kodansha
International, Ltd. pp. 501–02. (Mari Kunieda)
99 Tsuda, Sen 津田 仙, 1837–1908, m. Pioneer in agricultural education, founder of
Gakunosha (a private institute of agriculture), father of Umeko Tsuda. Born in the Sakura
Han (domain) of Shimofusa (Sakura City, Chiba Prefecture) on 6 August 1837 as the third
son of Kojima Zen’emon Yoshichika, a low-ranking samurai, Tsuda was educated at the
domain’s school, but his interests soon shifted to the Western sciences. In 1861, Tsuda was
employed by the Gaikoku Bugyo (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Tokugawa government) and travelled to the United States as an interpreter for the government mission of
1867. This experience opened his eyes to the importance of agriculture and of women’s
education. His visit to the Vienna Expo in 1873 as an agricultural expert resulted in his
report Nogyo Sanji (Three Topics in Agriculture), published to introduce Western agricultural
knowledge and techniques. In 1875, Tsuda and others established Gakunosha, which ran
a school of agriculture, published the agricultural magazine Nogyo Zasshi (1875–1920),
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and sold seeds and seedlings. Through the undertakings of Gakunosha, Tsuda contributed to the modernization of agriculture and horticulture in Japan; he also grew Western
vegetables like asparagus and tomatoes himself. Tsuda’s interest in women’s education and
collaboration with Christian friends to support education in general are well known. He
supported Dora Schoonmaker’s founding of the Methodist primary girls’ school, Kaigan
Jogakko, in 1874 and helped missionary Julius Soper establish a school for boys, Kokyo
Gakusha, in 1878. These schools and several others were later reorganized to form Aoyama
Gakuin. In 1900, his daughter, Umeko Tsuda, educated in the United States, established
Joshi Eigaku Juku (now Tsuda College), one of the first institutions of higher education for
women in Japan. Tsuda and his wife Hatsuko had been baptized, and his Christian beliefs
led him and others to open Kunmoin (School for the Blind) in 1889. It was later put under
the control of the Ministry of Education as Tokyo Moa Gakuin (School for the Blind and
Mute) and has now become two separate schools of special education, one for the blind
and the other for the deaf, both affiliated with Tsukuba University. See: Tsuda, Sen, 1874,
『農業三事』 (Nogyo Sanji; Three Topics in Agriculture, Biography of Tsuda Sen) Sofukan.
(Mari Kunieda)
100 Uchimura, Kanzo 内村鑑三, 1861－1930, m. Christian, theologian, educator. Born
first son of Uchimura Nobuyuki, Tokyo. In 1866, he moved to Takasaki, where he learned
English. Education: 1873, Arima Gakko, Tokyo; 1874, Tokyo School of Foreign Languages;
1877–1881, Sapporo College of Agriculture; 1884–1888, studying abroad, Amherst College (USA). Career: 1881–1882, staff at Land Development Bureau at Sapporo; 1882–84,
teacher at Tsuda Sen’s Gakuno-Sha Gakko and officer at Department of Agriculture and
Commerce; 1888–1889, teacher at Toyo-Eiwa Gakko and Meiji-Jogakko; 1890–91, viceprincipal, High School No. 1, Tokyo. He retired from high school owing to Fukei-Jiken
(Insulting Affairs: it was said that Uchimura bowed to the Tenno Prescript on Education
but not deeply on the occasion of the Reading Prescript Ceremony held on 1 September in 1891). His manner was mistaken for antipathy to the tenno in the Japanese polity;
1892–93, teacher, Taisei-Gakkan (School of European Studies) at Osaka and Kumamoto
English School; 1897–1898, journalist, Shinpou-Sha, which published 万朝報 (Yorozu
chohou: Morning Paper); 1899, principal, Joshi-Dokuritsu Gakko (School for Independent Women). Activities and Contributions: 1892–93, Uchimura was accused of bad manners
on the occasion of Fukei-Jiken by Inoue Tetsujiro (井上哲次郎, 1856–1944, professor of
Tokyo University). He denied it, but the conservative climate of the society of the day did
not safeguard Uchimura. During those days, Uchimura published the book How I Became
a Christian (1895) and others. The book was widely read outside Japan. In 1898, he published the journal 東京独立雑誌 (Tokyo dokuirtsu zasshi: Tokyo Magazine for Independence),
but it ceased publishing in 1900. Very soon, he published 聖書之研究 (Seisho no kenkyu;
Bible Studies) in the same year. With this journal, he established an institute for studies in
Christianity and invited up to 25 students. The group was renamed 教友会 (kyouyuukai, common faith group) in the later year of 1905. Despite his enthusiasm, he was not
successful in revising the Japanese version of the Bible. He committed himself to some
of the social issues of the day, like the ecological deterioration of the Asio-Copper Mine
and Wars. He was, however, critical of socialism. Works: 内村鑑三全集 (Uchimura kanzo
zenshu: Collected Works of Uchimura Kanzo) ( Japanese version), 40 volumes, 1984, Tokyo:
Iwanami-Shoten. References: Iwao, Seiichi, 1978, Biographical Dictionary of Japanese History,
Tokyo: Kodansha International, pp. 502–503. (Mari Hiraoka)
101 Ueda, Kazutoshi (Mannen), 上田萬年, 1867–1937, m. Japanologist, linguist, professor.
Born first son of Ueda Toranojo and Ine at Okubo, Edo (Okubo, Shinjuku-Ku, Tokyo).
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Education: 1888, graduated from Tokyo Imperial University, where he read Japanese literature as his major; 1889–94, study abroad, Germany (1890–92) and France (1892–94). Career:
1888–90, appointed to staff on English teaching, Faculty of Letters; 1894–1912, professor
of philology, Imperial University (later, Tokyo Imperial University 1897); 1912–21, dean,
Faculty of Letters; 1926, retired from Tokyo Imperial University (age limit), appointed
president, Kokugaku-In University (private); 1928, retired from Kokugaku-In University.
Contributions: In the dawn of the Meiji era, after the Revolution (1868), there was no
standard common medium for people to communicate with each other. Each region had
its own dialect. Ueda was sent to Germany and France to study how these two countries
developed their standardized languages and how they had managed language issues. A principle was widely accepted among learned people regarding standardized Japanese: unifying
written and spoken representation. There emerged two groups of those who discussed how
to standardize vernacular languages: Ueda argued for introducing phonetic representation,
while others like Mori Ogai urged to retain the usage of kana in the traditional way. Ueda
wished to apply phonology to standardized expression in colloquial and written Japanese.
In 1902, when the government invited the Committee for the Investigation of the Japanese
Language, he served there. Although his assertions and explanations were not accepted as
conclusions of the committee, he contributed much to advancing modern and systematic
studies of the nature and history of the Japanese language. His Kokugo-no-tame, dai-ichi,
1895 and Kokugo-no-tame, dai-ni, 1905 (On Advancing Japanese as State Language, Note 1
and Note 2) were of particular historical importance “because in them he propounds the
theory that the syllables beginning with an ‘h’ sound in modern Japanese had originally
been pronounced with an initial ‘p’, an assertion that aroused great controversy at that time
but has long since been accepted as fact” (Hisamatsu, 1976, p. 345). Ueda was required
to review the Morrison Collection when Iwasaki Hisaya (1865–1955) was purchasing the
collection from G. E. Morrison (1862–1920). The Ministry of Education approved in
1924 the 東洋文庫 (Toyo-bunko, Library of Asian Studies) as a public cooperation, inviting Ueda and ten other members as trustees of the library. He was enthusiastic in obtaining
rare old books like 天草文庫 (Amakusa-bunko: the Jesuit Mission Press in Japan). In this
way Ueda devoted himself to enriching the academic background of Japanese philology. In
the 1970s, however, new scholarship re-examined Ueda’s discourses on nationally standardized Japanese from the viewpoint of the intrinsic dilemma between modern state building and nationally standardized Japanese against the background of Japanese Imperialism.
Works: Ueda, M, 1859, 国語論 (Kokugo-ron, On National Language), Tokyo: Kinkou-Do;
日本語学の本源 (Nihon-gogaku-no-hongen: Origins of Japanese Philology): 1897–1903,
国語のため (Kokugo-no-tame: Advancing Japanese as State Tongue), Tokyo: Fuzan-Bou.
References: Hisamatsu, Sen’ichi, 1976, Biographical Dictionary of Japanese Literature, Tokyo:
Kodansha, pp. 344–345; Ueda Mannen, Toyo Bunko, www.toyo-bunko.or.jp/Library3/
shouzou/ueda.html; Komori Yoichi, 2000, Nihongo no Kindai (Modernity in Japanese Language), Tokyo: Iwanami-shoten. (S. Suzuki)
102 Ueki, Emori, 植木枝盛, 1857–1892, m. Political philosopher of liberal democracy and
an elected member of the local council at Kochi. Born a son of a lower clansman at TosaHan (土佐藩 tosa-han; Kochi-Ken now). Learning Chinese classics at the clan’s school,
he acquired western learning at a juku. At Tokyo, he belonged to the clan’s private college, where he advanced his western studies. Coming back to his home county, he joined
立志社 (risshi-sha, an assembly established by 板垣退助 Itagaki Taisuke, 1837–1919, a
politician who advocated parliamentalism) and supported Itagaki when Itagaki organized
a movement for establishing a national parliament. Ueki drafted the theoretical papers for
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the movement. Elected in 1886 as a member of the local council at Tosa, he started publishing his articles in a local paper on the new relationship between parents and children.
He criticized the conventional family relationship based on the feudal parent-child order
and intended to replace it with a new child-centred family order and asserted renewed
child-rearing doctrines. He took children for independent humans who should be given
the first priority in their families and communities. It is interesting to observe that children’s positions in relation to their parents were not situated as was common in a feudal
family, where responsibilities were bestowed children in advance. In his view, the relationship between children and their parents was mutual partnership. In his view of society, all
personal relationships should be reasonably reconstructed and its first step was to rebuild
parent-child relations in a family structure. In his proclamations, he stressed the importance
of independent life of mature children from parents. Such a view was quite innovative those
days, as was a Christian understanding of family and its management. Works: Ueki Emori,
1990, Collected Works of Ueki Emori ( Japanese version), Vol. 1–10, Tokyo: Iwanami-Shoten.
References: 外崎光広, (Sotozaki Hiromitsu), ed., 2001, 植木枝盛研究資料目録 (Ueki
emori kenkyu siryo mokuroku: Catalogue of Articles on Ueki Emori, Japanese version), Kusa,
no 1, Kochi: Library for Peace; Ienaga Saburo, 1960, 植木枝盛研究 (Emori ueki kenkyu:
Studies on Ueki Emori), Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten; Iwao, Seiichi, 1978, Biographical Dictionary
of Japanese History, Tokyo: Kodansha International, p. 503. (S. Suzuki)
103 Umene, Satoru, 梅根 悟, 1903–1980, m. Teacher, university professor, national
leader of core curriculum movement, president of the Japanese Association of Educational Research, founder of Wako University. Born first son of Umene Mokuta and Kuma
at Miyano-Mura, Kaho-Gun (now Kaho-Cho) in Fukuoka-Ken. Education: 1910–16,
Miyano Elementary School; 1916–18, Osumi Higher Elementary Normal School, concurrently attended the French Course at Tokyo College of Foreign Languages; 1930–33,
Tokyo University of Arts and Sciences, read education. Career: 1927–30, teacher, Okayama
Normal School; 1933–36, deputy head teacher, Elementary School Affiliated to Ibaraki
Normal School, concurrently sent to National Institute of Japanese Spiritual Culture for
half a year in 1936; 1936–41, deputy head teacher, Elementary School Affiliated to Saitama
Normal School; 1941–46, principal, Honjo Middle School in Saitama-Ken; 1946–47,
deputy-mayor of Kawaguchi-Shi; 1948–49, associate professor, Tokyo University of Arts
and Science (TUAS); 1949–66, professor of education, Tokyo University of Education,
concurrently, professor of TUAS; 1966–79, president, Wako University. Contributions:
Umene’s contributions cover wide fields: (1) as lecturer, visited Ryukyu University at
Okinawa in 1953 when US forces occupied Okinawa; taught officers and promoters in
agriculture, forestry, and fishery, who were sent to him by the ministry concerned; (2)
as a scholar of history of education, organized Society of Education History in 1956 and
served as secretary-general (1956) and president (1969): a successful candidate elected at
the Japan Academy (1959–66); (3) as the tutor-adviser to the Japan Teachers’ Union, he
joined and worked closely together with schoolteachers in advancing democratic learning
at schools and communities; (4) as an author in education, Umene was a prolific writer
and editor who left many books and various collected works touching on the history and
philosophy of education worldwide. His devoted contributions to developing and establishing a core curriculum for school education innovation were enormous. Upon various
local or regional education development plans, delivered during after the 1940s, Umene’s
latent support of the Kawaguchi Plan exerted much influence upon them. In addition,
Umene supported Professor Ienaga’s lawsuit regarding school textbook censorship, exercised by the MoE, taking the witness stand for Ienaga in 1973. In 1970, he was invited to
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the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. Works: Umene, ed., 1977, Collected Works on
Education ( Japanese version), 8 volumes, Tokyo: Meiji Tosho Shuppan. References: Nakano
Akira, 2019, Umene Satoru – His Life and Works ( Japanese version), Tokyo: Shin-Hyoron;
Shinozaki, Masanori, 2018, “Shakaika (social studies) in Its Embryo Stage – Umene’s
Adoption of Core-Curriculum Theory” ( Japanese version), Shinshu University Journal of
Educational Research and Practice, pp. 37–52; Kume, Hiroko, 2012, “On Two Phases of
Umene’s Discourse on Special Education”, Bulletin of Philosophy and History of Education,
Vol. 10, pp. 1–23. (S. Suzuki)
104 Yajima, Kajiko, 矢島楫子, 1833–1925, f. Educationalist, founder of Joshi-Gakuin 女
子学院, pioneer in social education. Born seventh girl of Yajima Naoaki, a big village
headman, at Tsumori-Mura in Kumamoto-Ken. Married at the age of 20, she brought up
four children. After divorcing, she moved to Tokyo in 1871. Education: 1873–4, Temporary Teacher Training Course; 1878, met Sister Mary T. True (1840–1896); 1879, learned
English at 英女学塾 (Ei-jogakujuku: Girls’ Studio for English), established by Sakurai
Chika (1855–1928). Career: 1874, teacher, Sakura Elementary School (now Onarimon
Primary School) at Shiba, Tokyo; 1878–81, head teacher, Shin’ei Jogakko (新栄女学校;
Girls’ School); 1881–89, principal, Sakurai Gakko (桜井学校) consisting of kindergarten, elementary school, and school for the pauper class; 1890, principal and chair, board
of trustees, Jogakuin (女学院; Girls’ Institute for Learning), which was an amalgamation
of Sakurai Gakko and Shin’ei Jogakko. Activities: Upon meeting with Sister Mary True,
Yajima converted to Christianity in 1879. Her activities were all motivated by a Christian
mind and her own recognition of social situations for women whom she thought had to
strive forward being woman, mother, wives, and independent humans. In her school,
Jogakuin, she never ruled by any artificial school codes but only by the Bible. Her ways
were, however, not always monolithic: she invited Buddhist priests and secular scholars, if
not agnostics, to school as teachers. As to learning English, she urged students to acquire
the ability to use English. As a Christian and educationalist, she organized in 1886 the
Tokyo Christian Women’s Union for Anti-Prostitution and was elected the chairperson;
1887, she addressed two recommendations: (1) on stopping prostitution inside and outside Japan and (2) on legislation for monogamy by the government; 1890, she organized
a nationwide network against prostitution and for teetotalism; 1906, she attended the 7th
International Council of Confederations against Prostitution, where she met President
Roosevelt. Although she started learning later in her life, she was strong enough to educate
herself and to achieve a professional life as an educationalist and social reformer. One of the
most eminent educators for girls. References: Tokutomi Soho & Kubushiro Ochimi, eds.,
1935, 矢嶋楫子伝 (Tajima-kajiko-den: Biography of Yajima Kajiko), Fuji-Shobo, reprinted
in 1988, Tokyo: Ozora-Sha; Imanami Hajime, 1999, 矢嶋楫子 (Yajima kajiko), Tokyo:
Ozora-Sha. (S. Suzuki)
105 Yamashita, Tokuji, 山下徳治, 1892–1965, m. Researcher in Soviet education, promoter of scientific research in education. Born at Tokunoshima in Kagosima-Ken. Education: Kagosima No. 1 Middle School and Kagosima Normal School; 1922, studying abroad,
Marburg University, where he met P. Natorp. Natorp introduced him to Pestalozzi; 1929,
visiting the USSR, met Lev Vygotsky (1896–1934). Career: 1913–1920, schoolteacher at
public Nishida Elementary School in Kagoshima-Shi. 1920–1928, schoolteacher at Seijo
Shogakko (成城小学校), a famous private progressive school in the Taisho era (1912–
1926). Obara Kuniyoshi invited him; 1928–1933, teacher at Jiyu Gakuen (自由学園;
literally Liberal School) established by Hani Motoko, an active reformer of education and
educational sciences; 1933–1937 editorial staff of the journal 教育 (Kyoiku: Education)
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published by Iwanami Shoten, Tokyo. Activities and Contributions: In 1922, he heard
Natorp talk about Pestalozzi and thought that Dewey surpassed Pestalozzi. Acknowledging that the USSR accepted Dewey, he visited the USSR. In 1929, he visited Europe
again to study le rythme (1920) by E. Jacques-Dalcroze (1865–1950) and Der Rhythmus
(1920) by Rudolf Bo’de (1881–1970). He made a second visit to the USSR, where he
met Vygotsky and A. V. Lunachar’skii (1875–1933), the then-minister of education,
and observed the processes of the 1st 5 Years Plan. Coming back from the USSR, he published 新興ロシアの教育 (Shinko roshia no kyoiku; Education in Rising Russia), in which
he expressed his radical views on Japanese education reconstruction in line with Marxism.
His idea of 新興 (shinko: reviving or renewing) showed affinity with the notion of Russian Renewal of People’s Education. The book published in 1929 was his manifesto in
which he defined what a scientific theory of education should be. The Institute of Shinko
Kyoiku (新興教育研究所 Shinko-kyoiku kenkyusho), established in 1930, vividly represented his ideas: namely how to synthesize theories and practices in education. Synthesis
must be searched for, cultivated, and achieved on the principle of dialectical materialism.
Works: Committee of Reprinting the Original 新興教育 (which were published in 1929
by Tetto-Shoin, Tokyo), eds., 新興教育基本文献集成 (Sinko-kyoiku kihon-bunnken
shusei: Collected Materials of the Journal Shinko-Kyoiku), Tokyo: Siroishi-Shoten. Reference:
Kakinuma Hajime, 1981, Study of Shinko-Kyoiku Movement ( Japanese version), Tokyo:
Minerva-Shobo. (S. Suzuki)
106 Yamao, Yozo, 山尾庸三, 1837–1917, m. Civil servant, administrator of engineering
department, and director of the Law Office of Meiji government. Born in Choshu Han
(Yamaguchi Prefecture) to a lower samurai family, he participated in the anti-shogunate,
anti-Western movement as a young samurai. Education: In 1863, Yamao, with another four,
including Hirobumi Ito, who was later to become the first prime minister of Japan, was
smuggled out of Japan for Britain in the hope of learning advanced technology to protect
Japan from Western powers. After studying at the University College of London, Yamao
moved to Glasgow in 1866 and studied engineering at Anderson College, the present University of Strathclyde, while working as an apprentice in a dockyard. Career: On his return
to Japan in 1868, Yamao served the newly established Meiji government and urged the
government officials to establish the Ministry of Public Works, at which he was responsible
for setting up and supervising the Imperial College of Engineering, one of the predecessors
of the Faculty of Engineering, University of Tokyo. Contributions: It was a happy coincidence that the first principal of the college was Henry Dyer (1848–1918), a young graduate of Glasgow University, who also had studied at Anderson College, although they had
had no personal acquaintance before meeting in Japan. With the help of Dyer and other
foreign teachers, the college was successful in producing prominent Japanese engineers
who greatly contributed to the development of modern Japan. Yamao’s other contribution
was the introduction of special needs education. In 1871, he proposed the establishment
of a school for blind and mute children, having been impressed to see some mute people
working in a dockyard in Britain. This did not work, but he continued to take an interest
in the matter, joining a private effort, which eventually set up a school for the blind in
1880. In 1885, as the president of the school, Yamao made a petition for placing the school
under the direct control of the Ministry of Education, which was attained in the following
year. References: Cobbing, A., 2010, “Yamao Yozo (1837–1917): A Pioneer of Meiji Education”, Britain & Japan: Biographical Portraits Volume VII. (Mari Hiraoka)
107 Yamazaki, Hyozo, 山崎兵蔵, 1887–1963, m. Asian Pestalozzi who was devoted to childrearing and child welfare. Born at Futomi (now Fukumitsu-Cho) in Nishi Tonami-Gun,
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Toyama-Ken. Education: Futomiyama Elementary School and Higher Elementary School
in Fukumitsu-Cho. Career: 1901–1955, schoolteacher at Tone Elementary School. Tone
Elementary School was a very small cottage-like school located at an excluded mountainous site. No teaching facilities were provided. He asked children to bring a small tray on
which children learned letters by finger on rice bran. A poor village budget never afforded
his school enough teaching materials, much less musical instruments. Yamazaki bought an
old organ, a mimeographic machine, and other teaching tools. His personal life was too
poor to support a personal family. He heartfully devoted himself to caring for and teaching
village children. His teaching methods were unique and absorbed even children who did
not like school. Children enjoyed his lessons, and school attendance of the village children
grew to include everybody. He also helped parents by organizing extracurricular activities for children when they could be left home unattended in the busiest harvest seasons.
Youths or adults were warmly accepted by him to his school. He actively participated in
communal development of Tone Village in traffic improvement, industrial development,
and betterment of social provisions. His devotion to local communities through school
education made him a spiritual leader for most of the villagers who were enthusiastic Buddhists of the Shinshu School. His pedagogic creed was triadic: (1) devotion to children with
the love of agape, as it were; (2) children’s interest-centred approach to teaching; and (3)
community development through school education. He declined any type of promotion
in educational administration and stayed on at the school where he had been appointed
when young. At the 50th anniversary of his appointment, there was a celebration party
in the village, and next year he was decorated with the Medal with Blue Ribbon. He was
called a Pestalozzi in Japan. References: Murata Toyoji, 1953, 一茎百華－永遠の教育者
(Ikkei hyakka – eien no kyoikusha: Hundreds Flowers on a Stem: A Schoolteacher in Eternal
Remembrance). Toyama: Tonekai, reprinted ed. 2011, Tokyo: Katsura-Shobo. (S. Suzuki)
108 Yagawa, Tokumitsu, 矢川徳光, 1900–1982, m. Exploratory pioneer of Marxist education. Born in Nagasaki. His father was a mountain ascetic priest, and his mother was a
Buddhist nun. Because of his mother’s mental illness, he was nurtured by the priests from
11 years old. Education: 1919, Yamaguchi Higher School; 1922–1926, Imperial University
of Kyoto, read English literature at Imperial Kyoto University; 1933 on, learned Russian. Career: 1926–28. Teacher of English, middle school in Niigata; 1929 on, he taught
at the Faculty of Engineering of Nihon University (private); his career from the 1930s to
the middle of the 1940s was complex. On one side, as a member of the Shinko-KyoikuKenkyusho (新興教育研究所：Research Institute of Radical Education; see Yamashita
Tokuji), he introduced educational theories and practices from the USSR. He published
precise notes on the international proletarian and communist educational movements in
the period between 1933 and 1936. What were called polytechnics were introduced to
the Japanese reading public by him. He published many articles under various pen names
through the early era of the 1930s, touching on Soviet educational policies and their
implementation. On the other side, he was involved in the current Japanese political ideologies of Greater Asia and evolved such discourses as promoting education based on
those ideologies. Marxist information on Soviet education and such discourse formation
adaptive to the political ideologies of the day were mutually contradictory. His affirmative
attitudes to the then-dominant political ideas and ideologies of the later 1930s and the
early 1940s caused him to be purged from public posts after 1945. After 1945, however,
Yagawa reinterpreted and reintroduced Soviet education from the viewpoint of his Marxism. Historians might argue whether he had elaborated upon or heightened the standards
of Marxist analysis of Japanese modern education on the international level. His discourse
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covered both theoretical and practical themes, touching on communist education in the
USSR. Works: Yagawa Tokumitsu, ed., 1973–4, 矢川徳光教育学著作集 (Collected Works
on Education) ( Japanese), 6 volumes, Tokyo: Aoki-Shoten. (S. Suzuki)
109 Yamazaki, Enkichi, 山崎延吉, 1873–1954, m. First principal of the Aichi School of
Agriculture, who engaged in education for farmers and young persons. Born a son of a
small clansman family at Kanzawa. Education: 1883, started schooling; graduated from High
School No. 4 at Kanazawa, advanced to College of Agriculture at Komaba, Tokyo (now
School of Agriculture, University of Tokyo); surveyed agricultural productions in Japan
and Taiwan and finished dissertation on sugar plants. Career: After serving as schoolteacher
at several agricultural schools, he was appointed principal of the School of Agriculture and
Forestry in Aichi-Ken. Contributions: His principle of school management was characterized by its openness to all types of students’ aptitudes and in his decision-making. Some
toil and moil caused by disobedient students often hindered him from running the school,
but his tolerance proved useful and creative for advancing professional education and training of the young. His success affected not only students but villagers around the school.
It was because his doctrines of agricultural education were not bookish but practical. He
was a man of character who educated students morally with his warm and sympathetic
attitudes. In 1920, he resigned from managing the school but went to the local regions
to enlighten famers and to invigorate the youth toward farming. He spent 10 years in
visiting both the Japanese countryside and Japanese colonies of the day, where he showed
enthusiastically what farming should be in the transition era. In 1929, he established his
Kamikaze Juku, where he provided young men with shorter courses for qualifying young
professional farmers. During the 1930s, he encouraged Japanese farmers to migrate to
Manchuria. He followed Japanese expansionist policies. His enlightening activities in agriculture turned conservative in that he stressed traditional values of family life based on
Confucian and Shinto creeds. He was nominated vice president of the Japan Farmers’ Club
and elected peer in 1945. His eagerness to develop and enhance farming made him be
called a man of the farming industry (refer to Toh’I Yoshio). Works: 山崎延吉 (Yamazaki
Enkichi), 1935、山崎延吉全集１～７ (Yamasaki enkichi zenshu 1–7: Collected Works
of Yamazaki Enkichi, Vol. 1–7), Tokyo: Committee for Publishing Collected Works of
Yamazaki Enkichi. References: Okada Yoji, 2010, Yamazaki Enkichi: A Physiocrat; Empire and
Local Development ( Japanese version), Tokyo: Michitani-Publisher. (S. Suzuki)
110 Yanaihara, Tadao, 矢内原忠雄, 1893–1961, m. Scholar, Christian, president of the
University of Tokyo. Born a son of medical doctor at Imabari-Shi in Ehime-Ken. Education, 1905–1910, Kobe Middle School; 1910–14, the First High School; 1914–17, Faculty
of Jurisprudence, Imperial University of Tokyo, where he read politics and heard Professor
Nitobe Inazo; 1920–23, studying abroad in England, Germany, Palestine, France, and the
United States. Career: 1917–1920, staff employed by the Sumitomo Company, where he
worked at the Office of the Copper Mine of Besshi; 1920–23, associate professor, Faculty
of Jurisprudence, IUT; 1923–37, professor of international politics, Faculty of Jurisprudence, IUT; 1945–1951, professor, Faculty of Economics, University of Tokyo; 1951–58,
president of University of Tokyo; 1958, professor Emeritus, University of Tokyo. Contributions: As a scholar of international relations and colonial policies, he published a book
entitled 帝国主義化の台湾 (Teikokushugi ka no Taiwan: Taiwan under Japanese Imperialism) in 1929. The book critically discussed the Japanese imperial policies over Taiwan.
His approach to the issues was positivistic, that is, scientific statistical representation of the
socioeconomic realities in Taiwan. The book was translated into Chinese and Russian. He
was also critical of Japanese policies on Manchuria. Because Yanaihara was Christian, his
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social attitudes were not compatible with the then-atmosphere of Japanese communities,
where masses of people were absorbed into Japanese militarism. In 1937, shortly after the
outbreak of war between Japan and China, he published an article titled “Riso no Kokka
(Ideals of the State)” in a monthly magazine, Chuo-Koron. The article disclosed his antiwar sentiments and arguments. He was criticized by the current militarists and right-wing
politicians. The affair led him to resign from IUT. From 1938 to 1945, he opened a private
seminar at home and published a monthly magazine Kashin (嘉信: Good News, or Advent
to New World). His magazine was one of the private journals such as 他山の石 (Tazan no
ishi; Voices from Abroad), issued in 1934 by Kiryu YuuYuu (桐生悠々; 1873–1941), and 近
きより (Chikaki yori; From My Horizon), issued in 1939 by Masaki Hiroshi (正木ひろ
し1846–1975). These small private magazines were the rare media which stood against
wars of the day. Coming back to the academic circle, he devoted his life to academic
freedom and freedom in education. Works: Yanaihara Tadao, 1963–65, Collected Works, 23
volumes ( Japanese version), Tokyo: Iwanami-Shoten; Yanaihara Isaku, ed., 1968–71, 土曜
学校講義 (Doyo-gakko kogi; Saturday School Lectures), Tokyo: Misuzu-Shobo: References:
Seiichi Iwao, 1978, Biographical Dictionary of Japanese History, Tokyo: Kodansha International, pp. 516–7. (S. Suzuki)
111 Yara, Chobyo, 屋良朝苗, 1902–97, m. Educationalist, politician, democratic leader of
Okinawans. Born fourth son of Yara family, at Senaha in Yomitan-Son, Nakagami-Gun,
Okinawa-Ken. Education: Okinawa Normal School, Hiroshima Higher Normal School,
where he read natural sciences. Career: With higher teaching certificates, he taught at
Okinawa Normal School for Girls, Girls’ Secondary School, and Secondary School for
Boys, which were provided by the Okinawa Local Authority; 1938, professor at Taipei
Normal School in Taiwan, a Japanese colony of the day. After 1945, he taught at several newly introduced high schools, and he was appointed as a director of the Education
Department of the Okinawa Islands Region. In 1952, he was elected the first president of
the Okinawa Union of School Teachers. Contributions: Yara devoted himself to the provisional development of learning environments under the worst social circumstances: class
lessons under blue sky, no pencils, much less sheets of paper, still less textbooks. Without
desks and chairs, children, however, were happy if they had tents. Against bad provisions,
Yara concentrated on rebuilding the educational systems in Okinawa, namely upgrading
teachers’ salaries, employing more teachers, enriching in-service training, and rebuildingcum-refurbishing school buildings destroyed during war. In order to protect Okinawan
children from the crimes and hazard of the camp members of the US forces, the Okinawan
Union of Teachers organized the Okinawan Cohort for Protecting Children, and Yara
was nominated the first chair. He also served as chair of the Association for Re-Uniting
Okinawa with Japan and leader of the Okinawan Organization for Protecting Land against
Expropriation by the US-Force. His leadership of popular democracy and his political
manifesto, “Swift Re-Union with Japan”, led him to victory in the first election of chief
director of the government of the Ryukyu Islands. With much support from the Okinawan
Union of Teachers, it is said, he became the first chief director, replacing the former
directors who were nominated by the US Civil Administration of the Ryukyu Islands.
Okinawa returned to Japan in 1972, and he was elected in June the mayor of OkinawaKen at the first national election in 1972. He managed the hardest days for Okinawa as a
political leader for 4 years, 1972 to 1976. Works: Yara Chobyo, 1977, 屋良朝苗回顧録
(Yara-chobyo kaiko-roku; My Memoir), Tokyo: The Press Asahi; Yara Chobyo, 2015,
一条の光：屋良朝苗日記、上、 (Ichijo-no hikari: yarachobyou-nikki, jou: A Throw of
Light: Yara Choryo’s Diary, Book 1), Naha, Okinawa: The Press Ryukyuu. (Reiko Asaka)
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112 Yasui, Tetsu, 安井テツ, 1870–1945, f. Educator, administrator. Born first daughter of
Tsumori and Chiyo Yasui. Education: Her grandparents, Buddhists, were her tutors at home
and trained her on feudal manners and rudiments; 1876–1880, local elementary school;
1881–84, Preparatory Course and Tokyo Women’s Normal School; 1885–1890, Girls’
Department of the Tokyo Higher Normal School; 1897–1900, studying abroad, housewifery teaching and teacher training for women teachers, Hughs Hall, Cambridge University;
1907–08, studying at Cardiff University. Career: 1890–1896, teacher, Elementary School
Affliated to Tokyo Normal School, Iwate Normal School; 1900–1904, professor and dormitory superintendent, Tokyo Girls’ Higher Normal School: 1904–1906, deputy headmistress, Queen’s School for Girls in Kingdom of Siam; 1912–1918, teacher, Joshi Gakushuin
(女子学習院 School for Girls from Imeprial and Noble Families) and Joshi Eigaku Juku
(女子英学塾 Girls’ School of English Studies), senior lecturer, Tokyo Higher Normal
School, and director of its kindergarden; 1923–1940, professor, Tokyo Women’s Christian University. Contributions: Yasui’s pursuit of an academic female education grew from
academic intercourse she experienced at the Girls’ Department of Tokyo Higher Normal
School. Such an academic atmosphere was shared there by both sexes. Her aspirations were
later strengthened by her transnational experience. Being selected a government grant
scholar, she went to England, where she first studied domestic subjects in high school and
observed kindergarten education. However, after autumn 1897, she converted to studying
pedagogy and the history of education at Cambridge Training College under its first principal, E. P. Hughes (1851–1925), with whom Yasui maintained a life-long friendship in
the United Kingdom and later in Japan. Yasui became interested in what the personality of a
human being could be when it could be based on self-discipline, self-government, and selfregulation. She also became interested in Christianity. Meeting Inazo Nitobe at the Paris
Great Exhibition in 1900, she was baptized by Ebina Danjo (1856–1937) later in Tokyo.
Coming back to Tokyo in July 1900, Yasui had to face some hardship, partly because of her
educational standpoint and partly because of her Christian beliefs. Yasui also had hard times
as professor and dormitory superintendent of the Tokyo Women’s Higher Normal School,
particularly when she served as the deputy headmistress in Siam (Thailand) from 1904 to
1906. Against such stringent circumstances, Yasui’s academic interest grew greater and
more intensive so that she again visited England to study English literature, ethics, and educational theory under Professor J. S. Mackenzie (1860–1935) at Cardiff. Yasui was a significant figure in the field of girls’ and women’s academic education. References: Shibanuma,
Akiko, 1999, 「英国留学で得たもの: 安井てつと大江スミの場合を比較して」
(“What They Gained by Studying Abroad in England: A Comparative Study of Two Cases
of Tetsu Yasui and Sumi Ōe”), Keiwa Gakuen Daigaku Kiyou, Vol. 8, pp. 243–267; Yamasaki, Yoko, 2015, “Tetsu Yasui and Trasncultural Influences in Educational Reforms for
Women”, Anuual Bulletin of Research, Vol. 26, pp. 101–121. (Sayaka Nakagomi)
113 Yosano, Akiko, 与謝野晶子, 1878–1942, f. Poet, critic, novelist, activist in women’s
movement, born third child of Ho Shoshichi and Tsuya at Sakai. Education, 1887, belonged
to a juku for Chinese classics, practiced koto ( Japanese harp) and samisen; 1890, entered
the Sakai Girls’ School. Career: Staff of her family’s trade ( Japanese confectionary); 1898,
starting writing poems, contributed her works to some journals; 1900, as a member of 浪
速青年文学界 (Naniwa seinen bugaku-kai; Youth Literary Group of Naniwa; Osaka),
met Mr. Yosano Tekkan (1873–1935), a poet, and fell in love; 1911, established 青鞜社
(Seito-sha; Blue Stocking, a publisher) for women, the first such tried in Japan solely by
women; 1912, visited France, England, Belgium, Holland, Germany, and Austria with her
husband Yosano Tekkan; 1921, established 文化学院 (Bunnka gakuin: College of Culture)
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at Ochanomizu Tokyo with Nishimura Isaku (architect, 1884–1963), Ishii Hakutei (painter,
1882–1958), and her husband; 1940, fell ill with cerebral haemorrhage to die in 1942. Contributions: Yosano made her appearance to the reading public with a book of her poems (短
歌 tanka; Japanese verse) titled みだれ髪 (Midare gami; tangled hairs). In the days when
there was scarcely an expectation for a woman to write on her “self ” and “sexual sentiments”, her verses touched the depth of women’s hearts and bodies. Yosano was taken as
a poet in romanticism. She was critically and negatively assessed by every conservative,
but her status grew more stable in the reading public. Her translation of 源氏物語 (Genji
monogatari; The Tale of Genji, written around 1007 A.D.) into contemporary Japanese
was the first test, and Mori Ogai (1832–1911, a physician and novelist) helped Yosano in
publishing her version. Yosano was also a bright critic of social and political affairs. At the
time of the Russo-Japanese War (1904–05), she penned a poem in which she sent a message to her younger brother who was about to attack the Russian front at Port Arthur. It
said: “never die my brother at the front”. Women were, indeed, the voice least heard in the
days of national upheaval of antagonism against Russia. The verses were published in the
journal Myojo. Yosano criticized in them the then-tenno in that the tenno orders his subjects to go to the front but would not himself. Her criticism of the tenno invited passionate
discussions about the moral relations between the tenno and the people as his subjects. As
to education, Yosano left some arguments which could be applicable to the present day,
reviewing the Japanese government’s policy choices. She argued for introducing education committees into the local educational administration: educational priority should not
be given to the state but to people. Works: Yosano Akiko, 2001–2003, Collected Works of
Reviews and Essays, 22 volumes ( Japanese), edited by Uchiyama, Hideo & Kochi, Tokyo:
Nobuko; Akiko Yosano, 1987, Tangled Hair: Selected Tanka from Midaregami, translated by
Sanford Goldstein & Seishi Shinoda. Rutland, VT: C. E. Tuttle. References: Beichman,
Janine, 2002, Embracing the Firebird: Yosano Akiko and the Birth of the Female Voices in Modern
Japanese Poetry, Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press; Rowley, G. G., 2000, Yosano Akiko
and the Tale of Genji, Ann Arbor, MI: Center for Japanese Studies, University of Michigan;
Golemba, Beverly E., ed., 1992, Lesser Known Women, London: Lynne Rienner Publishing,
p. 152. (S. Suzuki)
114 Yoshida, Shoin, 吉田松陰, 1830–1859, m. Educator, mentor of Yamaga School of Military Science, scholar-politic, and thinker. Born second son of Sugi Yurinosuke, a samurai
in Choshu. He was adopted by his uncle, Yoshida Taisuke, a teacher of the Yamaga School
of Military Science in 1834. Education: His uncle Tamaki Bun’noshin (1810–1876) taught
him Confucian classics and military science; 1835, learning at Shokason-Juku run by
Tamaki; 1850, learned European knowledge at Kyushu; 1851, met and learned with able
men at Edo (Tokyo), disciple to Sakuma Shozan (1811–1864, military scientist acquainted
with western sciences and technology); 1852, studied observations on local countries (several Hans in the Tokugawa regime) in Tohoku (local counties northeast of Edo); 1853,
observed the U.S. vessels at Tokyo Bay and recognized American advanced technology;
Shoin planned to go abroad via a Russian vessel but did not succeed. Career: 1839–1849,
lecturer of military science, 明倫館 (Meirin-kan, Meirin School, established by ChoshuHan); 1854, Shoin met Commodore Perry and tried to persuade him to take Shoin back
to the United States but in vain. He violated Tokugawa’s isolation policy and was jailed;
1854–55, voluntarily taught prisoners at jail; 1857–58, owner and teacher of Shokasonjuku. Shoin was a patriotic figure who anticipated what western states intended to do in
South and Southeast Asia. He enlightened and warned people on the possible colonization
of Japan by Europeans and Americans. At the same time, he argued enthusiastically for
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the idea of one throne of one nation. It suggested a possibility for people to replace the
Tokugawa shogunate with an imperial political scheme. Shoin was a marvellous teacher.
He taught many people until his death either at his Shokasonjuku or at the jails. Among
those who survived the Meiji Revolution and its pre-political upheavals, there were Ito
Hirobumi, Yamagata Aritomo (1838–1922), and Takasugi Shinsaku (1839–1869). His juku
became well known and attracted 80 students and visitors. His teaching and guidance
were creative enough to encourage students to combine learning and working together.
Teaching was individualized. He brought up not a few persons who devoted themselves to
building modern Meiji Japan. Works: Yamaguchi-Ken Kyoiku-kai (Yamaguchi Association
of Education), eds., Collected Works of Yoshida Shoin, 10 volumes ( Japanese version), Tokyo:
Iwanami; 11th & 12th volumes, 1974, Tokyo: Iwanami; Hirose, Yutaka, ed., 1940, Collected
Letters of Yoshida Shoin, Tokyo: Iwanami. References: Kirihara, Kenshin, 2007, Yoshida Shoin’s
Thought and Actions, Sendai: Tohoku University Press; ibid, 2014, Yoshida Shoin: A Philosopher Who Discovered Japan, Tokyo: Chikuma-Shoten; Hisamatsu Sen’ichi, 1976, Biographical
Dictionary of Japanese Literature, Tokyo: Kodansha International, pp. 250–252. (S. Suzuki)
115 Yoshioka, Yayoi, 吉岡弥生, 1871–1965, f. Medical doctor, pioneer of medical education
for women. Born second daughter of Yosai Washiyama, a herb doctor, at Hijikata-Mura,
Joto-Gun, Tohtohmi (currently Kakegawa City, Shizuoka-Ken). Education: 1889, entered
Saisei Gakusya (済生学舎, currently Nippon Medical School) founded by Hasegawa
Yasushi (1842–1912) at Tokyo in 1875. It was the first private school to prepare students
for the national examination of medical doctors. There was no entrance examination, and
it was open to females; 1892, qualified medical doctor; 1895, evening course of German
at Tokyo Shisei Gakuin (school of languages managed by Yoshioka Arata (1867–1921)).
Career: 1900, established 東京女医学校 (Tokyo-joi-gakko: Tokyo School for Women
Medical Doctors) in order to offer girls and women the study of medical sciences; 1912,
the school became Medical College for Women; 1920; the college was approved by MoE,
and the graduates were exempted from national examinations for medical qualifications;
1951, president of Medical University for Women. Contributions: Hearing the news that
Saisei Gakusya would close its courses for women, she decided to found Tokyo Joi Gakko.
At Saisei Gakusha, more than 130 female students were educated for 17 years from 1882 to
1899. Saisei Gakusha was closed in 1903, although it was already recognized as Tokyo College of Medical Science in 1884. Yoshioka’s decision-making was appropriate. Historically,
Yoshioka is accepted as one of the innovators of medical education for girls and women.
During World War II, holding prominent positions such as member of the Council on
National Policy for Women and the Council of Patriotism and president of Japanese Youth
Association and other associations, she directed youths toward Japanese efforts. As a result,
she was excluded from public service from 1947 to 1951. However, Yoshioka Yayoi was
one of the pioneering figures in the modern age who contributed to the advancement of
girls’ and women’s higher education. She was decorated four times by the emperor in her
life for her contributions to medical professional and higher education for women. Works:
Yoshioka Yayoi, 2000, Selected Works, Volume 1–6, compiled by Yoshioka Hiromitu, Tokyo:
Mokumoku-Sha. References: Seiichi Iwao, translated by Burton Watson, 1978, Biographical
Dictionary of Japanese History, p. 523. (Taku Murayama)
116 Yoshida, Kumaji, 吉田熊次, 1874－1964, m. Pioneering professor in education. Born
first son of Yoshida Eiji, a farmer, Nakagawa-Mura, Higashi-Okitama-Gun (now NanyoShi), in Yamagata-Ken. Education: 1893, left Yamagata Middle School, entered the prep
course of High School No. 1 at Tokyo; 1897, course of philosophy, Bunka Daigaku (University of Letters, later Faculty of Letters, Imperial University of Tokyo), where he read
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Kant; 1904–1907, studying abroad, in England, France, and Germany, where he met and
heard Wilhelm Rein (1847–1929) at Jena. He visited America in 1912. Career: 1901–
1903, editor of schoolbooks on Shushin (moral education) at MoE, completed a set of
schoolbooks on Shushin state edition; 1904–1915, professor at Tokyo Girls’ Higher Normal School, Tokyo Higher Normal School; 1908, assistant professor, Faculty of Letters,
Imperial University of Tokyo; 1916–1934, professor, Tokyo University. Contributions: He
published many books on education, and his discourse on education was positivistic. He
was critical of the new education movement and critical pedagogy based on neo-Kantian
philosophy. He represented the standpoint of nation-state formation driven by the ideology
of the Imperial Rescript on Education issued in 1890. For 30 years before 1945, he wrote
and talked on school education, social education, girls’ education, teaching methods, and
history of education. Through activities, he paid more attention to moral building of the
nation. He was invited to and took part as the secretary-general of the ad hoc Council
on Education 1917. He became a big figure in the field of educational administration.
After retiring from Tokyo University in 1932, he was involved in research activities of the
National Research Institute of Spiritual Culture established in the same year. This institute
was planned for controlling left-wing movements held by students in the higher education
sector. His discourses were always reflective at once of national circumstances and of international surroundings: the whole of his discussion on education was not always academically critical of the current political ideologies and dominant philosophy of the west. See:
Collected Works of Yoshida Kumaji ( Japanese), 7 volumes, 2007, Tokyo: Gakujutsu-Shppan
Kai. (Hiroko Hirose)
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